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Abstract
Evaniuck, Jayson D. Ed.D. The University of Memphis. August, 2016. Advanced
®
Placement Human Geography Teacher Perceptions and Experiences with William
Pattison’s Content and Pedagogical Suggestions. Major Professor: Dr. Jeffrey Byford
The researcher investigated to what extent Advanced Placement

®

(AP) Human

Geography teacher’s pedagogical and content approaches aligned with William Pattison’s
noted articulations in geography education. A qualitative case study methodology was
used to explore AP Human Geography teacher perceptions of William Pattison’s
geography content and curriculum suggestions. William. D. Pattison had an enduring
influence on geography education in the United States. He clarified and articulated the
academic discipline of geography amidst changes in the academy and secondary
geography schooling during the 1960s. Similarly, over 50 years later, high school
geography finds itself amidst an educational environment of college and career readiness
initiatives and high stakes testing. The study compared teacher responses with
pedagogical recommendations within the Advisory Paper for Teachers Associated with
the High School Geography Project and geography content within The Four Traditions of
Geography. Additionally, the investigation examined AP Human Geography teacher
experiences with geography content training.
Seven AP Human Geography teachers at seven different high schools in a
southeastern state provided semi-structured in-depth interviews addressing the following
four research questions: (1) What are high school geography teachers’ perceptions of
Pattison’s pedagogical approaches? (2) What are high school geography teachers’
perceptions of Pattison’s geography content approaches? (3) To what extent are AP

v

Human Geography teachers guided by content and pedagogical approaches aligned with
William Pattison’s Four Traditions of Geography and Advisory Paper? (4) What are high
school geography teacher experiences in geography content training?
The researcher identified four themes within the investigation: (1) inquiry
approaches aligned with William Pattison’s pedagogy are embraced among AP Human
Geography teachers; (2) AP Human Geography teachers support weaving William
Pattison’s area studies tradition within a thematic curriculum; (3) the importance of AP
Human Geography collaborative teacher communities; and (4) limitations in college
geography presented a challenge for teaching AP Human Geography. The study offers
recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The current investigation focuses on high school geography teachers and their
perceptions and application of W.D. Pattison’s geography skills and thematic approaches
®
in the Advanced Placement (AP) Human Geography classroom. Throughout the last 50
years’ there have been few voices in Geography education more influential than W.D.
Pattison (Murphy, 2014; Robinson, 1976). He was considered a leader in clarifying the
academic discipline of geography amidst a time of confusion and change in geography
within the college and secondary schooling. His seminal work, The Four Traditions of
Geography (Pattison, 1964) articulated with clarity the academic discipline of geography
while making the case for the subject as a social studies discipline. Recently geography
has faced increasing marginalization at the high school level due to standardized testing
and Common Core State Standards. By evaluating Pattison’s influence on current high
school geography teachers, the exploration provides insight into his geography reforming
ideas in a modern context.
Historically, geography held varying degrees of prominence in the American
school curriculum. In this investigation, geography education is organized historically
with the following periodization: (1) School Geography Beginnings: 1780 to1830s; (2)
First Geography Reforms: 1830s to Early-1900s; (3) High School Geography Identity
Crisis: Early 1900s to 1916; (4) Geography within Social Studies: 1916 to WWII; (5)
Growth of Regional Geography: WWII to Late-1950s; (6) Pattison and the New Social
Studies: Late-1950s to Early 1970s; (7) Low Points in High School Geography: 1970s;
(8) Geography Reforms: 1980s-1990s; and (9) Top Down Initiatives impact on
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Geography: 2001 – Current. These eras of geography were used to generalize the
historically significant trends within geography education in the United States.
At the beginnings of the United States common school movement, education was
seen as critical for a stable democracy. During the 1780s to 1820s, geography was
viewed as one of the most important school subjects. It was seen as a linking discipline
for understanding God and considered a critical subject for making sense of God’s
creation (Rosen, 1957). During this early period, the content was taught as memorized
facts through recitation pedagogies (Walters, 1987). Most teachers lacked the
pedagogical training to guide students in the understanding of the subject during this
time. Also, the idea of students learning causality behind content was absent from all
early geography texts (Walters, 1987). The first notable geography textbook was
Reverend Jedediah Morse’s Geography Made Easy written in 1784. Despite its wide
usage throughout New England common schools, it contained numerous problems for
students. For example, the book only contained two maps, numerous errors presented as
fact, and frequent regional prejudices. Contrary to the title, the text also lacked ageappropriate support behind difficult concepts such as gravitation and meridians (Rosen,
1957).
Throughout this early period of American geography education, the primary
teaching pedagogy was primarily catechetical (Rosen, 1957; Walters, 1987). Catechesis
typically resulting in the teacher asking a question with students expected to recite the
text supplied answer through rote memorization. One writer (Fowle, 1846) recounted his
experience with Caleb Bingham’s Astronomical and Geographical Catechism by stating,
“It was a small book which I committed to memory in a few months, and recited
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regularly eight or ten times a year without understanding a word of it....” (as cited in
Walters, 1987, p.157). Numerous books used a poetic catechetical approach to aid in
memorization. Victoriannus Clark’s A Rhyming Geography, Etc. demonstrated such an
approach. When a teacher inquired of students to recite the geography of New England,
one of the responses within Clark’s book was, “Where common people one and all of
male and female population can boast of equal education” (as cited in Rosen, 1957, pp.
405-406). This text highlights the growing common school movement in New England.
The treatment of Georgia does not receive the same lofty treatment as students recited,
“Drinking and gaining, sloth and pride, here pain the eye on every side; and every virtue
hence has flown save hospitality alone” (as cited in Rosen, 1957, p. 406). Such texts
demonstrate the emerging national divide between North and South as well as the
persistent problem of regional bias in earliest geography instruction in American schools.
Though this catechetical approach would dominate American geography classrooms
throughout the 1800s, the first calls for reform began in the 1820s and persisted through
the century.
During the mid to late 19th century, scientifically rooted ideas in geography and
child-centered pedagogical approaches emerged in Europe. Enlightenment thinkers such
as Rousseau advocated for reforms in education, by the early nineteenth century many of
their disciples were applying their ideas. One such thinker was Johann Heinrich
Pestalozzi, a Swiss student of Rousseau, who developed the child-centered Pestalozzian
approach. This approach viewed children as innately good, demonstrating the moral,
intellectual, and physical aptitude for development through experience-based learning
(Page, 1990). Pestalozzi advocated for universal education as well through his schools
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among the urban poor. In Prussia and Switzerland, numerous German geographers such
as Carl Ritter and Alexander Von Humboldt advanced academic geography to a more
theoretical, rigorous and scientific level.
Pestalozian advances gained exposure in America through textbook writer
William Channing Woodbridge. Woodbridge incorporated the European approach after
visiting several Pestalozzian schools. Additionally, he was familiar with theoretical
advances of Ritter, Humboldt, and other geographers via numerous memberships in
leading European geographical societies (Walters, 1987). These European influences
helped inspire him to become America’s first geography education reformer. His first
textbook Rudiments of Geography written in 1821 advocated a Pestalozzian approach
(Walters, 1987). Woodbridge and other emerging reformers such as globe manufacturer
Josiah Holbrook sought geography as a subject area extended to all schools. Also,
Woodbridge and Holbrook believed European theoretical ideas and scientifically rigorous
geography should be in the textbooks. Reformers were against memorization only; rather
memorized content should be accompanied by understanding of supporting ideas. To
enhance geographic understanding, the Pestalozzian emphasis of deep study of local or
home regions was encouraged (Rosen, 1957). Lastly, these early American reformers
believed students should learn geography by using map studies and globes to help them
experience learning (Walters, 1987).
Early reformers laid a scientific and Pestalozzian groundwork for the work of
Arnold H. Guyot. Guyot was a Swiss-born and German-educated geographer who
studied under Karl Ritter (Walters, 1987). He came to the United States in 1848 after
accepting a teaching position at what is now Princeton University as the first
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professionally trained geographer to hold an academic position in America (Koelsch,
2008). Guyot ushered forth a new era in geography reform in America at the collegiate
and high school level. Furthermore, he brought guidance in more scientifically rigorous
geography to teachers of common school geography. His work among teachers sought to
dispel opinions among educators that geography represented a confusing and jumbled set
of facts in most schools (Koelsch, 2008). Following advice from geography teachers,
Guyot produced a series of maps and curricular materials for the classroom (Rosen,
1957). Such materials succeeded with wide distribution and praise among educators as
quoted in The Massachusetts Teacher (1864): “No science has been in the past so poorly
taught as geography in our schools. With this manual...the skillful teacher has the means
at hand of presenting the science in the best possible manner” (as cited in Walters, 1987,
p. 159).
Guyot’s approach emphasized geography as a holistic subject that makes sense of
the world rather than creating confusion with unsystematic facts. Guyot’s materials
contained emerging earth science theories such as causal forces behind weather and
climate and formation of landmasses. This scientific approach fostered in the
examination of physical geography in the United States. Guyot’s book, Physical
Geography represented a milestone for teaching high school students the rigors of
theoretical and scientifically rooted geography. The text utilized images to teach a
conceptual understanding of physical geography (Rosen, 1957). Overall Guyot’s impact
during this nineteenth century reform era demonstrates a commitment to Pestalozzian
pedagogy with a clear articulation of geography’s holistic and scientific nature.
American society changed by the end of the nineteenth century. Rapid
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industrialization and subsequent urban growth were occurring. The educational
requirements of this new community, as well as vast differences in schooling throughout
America, perpetuated change. In 1892, the National Education Association (NEA)
formed a committee of ten leading educational experts to address numerous challenges
faced by American schools (NEA, 1894). The committee attempted to make high school
geography an important subject. Ensuing committee recommendations aimed at bringing
together elements of botany, zoology, astronomy, meteorology, commerce, government,
and ethnology under the umbrella of physical geography (Rosen, 1957). The
committee’s physical geography course reached its peak of popularity in high schools in
1896 but saw a steady decline thereafter (Whitbeck, 1921). The committee’s attempt
failed due to increased specialization within school subjects at the high school level. A
1908 report from NEA and newly formed Association of American Geographers (AAG)
found physical geography unpopular among high school course offerings prompting
recommendations for an academic overhaul (Rosen, 1957). This downward trend of
academic acceptance persisted in high school geography. By 1922, physical geography
was taken by a mere 4.3% of high school students compared to 21.5% in 1905 (Rosen,
1957).
High school geography’s decline in participation is attributed to changing
workforce demands of the industrial society. High schools shifted away from physical
geography approaches spearheaded by Guyot to economically focused commercial
geography reflecting America’s capital growth and industrialization. Vocational high
schools became common in urban areas with the focus on training industrial workers,
managers, and future engineers. Within vocational high schools, commercial geography
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was a common offering (Rosen, 1957). Whitbeck (1921) indicated professional
geographers were skeptical of the high school commercial geography course due to the
strong emphasis on memorization of production facts and figures. Progressive education
ideas also began influencing high school geography during this era. Proponents of
progressive schooling advocated a more child-centered humanistic approach to
geography as an alternative to the holistic and “lifeless” physical geography. In 1921,
this course became known as human geography (Rosen, 1957). Human geography
received widespread approval among geographers due to the focus on humanenvironmental interaction (Whitbeck, 1921). Despite advances in human geography, by
the late 1920s commercial geography was the only high school geography course holding
on. Brigham (1927) lamented that despite geography’s strong growth in colleges, it is
virtually absent in high school offerings. Rosen (1957) further evidenced decline
reporting that only 1.6% of students enrolled in high school geography in 1934. By the
time of World War II, geography education was at a low point in the high schools of the
United States.
The 1940s exposed serious inadequacies in geography education to the extent that
the Journal of Geography published a series of papers in 1944 addressing such concerns.
Three of the chief concerns were: (1) a lack of knowledge among citizens about world
regions involved in World War II; (2) United States’ shift from isolation; and (3) the need
for spatial training among army personnel. Due to the lack of spatial training, the armed
forces had special training programs devoted to filling deficiencies among men serving in
strategic positions (Meyer, 1946). Education leaders pointed to insufficient spatial skills
as an affirmation of high school geography’s virtual absence from curricula throughout
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the country. Consequently, National Council for Geographic Educators (NCGE),
American Association of Geographers and the National Council for Social Studies
advocated for global geography and economic geography at the high school level
(Atwood, 1944). Tertiary institutions increasingly sought geographers to expand course
offerings. Furthermore, geopolitical changes shaped by nationalism in Europe and the
Middle East as well as U.S. war efforts on three continents increased public awareness of
the importance of high school geography (Atwood, 1944). The United States emerged
from isolation to international involvement. Newspapers were now replete with coverage
that garnered greater global education to understand.
In 1945 NCGE organized the Committee on Certification for the Teaching of
Geography in High Schools. This committee was formed to address challenges raised by
U.S. Commissioner of Education John W. Studebaker. Studebaker summarized high
school geography’s situation in 1942 well in stating, “Now is the time to begin really to
teach the American people geography. Apart from rather backward nations, we are more
illiterate geographically than any civilized nation I know” (as cited in Meyer, 1946, p.
47). The committee findings summarized the need for colleges and universities to
develop, maintain, and strengthen high school geography through greater geography
emphasis in pre-service teacher training (Meyer, 1946). The Studebaker commentary,
strengthening of geography pre-service training, and the advocacy of professional
organizations led to an increased regional focus in secondary geography schooling.
Consequently geography’s 1950s focus in school shifted to a subject of understanding
international realities by framing them in a regional context (Marran, 1994).
By the 1960s, increasing content and pedagogical trends generated
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transformations within geography and social studies education. Noted psychologist
Jerome Bruner published The Process of Education in 1960. Ideas from this landmark
book influenced social studies education by advocating for a deeper student
understanding of the curriculum. This curriculum opposed the prevailing and popular
method of direct instruction dominant in the high school classroom. Bruner’s book also
supported inquiry-based learning by encouraging students to ask similar questions that
academic theorists ask in studying a subject or phenomena (Stoltman, 2010). Bruner’s
ideas ushered in an era of American education known as the New Social Studies (NSS)
era. The NSS era of the 1960s was born out of increased National Science Foundation
(NSF) funding and private funding partly due to cold war competition with the Soviet
Union. During this time-period, virtually every social studies subject received
government funds and grants for developing child-centered curricula deeply rooted in the
structure of a particular social studies discipline. Most of the NSS curricula demonstrated
Bruner’s influence in their inquiry approach and thematic subject matter (Stoltman,
2010). Similar to the Pestalozzian influence on American geography a century earlier,
Bruner’s ideas helped shaped pedagogical practices of NSS and those after. Educational
shifts occurred within college geography away from the predominant economic and
regional geography. Geographers used technological advancements such as aerial
photography and layered mapping data. Expansions in quantitative data within the field
of geography became known as the “quantitative revolution” (Stoltman, 2010).
Jerome Bruner’s influence and quantitative advances in geography converged in
the work of historical geographer and education specialist William Pattison. In a
groundbreaking Advisory Paper, Pattison addressed three objectives which should
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constitute student understanding of geography: (1) attitudes and appreciations; (2)
knowledge; and (3) skills (Pattison, 1962b). Pattison’s paper advocated for the teaching
of high school geography from a spatial approach as opposed to the prevailing regional
and commercial geography approaches (Stoltman, 2010). Objectives articulated in
Pattison’s Advisory Paper became the pedagogical and conceptual underpinnings for an
emerging curriculum project known as High School Geography Project (HSGP).
Furthermore, Pattison’s support of geography education would continue to influence
geography education onward. Pattison’s landmark Four Traditions of Geography (1964)
paper is the most cited non-Geographic Information Systems Journal of Geography
article in publication history (NCGE online query, 2015).
Perhaps most notable among Pattison’s contributions to high school geography
was his service as director of HSGP in the initial curricular planning stages (Stoltman,
2010). High School Geography Project transitioned from the planning stages when
Nicholas Helburn, the curriculum project director began to interview high school
geography teachers. Helburn attempted to determine the answer to the question: “Why
is geography in such bad shape in all of the schools?” In short, Helburn’s most common
findings among teachers were: (1) dull textbooks; (2) poor teacher training; (3) fact-based
content; (4) lack of geography in teacher’s college backgrounds; (5) parent and
community relegation of geography to places on a map; (6) lack of interest at the
university level for geography education; and (7) lack of geography among college
entrance exams (Helburn, 1998). High School Geography Project received over two
million dollars of NSF funding from 1964-1970 to address most of these reoccurring
teacher concerns. The funding was used to develop a grades 9-12 curriculum called
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Geography for an Urban Age at the peak of the NSS curriculum movement in American
education (Macmillan, 1968).
High School Geography Project’s Geography for an Urban Age diffused nationwide with limited success and integration in United States high schools in the 1970s.
Curriculum materials were innovative pedagogically where students addressed the same
type of industrial location and urban planning problems as professional geographers
(Haley, 1972). Geography for an Urban Age facilitated inquiry-based learning through
observation and analysis of geographic data. High School Geography Project also came
with numerous simulations and student-centered activities. Despite a relatively short 9year life cycle in American high schools, Geography for an Urban Age had an enduring
impact. Marran (1994) indicated that High School Geography Project continues to
influence textbook development. Additionally, the HSGP influenced numerous
geography curricular ideas as well as stimulated significant interest internationally.
Stoltman (2010) indicated he regularly receives inquiries about the project at
international conferences. Gunn (1975) indicated the most internationally influential
aspect of the curriculum was the pedagogy. Including the use of openers to begin
lessons, data-based concept developers utilizing experiential learning, cognitive skill
development through interpretation and analysis of primary geographic documents,
acclaimed use of simulations, inquiry techniques of “hypotheses forming”, “testing”, and
“validating,” and valuing process (Gunn, 1975). Furthermore, Walford (1989) indicated
that HSGP had an impact on numerous British geography curriculum initiatives.
As education reform swept the country in the early 1980s, a back to basics
approach emphasizing reading and mathematics dominated American schools to the
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exclusion of arts and often social studies (Hardwick & Holtgrieve, 1996). Geography’s
neglect became apparent when widely publicized tests showed embarrassing results for
American school children’s knowledge of geography compared to other first world
countries (Boehm, Natoli, & Peterson, 1994). The dismal test results pointed to the
steady decline in geography course enrollment. Marran (1985) indicated that geography
was retained as a high school subject often for struggling learners due to the lack of
challenging content. To address challenges in school geography, National Council for
Geographic Educators and Association of American Geographers formed a Joint
Committee in 1982 (Boehm et al., 1994). The Joint Committee purposed to address
inadequacies in geography education and consequent limitations in global understanding.
Forty years prior, an NCGE headed committee was addressing the same challenges
during WWII. This time, the joint committee experienced sustained success laying the
groundwork for sweeping changes in high school geography for the 1980s and 1990s.
The Joint Committees work rekindled and refined many of Pattison’s ideas about
geography education. Unlike New Social Studies era and WWII reforms, high school
geography would finally experience widespread and sustained levels of reform due to
greater financial support and unity among professional organizations.
Early on, the Joint Committee crafted the five fundamental themes of geography.
Underscoring development of the themes was a strong desire to communicate the
academic structure of geography in a simplified way for educators and students. Such
themes enabled teachers with limited formal geography training to approach the subject
with greater depth in the classroom (Boehm et al., 1994). The five themes were
sequential starting with: (1) Location; (2) Place; (3) Human Environment-Interaction; (4)
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Movement; and (5) Region. Also, the Joint Committee created a curricular scope and
sequence as well as a distinct skill set used to encourage higher-level learning in
geography grades 7-12 (Boehm et al., 1994). The Joint Committee’s work on these
guidelines received overwhelming support from all four major professional geography
organizations (Association of American Geographers, National Council for Geographic
Educators, National Geographic Society, and American Geography Society). In an
attempt to promote these guidelines, in 1985 the National Geographic Society (NGS)
launched the Geographic Education Program. Geographic Education Program financial
support funded the development of five themes related curricular materials for years to
come (Hardwick & Holtgrieve, 1996).
A consistent concern throughout high school geography’s history in the United
States has been limited teacher training and college geography coursework among high
school geography teachers. State geography alliances formed as a method of training K12 teachers of geography. Geography alliances represented a grassroots collaborative
between K-12 teachers and college geography departments. State alliances became the
primary method for dissemination of curricular ideas and geography skills published by
the joint committee for K-12 teachers. By 1993, every state had a geographic alliance
(Hardwick & Holtgrieve, 1996). With the financial support of NGS, unity among
geography organizations, and the state alliance network reaching out to teachers,
geography began to reestablish itself as a respected academic discipline in American high
schools by the 1990s.
During the 1990s, the standards movement was sweeping American schools. At
the state and local levels, subject areas were charged with creating standards for every
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grade level. With support from the four major professional geography organizations,
national geography standards were published in 1994 (Geography Education Standards
Project, 1994). Geography for Life expanded upon the components embedded in the
themes by advocating for six essential elements of geography, which organize the
national standards. The six essential elements were: (1) the world in spatial terms; (2)
places and regions; (3) physical systems; (4) human systems; (5) environment and
society; and (6) the uses of geography. Geography for Life further delineated a unique
set of skills similar to those that Pattison had first proposed to study geography: (1)
asking geographic questions; (2) acquiring geographic information; (3) organizing
geographic information; (4) analyzing geographic information; and (5) answering
geographic questions (Geography Education Standards Project, 1994). This momentum
in high school geography persisted through the millennium with the hallmark
accomplishment, College Board approval of an Advances Placement Human Geography
course in 2000 (Murphy, 2000).
In 2001, President Bush signed No Child Left Behind (NCLB) into law (US
Department of Education [USDE], 2001). NCLB led to sweeping changes in all school
subjects, including geography. The law sought to narrow the emphasis within social
studies to be more precise. To encourage academic specificity and state standardization,
state social studies assessments increased in many social studies classrooms (USDE,
2001). High school geography was affected in several ways. First, NCLB recognized
geography as a subject warranting highly qualified teacher status. Consequently, state
geography certification became a requirement to teach grades 7-12 geography (Daley,
2003). Certification requirements created a challenge as many high school geography
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teachers had limited college coursework in geography or lacked the geography
endorsement test. Many high schools dropped geography or opted for offering World
History to meet the law’s requirements due to history’s prominent level of endorsement
among social studies teachers. To help meet the laws demands, NCLB allocated funds
for regulatory requirements in selected subjects. An additional setback to high school
geography was the subject’s absence among social studies courses receiving allocated
funding (Daley, 2003). As a result, National Geography Society was forced to limit
geography education funding due to cuts in federal monies for geography education.
Though geography was not targeted by NCLB with standardized testing, Hardwick and
Davis (2011) indicated that high-stakes testing has often come at the expense of nontested subjects such as high school geography. By 2001, after 15 years of geography
growth and reform, high school geography again struggled to maintain a foothold in the
high school.
The most recent top-down initiative to impact geography in the high school
classroom has been the Common Core State Standards initiative (Common Core State
Standards [CCSS], 2015). Instituted in 2012, the goal of Common Core was to increase
college and career readiness among American students. The emphasis within the
initiative is mathematics and language arts. As a component of English and Language
Arts standards, History, and U.S. Government courses received significant attention in
most states approach to Common Core. Consequently, Common Core poses a threat to
high school geography, evidenced by the removal of stand-alone geography as a high
school requirement in numerous states such as Tennessee and Washington (Tennessee
Department Of Education [TDOE], 2015c; Grosvenor Center for Geographic Education
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[GCGE], 2013). In Tennessee and Washington’s case, high school geography has been
hybridized with World History. Though Common Core is currently in the
implementation phase, it seems clear further marginalization of high school geography
will occur due to college and career readiness standards such as Common Core (Jo &
Milson, 2013).
Context of the Problem
At the national level, Advanced Placement (AP) Human Geography remains high
school geography’s crowning achievement of the high stakes testing era. States such as
Tennessee, Massachusetts, and New York have opted to eliminate or hybridize high
school geography with world history within the mandated curriculum. Schools and
districts are faced with tough decisions when aligning curricula with No Child Left
Behind and Common Core State Standards. Consequently, high school geography
courses face elimination or further marginalization due to Common Core preference of
history in the English and Language Arts component. Amidst the academic assault on
traditional high school geography, AP Human Geography continues to flourish with
growing numbers of students each year (College Board, 2015b). Many districts have
sought to replace honors World Geography courses with AP Human Geography. AP
Human Geography’s success can be attributed partly to its popularity as a viable
Advanced Placement course for ninth and tenth graders.
AP Human Geography is not immune to the challenges that have plagued teachers
of high school geography throughout American history. The most persistent challenge
remains a lack of teacher training in college-level geography. In each successive era of
school geography reforms, from common school in the early 1800s to the 1980s and
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1990s, leaders attempted to address this significant hurdle (Boehm et al., 1994; Helburn,
1998; Koelsch, 2008; Meyer, 1946; Pattison, 1962a; Walters, 1987). Despite attempted
reforms within each era of high school geography, the problem persisted. Within the first
five years of the AP Human Geography offering, numerous authors highlighted lack of
teacher training as a significant challenge for AP Human Geography’s future success
(Murphy, 2000; Sharma, 2005; Trites & Lange, 2000).
In 1964, William Pattison wrote his hallmark geography education paper titled,
The Four Traditions of Geography. Two years prior in 1962 Pattison wrote a less known
Advisory paper for teachers associated with the High School Geography Project. The
document was written to guide geography teachers involved with the emerging High
School Geography Project (HSGP). The Advisory Paper’s focus was threefold:
understanding the nature, structure, and skills associated with studying geography. The
paper articulated the foundational pedagogical and content underpinnings of one of high
school geography’s most relevant curricula. Pattison’s Advisory Paper has guided
teacher training in high school geography. The Advisory Paper provided: (1) a respected
author and researcher’s endorsement in the field; (2) a series of reforms to include a basis
for the later five themes of geography and ongoing standards revisions; and (3)
innovative pedagogical ideas that inspired HSGP (Gunn, 1975).
Statement of the Problem
In 2014, the state where research was conducted eliminated World Geography as
a required high school course of study (TDOE, 2015c). The rationale was twofold: (1) to
narrow the focus of study within the social studies; and (2) to closer align curriculum to
Common Core State Standards (CCSS, 2015). The state Department of Education
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embraced World History as a more efficient subject for meeting English and Language
Arts (ELA) requirements of Common Core State Standards. Across the state, districts
eliminated high school geography as a core graduation requirement. Advanced
Placement (AP) Human Geography was a noted exception because it was recognized as a
substitute for the hybridized World History and Geography course (TDOE, 2015c).
Consequently, AP Human Geography remained as the last of stand-alone high school
geography in the southeastern state of the current investigation.
A 2014 report prepared for the National Geography Society Education Foundation
indicated the majority of pre-service social studies certified teachers had only three credit
hours of college geography. This current problem represents a persistent trend in high
school geography’s history. The problem underscores numerous attempts at increased
training for high school geography teachers (Boehm et al., 1994; Helburn, 1998; Koelsh,
2008; Meyer, 1946; Pattison, 1962a). Within the literature, William Pattison’s ideas on
high school teacher content training retain strong appeal today. As of 2014, AP Human
Geography was the second fastest growing Advanced Placement course with growth in
test takers of 19% from 2013 to 2014. With the growth of the course have come
increases in summer college board trainings, webinars through the National Council for
Geographic Educators, as well as teacher communities such as: College Board AP
Human Geography Teacher Community, an AP Human Geography Facebook page, and
popular blogs among human geography teachers and professors. Whether increased
access to AP Human Geography teacher communities have minimized the persistent
geography training deficiency remains to be seen.
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Purpose of the Study
This investigation focused on teachers of AP Human Geography because they
represent the last bastion of high school geography in the southeastern state where the
investigation took place. Furthermore, the exploration identified how A.P. Human
Geography teachers in the state incorporated and utilized Pattison’s pedagogical and
content guidelines in their classrooms. The researcher investigated to what extent AP
Human Geography teacher’s pedagogy approaches aligned with William Pattison’s noted
articulations in geography education. For example, Pattison (1962b) indicated that
students of geography should be able to demonstrate the things that geographers do. One
of Pattison’s stages is student observation, where students are expected to observe the
world outside of their doors for geographic differences and relationships. Pattison’s
Advisory Paper (1962b) and Four Traditions of Geography (1964) were compared with
interview responses. This research illuminated the recurring challenge in high school
geography of teacher training and more recently teacher training in AP Human
Geography.
Research Methods
To determine teacher perceptions of Pattison’s education philosophies as well as
the extent at which teachers utilized approaches aligned with Pattison, semi-structured
interviews were conducted. Seven AP Human Geography teachers were sampled using
two-stage random sampling from the Western region of a southeastern state. The
investigation is a qualitative research design employing Case Study methodology.
Interview transcripts, field notes, and a document analysis were triangulated for theme
identification.
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Research Questions
1. What are high school geography teachers’ perceptions of Pattison’s pedagogical
approaches?
2. What are high school geography teachers’ perceptions of Pattison’s geography
content approaches?
3. To what extent are AP Human Geography teachers guided by content and
pedagogical approaches aligned with Pattison’s Four Traditions of Geography
and Advisory Paper?
4. What are AP Human Geography teacher experiences in geography content
training?
Scope and Limitations
In conducting the study, numerous efforts were made to ensure accuracy and
reliability. The study nonetheless presented several limitations. First, interviews were
carried out within the scheduling constraints of the participant and researchers school
year. Teacher scheduling constraints presented logistical difficulties. The lengthy nature
of qualitative interviewing combined with scheduling restrictions may have limited
responses. Seven willing participants were difficult to acquire due to an hour-long
interview slot without a palpable benefit. Second, the study was geographically limited
to the Western region of a southeastern state for convenience to the researcher.
An additional limitation dealt with the choice of Pattison’s research for
determining geographic pedagogy and approaches among teachers. A more modern
geography document would have been the most recent national standards from 2012 to
assess pedagogy and content (Heffron & Downs, 2012). Pattison’s work was chosen
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because his work is foundational to later standards developments (Murphey & Hare,
2016). Despite Pattison’s notoriety among theoreticians in geography education, his
work has not been examined at the practitioner level with teachers. Consequently, the
use of Pattison’s work as a limitation could also be viewed as a strength.
Definition of Terms
The terms listed below were used throughout the study. The terms have been
identified through a review of the literature and will be explored throughout the study.
Qualitative Study: A study that involves an inquiry aimed at understanding or
explaining the meaning behind social phenomenon with as little disruption in the natural
setting as possible (Merriam, 1998).
Pedagogical content knowledge: Combination of content and pedagogy utilized
by teachers, developing from respective professional understandings (Shulman, 1987).
Advanced Placement: A program through College Board® enabling students to
pursue college-level studies and the opportunity to earn college credit (College Board,
2015c).
Human Geography: Branch of geography that deals with how humans impact and
are influenced by earth’s surface (Malinowski & Kaplan, 2012)
Content Knowledge: Normative and theoretical aspects of scholarly knowledge
leading to subject mastery among AP Human Geography teachers (Shulman, 1987).
Teacher Perceptions: The impact of teacher belief on teacher practice (Nespor,
1987).
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
The purpose of this chapter is to explore teacher perceptions and use of William
Pattison’s pedagogical and content knowledge approaches in the high school geography
classroom. A historical background of geography education in America is presented with
an emphasis on high school geography. The review begins with late eighteenth-century
common school education and moves chronologically to the current high-stakes testing
era. The status of high school geography is highlighted in each era. Analyzes focus
heavily on reforms and corresponding challenges that provoked reform in each era.
Throughout the literature review, four major themes represent continuities in high school
geography’s history in the United States. Identified themes are: a) educational reforms in
each respective era; b) limited geography content background for teachers of high school
geography; c) geography’s continued fight for academic relevance in the high school
classroom; and d) periodic disagreement over geography content and pedagogy.
School Geography Beginnings: 1780-1830
Eighteenth-century geography in Europe as well as the United States is often
described as text-based with the textbook determining instruction. As the United States
emerged from its colonial British roots, so too did education. In Latin based education
settings, German geographer Bernhardus Varenius’ Geographia Generalis (1712) was
used in the earliest North American secondary and tertiary schools (Warntz, 1964).
English clergyman and educator Isaac Watts’ numerous education materials on
astronomy and geography from the early eighteenth-century were also widely used
during America’s beginnings (Warntz, 1964). Before Jedidiah Morse’s Geography Made
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Easy, American students learned geography from European authors.
Jedidiah Morse
Anti-British feelings intensified desires for distinctively American geography
texts (James, 1969; O’Mahoney, 1988). The first American geography text, Geography
Made Easy, written in 1784 by Reverend Jedidiah Morse, was the first text to
demonstrate a distinctive American geography voice. Upon the success of Geography
Made Easy, he published American Geography in 1789 and Elements of Geography in
1795. All of which distanced students from European geographies. Morse demonstrated
the importance of a distinctively American voice in writing a geography text in stating,
“The natural genius of Americans, not through prejudice we would charitably suppose,
but through want of information, has suffered in the descriptions of some ingenious and
eloquent European writers” (as cited in Brown, 1941, p.172). The books were widely
circulated throughout the country among adult readers as well as a secondary school
textbook (Baker, 1898). Endorsement from educators at Harvard and Yale encouraged
wide circulation of both books among high school educators (James, 1969). Morse’s
texts reached such prominence that most colleges in the early to mid-1800s required
exams based on Jedediah Morse’s Geography Made Easy (James, 1969; Warntz, 1964).
The content of Morse’s books were described as highly nationalistic and orthodox
in religion (Antonelli, 1970; O’Mahoney, 1988; Walters, 1987). Reflecting nationalistic
impulse in early American geography, Antonelli (1970) states, “It is reasonable to
conclude that there was a concerted effort in geographies to infuse young Americans with
exalted views of their country. Geography texts went beyond the parameters of academic
instruction to establish connotative meanings for American citizenship” (p. 305).
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Demonstrating the religious emphasis, Morse stated in the conclusion of one lesson in his
textbook,
I hope, my Pupil, from the view we have now taken of the earth, you have learned
many things which you before did not understand; and that you feel disposed to
utter from your heart, the words of the pious Psalmist “Oh Lord, how manifold
are thy works! In wisdom hast thou made them all: The earth is full of thy riches;
so is the great and wide sea. (as cited in Rumble, 1943, p.177)
The nationalistic and orthodox religious values presented in Morse’s books corresponded
with the public values of the time-period. Strong public support underscored why
Geography Made Easy reached 22 editions by the 1820s (Moore & Boehm, 2011).
Morse and other writers of the era such as Joseph A. Cummings and Joseph E.
Worcester wrote regional geography textbooks with encyclopedic details and descriptive
information of every global region (Rumble, 1946). The texts reflected the descriptive
nature of American geography teaching during this era (Kennamer, 1955). Teacher’s
using Morse’s texts placed heavy emphasis on rote memorization and recitation of earth’s
places and features contrary to the European topical methodology and scientifically
rigorous approach (Rosen, 1957). Warntz (1964) indicated that Morse’s regional
geography texts replaced remnants of European topical geography found in the U.S.
Due to the perceived lack of intellectual rigor in Morse’s geography, many
colleges eliminated geography as a discipline by the end of this time-period (James,
1969; Warntz, 1964). However, both Yale and Harvard valued Morse’s text as a
prerequisite for entrance examinations. Because of the large elimination of collegiate
level geography, few teachers experienced college preparation in geography, leading to
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the predominance of memorization and catechesis pedagogical approaches. The impact
of Geography Made Easy and American Geography during this era is divided. The
books wide distribution in American homes and schools substantially furthered
geography’s prominence as a subject. Brown (1941) indicated the majority of homes
possessed a “well thumbed Morse” (p. 147). Despite geography’s early nineteenth
century growth, the intellectual approach of Morse’s books garnered a lack of respect as a
college subject by the mid-nineteenth century among America’s finest colleges. Though
Jedidiah Morse’s books were the most enduring, other authors such as Robert Davidson,
Joseph Scott, and John O’Neil also wrote geography texts with similar nationalistic zeal
during the era (Antonelli, 1970).
Numerous concerns characterize the initial era of American geography education
and ultimately led to reforms. Walters (1987) sharply coined this initial era of geography
education as an intellectual wasteland. Teachers were typically uninformed of European
developments in a more scientifically rigorous geography curriculum. Additionally,
limited pedagogical training compounded deficiencies in subject knowledge among
teachers. In secondary schools, typically Jedediah Morse’s Geography Made Easy and
American Geography were the content determinants (Walters, 1987). Both O’Mahoney
(1988) and Warntz (1964) indicated this era’s school geography was characterized by
literary accounts of geographic phenomena with limited intellectual advances. France,
Switzerland, Prussia, and the United Kingdom were concurrent locations of Geography’s
intellectual advances. German geographers, Carl Ritter, and Alexander Von Humboldt
advocated for a more scientific approach to the study of geography than the lifeless study
of places and facts. Geographers began to examine the relationship that exists between
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earth and man as well as questions raised by this relationship (James, 1969).
Adding to American geography’s reputation as “lifeless” and devoid of
intellectual advancement were pedagogical developments emerging in European schools
in the late eighteenth century. Enlightenment thinkers of the late eighteenth-century
challenged traditional education pedagogy. In 1762, Jean Jacques Rousseau pioneered a
child-centered learning approach in which he outlined teaching children to develop their
abilities rather than repetition from memory (James, 1969). Johann Pestalozzi, a disciple
of Rousseau, argued for student observation and experience of the learned material.
Pestalozzian schools advocated student learning based on meaning made by students.
Students should use their senses to study content; therefore globes and maps were critical
to Pestalozzian geography.
Despite intellectual challenges, and increasing academic pressure from European
approaches, Jedediah Morse, and other textbook writers furthered geography’s
prominence as a secondary school subject during this initial era. The widespread
popularity of Morse’s books established geography as an important high school subject
throughout the late nineteenth century. Early American geography is remembered in the
literature for the breadth of geography teaching in high schools rather than depth. The
lack of depth in the United States geography coinciding with European influences led to
initial reforms of high school geography in the next era.
Geography Reforms: 1830s to Early 1900s
By the 1830s, geography was considered among the most important American
common school subjects (Antonelli, 1970; Rumble, 1946; Moore & Boehm, 2011). By
the 1830s, rumblings against geography schooling and its fact-based approach were
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circulating throughout New England. As an alternative approach to geography, Josiah
Holbrook introduced globes and map kits into common schools (Rosen, 1957). Before
this period, globes, maps, and other hands-on learning tools were absent in the geography
classroom at all levels (Rosen, 1957; Walker, 1987). One notable geography reformer
was Yale ordained preacher William Channing Woodbridge. He began to champion
reforms in geography in the 1820s. Woodbridge advocated for Pestalozzian pedagogy,
supported less memorization, and greater use of maps and globes in the classroom
(Walters, 1987). Acknowledging the pedagogical divide between European educational
advancements, Woodbridge traveled to Europe on numerous occasions and maintained
membership in European professional geography organizations with the desire to bring
European scientific advances in geography to the United States (Walters, 1987). His
initial book, Rudiments of Geography (1821) incorporated Pestalozzian pedagogical
advances in the use of observation and globe study. Rudiments of Geography also
embraced scientific advancements advocated by Alexander Von Humboldt and Karl
Ritter such as causality dealing with man and earth relationships (Walters, 1987).
Despite the efforts of North American reformers such as William Channing Woodbridge,
Josiah Holbrook, and William Bentley Fowle, catechetical and descriptive textbooks
continued to dominate school geography until the mid-nineteenth century (Walters,
1987). When asked about American geography in 1857 a noted German educator
Herman Wimmer commented,
Geography has received much attention in American schools many of which even
in country districts - I found far advanced beyond schools of the same grade in
Europe. But is it not taught too much as a matter of memory? Except
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Woodbridge’s geography, not one of those commonly used in schools, which I
examined in 1851, seemed to recognize the theoretical progress and the scientific
development of this branch of knowledge which was begun by Ritter, and
continued by Humboldt, Raumer and Vogel. (as cited in Walters, 1987, p. 159)
Physical Geography
By the mid-nineteenth century, American high school geography began to follow
scientific advances occurring in American colleges. Arnold H. Guyot, a Swiss
geographer, stimulated change. Guyot received tertiary schooling under the guidance of
renowned German geographer Karl Ritter and primary as well as secondary schooling in
a Pestalozzian school (James, 1969; Walters, 1987). Ritter had promoted a new scientific
approach to geography in contrast to what he deemed, “lifeless summary of facts about
countries and cities, mingled with all sorts of scientific incongruities” (as cited in James,
1969, p. 475). The guiding philosophy of Karl Ritter and Arnold Guyot’s geography
advocated a teleological approach to make sense of creation. Ritter and Guyot firmly
taught physical geography focusing on earth intelligently designed by God. Furthermore,
the role of geography was for explaining God’s creation as opposed to summarizing facts.
Both Pestalozzian schooling and Ritter’s guidance culminated in Guyot’s work in the
United States.
In 1854, Arnold Guyot accepted a professorship at the College of New Jersey
(later renamed Princeton) (James, 1969). As a result, he became America’s first
professionally trained geographer to hold an academic position (Koelsch, 2008). Upon
assuming his professorship, Guyot initiated a course called Physical Geography, which
denoted a change from the past in American geography (Warntz, 1964). This emerging
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subject of physical geography was a holistic approach to laws and science, which
governed earth’s four spheres (lithosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere, and biosphere). In
reviewing Guyot’s Earth and Man, North American Review summarized Guyot’s
advancement in stating,
Those who have been accustomed to regard geography as a merely descriptive
branch of learning, drier than the remainder biscuit after a voyage, will be
delighted to find this hitherto unattractive pursuit converted into a science, the
principals of which are definite and the results conclusive; a science that embraces
the investigation of natural laws and interprets their mode of operation. (as cited
in Warntz, 1964, p.143)
Arnold Guyot’s work transformed geography content and high school pedagogy in the
United States. As a geographer, Arnold H. Guyot characterized a critical link between
European scientifically rigorous geography and the United States (Koelsch, 2008). As an
educator, Guyot represented a move away from American isolationism in geography
schooling.
Pedagogically, Arnold Guyot advanced Pestalozzian geography in the United
States through observation and home study. European humanist geographer, Johann
Comenius first articulated the concept of home study geography in the seventeenth
century (Kennamer, 1953; O’Mahoney, 2005). The basic premise of home geography
involves students exploring and learning as much about their immediate environment
before moving on to other regions (Phillips, 1910). In describing home study geography
Karl Ritter stated, “Personal investigation must be made by every student in order to
understand the results of the investigations of others. Wherever our home is, there lie all
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the materials which we need for the study of the entire globe” (as cited in Kennamer,
1953, p. 75). While home study geography dominated the primary school approach to
geography, Guyot’s high school approaches also utilized nature study. Nature study
geography involved students experiencing geography first hand through field
experiences. Guyot stated, “The starting point in geographical education should be
nature and not books; teachers should take their pupils to the hills and show them valleys
and streams and mountain” (as cited in Kennamer, 1953, p. 76).
By the mid-1860s, Guyot’s physical geography course was making its way into
common schools of New England (Moore & Boehm, 2011). After the publishing of his
high school textbook Physical Geography in 1873, the course experienced greater
expansion beyond New England. Both Phillips (1910) and Rosen (1957) signified
publishing Physical Geography ushered in the physical geography era in American high
school geography. Unlike previous European physical geography texts, Guyot’s
environmental determinism was adapted to an American audience. He dealt at length
with Western expansionism, American fears of European mercantilist competition, as
well as the growing divide over slavery within a physical geography context (Koelsch,
2008; Rosen, 1957). Yet, a persistent challenge of the late nineteenth century remained
teacher training. To address training challenges, Guyot regularly lectured to teachers at
winter and summer institutes. At the institutes, Guyot listened to teacher concerns
regarding high school geography instruction. In an attempt to address concerns raised by
high school geography teachers, Guyot produced classroom wall maps, and numerous
teacher aids to guide classroom instruction (Koelsch, 2008). One superintendent in
California commented,
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The publication of these works marks a new era in the study of geography. The
miserable collection of names of innumerable towns, rivers, cities, capes, bays,
etc. down to infinity will disappear. Geography will soon be taught as the science
that shows how the Great Creative Hand can be traced in all departments; that the
earth is an organic total, fitted for the home of man; that there is a ‘life of the
globe’; that design is exhibited in all its members; that mountains, rivers, seas,
and oceans influence the progress of nations; that Law rules universal, all over the
face of the globe; that everything is adjusted with the most exquisite harmony. In
fact, that geography is a science, second in interest to no other excepting always
arithmetic. (as cited in Walters, 1987, p. 159)
Even after Arnold Guyot’s death in 1884, his notion of physical geography was
carried on through education leaders such as Colonel F.W. Parker, Frank and Charles
McMurry (Kennamer, 1953). Rumble (1946) highlighted Guyot’s influence on high
school geography by indicating from 1850-1880 most high schools offered one or more
science subjects. Of them, physical geography or physiography were commonly taught
as a required course and rarely as an elective.
Numerous societal forces within the United States encouraged physical
geography’s leading role in American high schools during the late nineteenth century.
Mineral resource demands prompted by the industrialization of America resulted in the
formation of the United States Geological Survey (USGS) in 1879 (Baker, 1898; Moore
& Boehm, 2011). Physical geography and physiography at the high school level
provided students a background in mineral extraction related sciences such as geology.
The second half of the nineteenth century was a time of great westward expansion. Baker
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(1898) indicated that well publicized exploratory missions by physical geographers such
as John Wesley Powell also enhanced physical geography’s standing in the high school.
Following the pedagogical works of Guyot and Colonel F.W. Parker, the next
generation of educational geographers was led by William Morris Davis, who
championed high school geography in the United States. A noted river physical
geographer and geomorphologist, Davis also advocated tirelessly for geography
education (Warntz, 1964). To Davis, evolution and more specifically social Darwinism,
guided man and land relationships as opposed to the teleological creator centered
approach of Guyot (James, 1969; Warntz, 1964). As a result, Davis espoused a
geographic version of Social Darwinism known as environmental determinism (James,
1969). He argued that human society strived towards survival by adjusting to physical
environments. Consequently, temperate regions with milder physical environments were
viewed as pillars of stronger human societies. In addition to being a noted physical
geographer, further notoriety came from his work in geography education. Several of
William Davis’ significant accomplishments in geography education were founding of
the Association of American Geographers as well as his leadership on National Education
Association’s (NEA) Committee of Ten. James (1969) suggested that William Morris
Davis did more than any one man enlarging geography’s position in American high
schools.
National Education Association (NEA) Committee of Ten
By the end of the nineteenth century, the United States faced intense societal
changes. In 1800, 16 states made up the union. By the end of the 1800s, the number had
increased to 45 with only Alaska, Arizona, Hawaii, New Mexico, and Oklahoma
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remaining as territories. Industrial growth in America’s cities promoted rural to urban
migration as well as massive European migration. With increased Southern and Eastern
European migration came an increasingly diverse religious, cultural, and socioeconomic
fabric of American life (Moore & Boehm, 2011). The United States education system
struggled with curriculum needs to meet workforce demands of a changing society.
Against such a backdrop, NEA formed The Committee of Ten educational leaders tasked
with orienting curricular standards to meet college entrance requirements (James, 1969;
Kridel, 2010). The committee embodied the beginnings of standardization of curriculum
among states.
The Committee of Ten thoroughly examined every required school subject,
including geography. The subcommittee on geography leaned heavily towards geology
and physical geography through the leadership of two outspoken geologists. T.C.
Chamberlin of the University of Chicago and William Morris Davis of Harvard
University (Moore & Boehm, 2011). Out of the geography subcommittee,
recommendations for the following five course level guidelines emerged: (1) In the
elementary grades the committee recommended that a general geography class should be
offered which is a broad treatment of man and land interactions; (2) physical geography
as an exploration of earth’s physical features should be studied in later grammar school
grades; (3) a course called physiography focused on the physical processes that create
landforms for upper grades of high school; (4) meteorology as the study of atmospheric
science as an elective for later high school years; and lastly (5) geology as an elective for
later high school years (Russell, 1895). The committee made clear that both meteorology
and geology courses were contingent on having well-trained teachers (Russell, 1895).
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Clearly the committee reflected the geography of choice as earth sciences rather than
political, commercial, or home geography (Moore & Boehm, 2011). According to Tarr
(1896), physical geography gained stronger endorsement from the Committee of Ten than
any other high school science subject.
What Arnold H. Guyot started with physical geography in the United States, the
Committee of Ten propelled to a growing population. By the mid-1890s, physical
geography became the subject in which all general science was organized around.
Whitbeck (1921) asserted that in the years around 1896, physical geography was taught
in virtually every high school. Methods of teaching physical geography differed from
traditional American geography’s reliance upon descriptive memorization of facts.
Reasoning and exploration of causal relationships were the primary approach to physical
geography (Kennamer, 1955). High school physical geography employed numerous
hands-on approaches to help students grasp earth’s physical processes. Among the
approaches were: laboratory work, outdoor study, relief maps, models, sand boards, map
analysis, and map making (Kennamer, 1955). To support the Committee of Ten’s
recommendations and new pedagogical demands, William Morris Davis worked
tirelessly to provide academic journals such as Journal of School Geography as well as
writing textbook and curriculum materials to help teachers with the courses (James, 1969;
Kennamer, 1955).
In G. Stanley Hall, the Committee of Ten’s physical geography had its greatest
critic. Hall was the founding president of Clark University and a leader in the field of
child psychology. Hall found his niche within geography as a staunch advocate for
Pestalozzian home study geography (Koelsch, 2002). Though G. Stanley Hall’s work
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was primarily with elementary education, his criticisms challenged the foundations of the
Committee of Ten’s work on geography. Hall (1898) criticized school geography during
this time-period as remnants of other sciences and the “sick subject of our curriculum”
metaphorically comparing geography to the Ottoman Empire, referred to as “sick man of
Europe” (as cited in Koelsch, 2002, p. 6). Hall advocated for geography that utilized
child developmentally appropriate pedagogy. Thus, Hall becomes one of American
geography’s first supporters of child-centered learning. Additionally, Hall argued for
pedagogy’s place as a legitimate academic discipline (Koelsch, 2002). Stanley Hall’s
approach to geography stemmed from the German pedagogy of heimatkunde or home
study. The home study method involved observation of nature and children experiencing
the surrounding environment first hand (Koelsch, 2002). During the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, G. Stanley Hall’s poignant criticisms of the National Education
Associations Committee of Ten’s work on geography weakened physical geography’s
status in the United States.
Despite physical geography’s strong presence in American high schools of the
late nineteenth century, the course began to decline sharply after its peak in 1896 (James,
1969; Tarr, 1896). James (1969) considered Davis and the Committee of Ten’s work a
failure after ten years. Notwithstanding Davis’ training efforts, the majority of teachers
were unprepared to teach scientifically rooted physical geography at the high school level
(James, 1969; Kennamer, 1955; Whitbeck, 1921). Whitbeck (1921) agreed, stating the
Committee’s recommendations were abandoned but conceded that their work enhanced
geography’s standing in the high school. Other concerns of physical geography noted by
Dryer (1924), Kennamer (1955), and Tarr (1896) were: (1) the course demanded more
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space for laboratories than many classrooms had; (2) leaders of the movement were
professors and often far removed from the classroom setting; (3) astronomy, geology, and
physiography were difficult to learn in the confines of a classroom; (4) physical
geography was too narrow of a course for school geography; and (5) the subject was
thrown into schools due to outside pressure. Brown (1926) lamented the period’s
overemphasis on pure physical geography at the expense of pure geography. Similarly,
McMurry (1895) indicated the Committee of Ten’s approach damaged geography as a
distinct field of study. Echoing an earlier criticism of the Committee of Ten, Gibbs
(1907) in his extensive survey of the beginning of the twentieth century, indicated most
literature highlighted a lack of properly trained teachers as a serious impediment to
geography in American schools. Lastly, Warntz (1964) indicated the era of physical
geography ultimately failed at addressing the growing societal changes occurring in
America. The proceeding era’s response to such criticisms would come in three forms:
high school geography’s integration into a social studies course, an industry-friendly
commercial geography course, and a progressive education friendly human geography
course.
High School Geography's Shifting Roles: Early 1900s to 1916
By the beginning of the twentieth century, various societal, political, economic
and educational changes influenced geography’s role in the high school curriculum.
Externally, the United States political and economic influence increased considerably in
the America’s as well as globally (Warntz, 1964). Economically, the United States
continued moving away from isolation, pursuing global markets and international
investment opportunities (Rosen, 1957). Internally, the United States witnessed
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precipitous industrial growth prompting massive capital wealth. Industrialization
provoked societal changes that progressive thinkers sought to address. Progressives
viewed America’s emerging public education system as a means towards remedying
problems within the new industrial society. Labor related problems, living conditions
among immigrant communities, and growing needs of vocationally trained students were
among the issues progressive educators desired to address. Bengston (1948) and Rosen
(1957) indicated in the early twentieth century, the role of the high school shifted from
college prep towards institutions geared towards serving the public. Amongst numerous
educational changes, textbook domination of geography instruction continued during the
early twentieth century (Stowers, 1962).
European geopolitical concerns and international events triggered shifts among
professional geographers away from physical geography towards more human-oriented
approaches to geography. Moreover, biological studies at Harvard discredited Social
Darwinist tendencies replete in environmental determinism found in the era's physical
geography (Warntz, 1964). Reflecting humanistic trends, in 1908, both the National
Education Association (NEA) and the Association of American Geographers reported a
nationwide dissatisfaction with physical geography in American schools (Rosen, 1957;
Whitbeck, 1912). Kennamer (1955) reported around 1910 a widespread movement away
from physical geography in high schools towards more human-oriented approaches. In
1910, the NEA recommended a one-year course in high school geography focusing on
physical geography the first semester and second semester focusing on the economic
geography of North America and Europe (Dodge, 1910). The recommended course
represented a confluence of three geography approaches used or considered during this
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era: physical geography, regional geography, and commercial geography. While the
course satisfied conflicting interests within geography education of the time, it
underscored an identity crisis high school geography faced during the era.
Commercial Geography
In the early 1900s, physical geography in American schools declined while
commercial geography gained popularity (Brown, 1926; Dryer, 1924; Kennamer, 1953;
Mayo, 1964; Rosen, 1957; Whitbeck, 1921). Commercial geography surged in American
high schools, fueled in large part by America’s industrial growth, global economic
involvement, and demands for a more human-oriented replacement for physical
geography. With origins in trader's geography, commercial geography involved useful
facts, figures, and principles for merchants, and industrial labor forces to know (Dryer,
1924). Commercial Geography, published by Edward Van Dyke Robinson in 1910,
became among the most popular high school geography texts of the era. Robinson's first
edition book, advocated for dividing content into two main parts: industry related
physical geography and world regional commercial geography (Stowers, 1961).
Professional geographers had mixed feelings about commercial geography's use
in high schools. In a speech on geography instruction given to the Philosophical Society
in 1912, geographer Mark Jefferson welcomed the commercial geography shift in schools
stating,
Commercial geography has a place now in the universities and regional courses
are beginning to be more numerous but probably a larger percentage of city high
schools offer commercial geography than colleges. The public school demand is
that geography shall explain not so much the forms of the earth as the activities of
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man upon the earth. I believe that it is this demand of the public schools that is
now meeting recognition in universities too. (as cited in Kennamer, 1955, p. 30)
Dryer (1924), as well as Whitbeck (1912; 1921), criticized commercial geography for
being a collection of facts and figures without rational interpretation or connectedness.
Additionally, Dryer (1924) argued, textbooks typically had limited physical geography
coverage and information was often out of date when published. As a result, from 1910
into the 1920s, text authors responded to criticisms by synthesizing physical and
commercial geography. Despite efforts by textbook authors, a continued disconnection
between high school commercial geography and professional geographers remained.
Commercial geography, mainly taught by high school teachers, represented a more
human-oriented alternative to physical geography. Professional geographers argued for a
more progressive humanized and holistic geography reform in public schools. By the end
of the era, commercial geography's popularity began to decline within high schools
coinciding with the rise of social studies classes. Despite commercial geography's
regression in American high schools, the course remained strong in vocational high
school settings. Such strength was largely due to the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917, which
encouraged federally supported vocational high schools; as a result commercial
geography's remained a required course in many vocational high schools well into the
1950s (Rosen, 1957).
John Dewey and Progressive Education
John Dewey, a pragmatist philosopher, and educator ushered in an era of
progressive influence in education. Dewey's educational ideas influenced geography's
increased humanizing focus within high schools of the era. John Dewey advocated for a
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new educational approach addressing America's societal changes. Dewey criticized
schools for reflecting the individualistic industrial impulses of early twentieth century
America. Rather, he argued schools should function similar to pre-industrial family life
where children received training in the realities of all of life. Dewey visualized schools
as an idealized community where art, history, science, grammar, and mathematics
worked in harmony (Dewey, 1897). Subject harmonization, as opposed to specialization
planted seedbeds for social studies in the next era. Pedagogically, Dewey advocated for
child-centered learning in which students actively engaged in the learning process.
Dewey argued that classrooms were lifeless and designed for passive learning where
students listened to instructions and read individually at their desks (Dewey, 1897).
Instead, Dewey's ideas on active learning involved students freely communicating with
one another. To Dewey, student interaction should be based on free interchange rather
than charitable help for those struggling. Additionally, quality work through hands-on
lessons was valued over quantity (Dewey, 1897). To Dewey (1897), content learned
from books and teacher instruction must be related to life, "…the only training that
becomes intuition, is that got through life itself" (p. 17).
Though John Dewey had little to say directly about high school geography or
social studies, his philosophical principles, and pedagogical influence is pervasive during
the era (Evans, 2007). Dewey's humanistic leanings were most evident in his approach to
social studies. In addressing history, Dewey argued that history should find application
in the development of man rather than just descriptive chronology. Dewey (1897) clearly
addresses social studies in advocating that "social motive" in school is missing (p. 16).
Schools, according to Dewey should guide students in addressing problems within
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society. John Dewey (1897) saw education as the primary method towards social
progress and reform. Societal problems and reform later became a hallmark of the 1916
National Education Association (NEA) recommendations for social studies (NEA, 1916).
Hertzberg (1980) pointed out the NEA report liberally quoted Dewey throughout. Evans
(2007) asserted the integrated approach of social studies education may not have occurred
without John Dewey.
Social Studies Emerges: 1916 to WWII
NEA Recommendations and High School Geography
In 1904, the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute first articulated the
subject of social studies by grouping geography with history, economics, and government
as a bounded study (Hunt, 1962). In 1911, the NEA undertook a five year review of
curriculum in the United States. The 1916 report noted the lack of citizenship education
and the absence of problem-based learning in American schools. Additionally, the NEA
report advanced social studies made up of history, civics, geography, economics, and a
new senior level course titled “Problems of Democracy” (National Education Association
Committee, 1916). In support of the National Education Association report, the National
Council for Social Studies (NCSS) formed in 1921 to encourage healthy civic education.
NCSS was to serve as an umbrella organization for all of the subjects in social studies
education, namely history, geography, economics, government, and sociology. With
NCSS, social studies as a bounded curriculum received national support for professors
and schoolteachers.
Professional geographers had a widespread disagreement with geography as an
integrated social studies subject and articulated the need for strengthening high school
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geography (Whitbeck, 1921). Historian and NCSS founding father Daniel C. Knowlton
agreed with strengthening high school geography while also criticizing professional
geographers (Murra, 1970). Knowlton (1921) boldly issued a challenge to geographers,
writing within geography education’s flagship publication Journal of Geography. He
argued that disagreement on what constitutes geography coupled with a disinterest in
school geography among geographer’s negatively impacted geography’s status in
schools. In articulating the disconnect between geographers and U.S. schools Knowlton
(1921) stated,
When doctors disagree, the patient is in grave danger, and the apparent
disagreement, or rather the desire to satisfy every possible demand that the subject
may make upon the broad field of knowledge, has not only seriously imperiled its
status but has disgusted the patients for whom it would prescribe. (pp. 226-227)
Instead, Knowlton advocated for the integration of high school geography within social
studies. Knowlton argued that for geography to be successful in the high school setting,
geographers needed to reduce curriculum to simple and specific terms for teachers to
understand (Knowlton, 1921). As a result of geography's diminished social studies
status, James (1969) reported that college-level geography among social studies teachers
diminished with the loss of geography as a distinct course. Moore and Boehm (2011), as
well as Knowlton (1921), indicated the new classification negatively impacted
geography’s autonomy in high school. Consequently, an overwhelming number of
professional geographers did not support the National Education Association and
National Council for Social Studies inclusion of geography in social studies (Whitbeck,
1921). Brigham (1927) decried geography integrated into social studies as dismembered
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and chaotic. Instead, he argued that high schools should closer reflect the subject
specialization of higher education. Brigham (1922) conceded that professional
geographers erred by promoting exclusively physical geography in the past, but cautioned
against the other extreme of neglecting the physical earth’s impact on humans within
social studies. The solution to Brigham involved more high school teachers with
university training in geography and teachers with sound secondary geography teaching
in the primary grades (Brigham, 1927). The growing disconnect between professional
geographers’ school recommendations and geography in the public schools widened due
to professional geographers rejection of the National Education Association
recommendations for social studies.
In 1926, 10 years after the National Education Association advocated for social
studies, the American Historical Association Committee on social studies attempted to
bring unity to the emerging social studies. Participation of renowned geographer Isaiah
Bowman convinced many professional geographers to embrace the social studies
approach (James, 1969). Bowman's leadership brought clarity and distinction to
geography within the social studies. Isaiah Bowman's 1934 book, Geography in Relation
to the Social Sciences, argued for the synthesizing function of geography within the
social studies (Martin, 1980). Bowman as well as the American Historical Association’s
strong support for geography within social studies led to a more harmonious absorption
of high school geography into the social studies. The amalgamation, yet, led to a further
marginalization of high school geography in the 1930s.
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Progressive Influences on High School Geography
High school geography of the early-twentieth century reflected progressive
ideology as well as faced challenges distinguishing geography among the social studies.
Progressive educators called for more holistic and human-centered approaches to
schooling as well as advocacy for societal problems. Professional geographers sought for
the study of humanized high school geography rather than physical or recently
established commercial geography (Brigham, 1927; Chamberlin, 1936; Whitbeck, 1920,
1921). John Dewey’s child-centered approach towards education influenced high school
geography education. Dewey’s influence led to calls among geographers for a return to
child-centered learning as well as strong support for project-oriented learning and
problem-based approaches (Rosen, 1957). Several months prior to the release of the
NEA report in 1916, Association of American Geographers (AAG) President Richard
Elwood Dodge (1916) articulated the majority opinion of professional geographers
regarding public school geography. Dodge’s approach to geography was contrary to the
NEA position yet still reflected progressive influences. Dodge's perspective on
humanistic geography reflected the dominant high school geography perspective until the
1930’s.
Richard Elwood Dodge began his 1916 AAG Presidential address comparing high
school geography’s dismal state to struggles at the time of the NEA Committee of Ten
report from 1893. Six of the major criticisms articulated by Dodge (1916) were: (1) lack
of unity between primary school geography and secondary schooling; (2) a limited
number college geography trained teachers; (3) a lack of updated geography textbooks;
(4) commercial geography should have been a unit within a larger human geography; (5)
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laboratory periods in commercial geography and physical geography classes became
tedious (map copying, rock identification, drawing of layers of a sand bank); and (6)
emphasis on memorization of facts and principles rather than relationships and scientific
reasoning (Brigham, 1922; Whitbeck, 1920). With criticisms in mind, Dodge (1916)
advocated for problem-based learning to increase critical inquiry and issues-based
learning. He argued; similarly to Dewey that facts became useful and therefore
psychologically associated when studied as human problems. Numerous other
professional geographers of note reflected progressive educational approaches as well.
Brigham (1922), Goode (1905), and Whitbeck (1912) advanced high school geography
conducive to problem-based and issue-based learning. Whitbeck (1912) stated, “High
school geography cannot delve deeply into economic or commercial problems. It can,
however, do something toward introducing young people to these problems and toward
giving them a basis of intelligence for thinking about them in the future” (p. 187).
Furthermore, Whitbeck (1912) argued for high school geography content to reflect the
practical needs of the community. For example, rural communities would focus attention
on agricultural geography whereas urban environments emphasize economic and
industrial geography. Such practical and more child-centered approaches reflected the
progressive, humanistic influences on geography. Humanistic geography gained
popularity among professors but received limited approval in high schools due to
professional geographers rejection of the (NEA) recommendations for social studies
(Rosen, 1957; Whitbeck, 1921).
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The 1930s and Harold Rugg
Within the social studies context, the 1930s represent limited changes for
geography in the high school within the literature. Curriculum developments of noted
Columbia University Professor Harold Rugg, however, created a substantial change in
social studies curriculum. As a founding father of National Council for Social Studies,
Harold Rugg was a staunch supporter of geography integrated into social studies (Murra,
1970). Rugg and his team of teachers developed progressive social studies curriculum
since the 1920s. As a disciple of John Dewey's early progressive schooling ideology,
Harold Rugg believed social studies curriculum offered the opportunity towards a better
American society by addressing societies problems directly (Evans, 2007). Rugg's social
studies curriculum found moderate success in the late-1930s throughout the United States
until it came under attack from numerous conservative special interest groups due to its
perceived association with liberal and communist influences. By the early-1940s school
boards throughout the United States pulled Rugg's curriculum from the schools or failed
to renew it (Evans, 2007).
Numerous pedagogical approaches utilized in Harold Rugg's curriculum inspired
later curricular developments in the 1960s. First, the curriculum empowered students to
reason through societies’ most pressing problems with an open mind. Rugg's curriculum
took progressive issue-based learning a step further by advocating for social
reconstructionism according to numerous pioneer social thinkers that found voice in his
curriculum. Secondly, the curriculum started with societal needs; therefore, political and
economic issues were explored under the authority of social issues. Society driven
curriculum represented a shift from prevailing trends of political and historical
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dominance. Lastly, Rugg’s curriculum emphasized in-depth topical studies one societal
problem at a time. The curriculum encouraged great depth through the innovative use of
graphs, maps, charts, and pictorial material to enhance conceptual understanding (Evans,
2007).
Harold Rugg’s curriculum depended on expert contributions from subject areas
within social studies (Evans, 2007). Rugg was unable to solicit the contributions of any
notable geographers on the curriculum due to professional geographer's overwhelming
rejection of geography as social studies. Consequently, Rugg’s geography curriculum
had numerous errors and weaknesses. Among the criticisms were, the use of a Mercator
projection to show area comparisons, deterministic views of the tropical zone as
incapable of economic development, and Brazil presented as a major producer of Rubber.
Such errors geographers viewed as a confirmation of their stand-alone position (James,
1969).
The 1930s witnessed high school geography's continued absorption into social
studies (Kennamer, 1955; Mayo, 1964). In a survey of school systems nationwide,
Chamberlin (1936) indicated that few high school students studied geography. High
school geography faced limited acceptance and popularity and relegation to elective
status. Rosen (1957) reported that by 1934, 1.6% of high school students enrolled in
physical geography while 4% enrolled in commercial geography. Renner (1930) placed
responsibility for high school geography’s dismal status on the lack of depth within the
geography curriculum. He decried the curriculum as poorly organized and severely
lacking. It took a second world war to reinvigorate calls for geography’s prominence in
the high school.
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Regional Geography: WWII to late-1950s
By the late 1940s, geography’s curricular status came under the social studies
umbrella (Mayo, 1964; Meyer, 1943a, 1943b; Whitbeck, 1943). Meyer (1943b) revealed
that a survey from 29 represented states demonstrated 85% of certificating authorities and
high school administrator’s classified geography as social studies. Overall, the preWWII era epitomized another low point for high school geography in the United States.
On the heels of war in Europe, prior to American military involvement in 1942, Nels
Bengston (1936) argued the importance of political geography for addressing and
investigating increasing geopolitical issues confronting competing nations. Bengston
(1936) further advocated for political geography taught separated from its elective
counterparts. Limited teacher background in political geography represented an obstacle
towards the development of the course. It would take a second world war for American's
high schools to see the need for such a course.
World War II
Isolationist tendencies characterized the culture and citizenry of the United States
throughout its pre-WWII history. U.S. isolationism demonstrated in Congress' rejection
of Woodrow Wilson's 14 points after WWI faced challenges from WWII. Packard
(1943) indicated the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor challenged America’s isolated
view of the world. World War II forced the adult public and the press to appreciate
geography (Atwood, 1944; James, 1969; Meyer, 1943a; Meyer, 1943b). James (1969)
pointed out that wars have the ability to call attention to geographic deficiencies of the
media. Americans had an acute concern for understanding political and economic affairs
in Europe, Asia, and even Africa, yet lacked a viable geographic education to
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comprehend the times. Meyer (1943b) decried the situation stating, “Unmap-minded
Americans seem to find difficulty in following Fascists’ and Nazis’ objectives because
they have become habituated to think of the totalitarian objectives in psychological rather
than geographic terms” (p. 71). Beyond the American public, Atwood (1944), Meyer
(1943b), as well as Natoli (1986), indicated World War II exposed the need for mapping
and intelligence about foreign countries. The federal government called upon
geographers not only for mapping but spatial analysis within the military. Consequently,
leaders overwhelmingly called for strengthening high school geography in American
schools.
War Prompted Criticisms of Geography
With war raging on three continents, on January 3rd and 4th of 1942, United
States Commissioner of Education John W. Studebaker delivered an influential speech to
a Congress of College and University Presidents. In the speech, he urged colleges and
universities to increase the teaching of geography. Studebaker coined the term “illiterate
geographically” to criticize and compare American people to other civilized nations of
the world. He directed his most pointed criticism at the lack of high school geography in
pointing out,
Young people have stopped studying geography in about the seventh or eighth
grade of the common school, if they got that far, and for the most part they were
taught geography up to that time by teachers who stopped studying geography at
about the same time in their school courses. (as cited in Packard, 1943, p. 71)
The short-term impact of Studebaker’s speech forced the education community to take
high school geography more seriously. Barnes (1946), Cutshall (1944), Meyer (1946)
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and Meyer (1943a) indicated a lack geography education requirements and poor
undergraduate teacher preparation in geography as an impediment. Lawrence (1947)
confirmed teacher preparation concerns in a study of New Jersey high school geography
teachers. The study reported that only 29% of geography teachers majored or minored in
geography. The report also indicated 41% of high school geography teachers had nine or
fewer hours of college credit in geography. Meyer (1943b) placed much of the blame for
geographic illiteracy on universities. He called for a more practical geography in stating,
If geography is to constitute a meaningful, purposeful, and useful area in civic
education, it must be so organized to fit with life's everyday activities.
Geographic facts and principles must be presented in such a way as to build up a
national consciousness of the implications of geographic factors and forces in the
problem of the community, of the nation, and of the world. (p. 69)
Existing high school geography curriculum also found itself under attack during the era.
Place name geography and commercial geography focusing on rote memorization
received criticism (Packer, 1943). Cutshall (1944) decried high school geography as a
“flunkers’ course” open to anyone needing a semester credit, therefore, garnering little
respect within high schools (p. 225). In 1945 National Council for Geographic Educators
organized the Committee on Certification for the Teaching of Geography in High Schools
to address teacher preparation in geography.
Solutions to Geography’s Status
Numerous war prompted criticisms of high school geography impelled efforts at
improvement and potential solutions (James, 1969). Many professional geographers
believed the exposed need for geographic education would lead to a renaissance in
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geography education at all levels (Atwood, 1947; Meyer, 1946). Increasingly, high
schools called for more geography trained teachers. Whitaker (1944) noted the desired
shift for greater high school geography necessitated teachers with college training in
geography. Additionally, high schools asked for curricular help in establishing more
geography. Colleges and universities called upon departments of geography to increase
geography courses (Atwood, 1944, 1947; Meyer, 1946). The Journal of Geography
devoted Volume 43 (1944) to war exposed concerns in insufficient geography schooling
in America. Within the journal, Atwood (1944) argued, preventing the recurrence of
isolationism belonged to the geography class. Other professionals argued for more issue
and problem-based units. Packer (1943) stated the high school geography classroom
should promote discussion of wisely selected controversial topics for students to think
independently. “Controversial” represents a step further than previous calls for issuebased learning in the previous eras. Echoing the call for problem-based learning, Meyer
(1943b) called for an entire high school course titled World Problems. Whitaker (1944)
and Cutshall (1944) agreed that geographic literacy should be a priority of high school
geography. They argued for a more robust definition of geographic literacy than
locational knowledge alone. Instead, geographic literacy involved locational knowledge
about events of importance, and analysis of geographic factors behind thematic maps,
graphs, and charts.
Even under the umbrella of social studies, World War II prompted professional
geographers to renew the strength of geography in the high school. The debates between
stand-alone geography and social studies, which dominated the 1920s and 1930s
literature softened. Geographers demonstrated more willingness to embrace geography’s
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position within the social studies; however, mixed opinions and uneasiness with social
studies prevailed. Strengthening high school geography within the social studies context
characterizes the literature of the era. J.R. Whitaker, one of the era’s most outspoken
supporters of geography education supported high school geography taught for one
semester in a social studies class. Whitaker (1944) recommended the fusion for learning
the broader concepts of the study of man drawn from related fields; however, he
cautioned against geography losing its identity. Whitaker (1944) advocated two possible
approaches to high school geography within social studies: (1) a regional organization for
highlighting global relationships and environmental impacts on world regions; or (2) a
topical organization involving detailed thematic study of a particular region of U.S.,
Europe, and Asia. In agreement, Tuthill (1948) urged geographers to embrace geography
within the social studies context of American schooling. He argued geography would not
lose its identity through embracing social studies. Rather, Cutshall (1944) deviated from
embracing social studies; he argued a minimum of two years of stand-alone high school
geography would remedy geography’s poor status in the high school.
High School Geography Resurgence
Due to calls for changes brought on by World War II, postwar geography
witnessed a brief resurgence in American high schools. Barnes (1946) indicated more
high schools offered geography than in times past. In a survey of social studies offerings
in 1944-1945, Merideth (1945) concluded that Global Geography, Economic Geography,
a course geared towards pilot education known as Air Age Geography, and World
Geography represented some of the newest high school course offerings. Even amidst
war efforts, publishers increasingly requested geographers to write more textbooks than
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previous decades (Atwood, 1944). Warntz (1964) indicated that after WWII, geography
at the higher education began a shift towards a regional focus. Geographers considered
regional geography a more “practical” framework for understanding global issues.
Changes towards regional geography in higher education and high schools represented a
welcome replacement for impractical, commercial geography. Barnes (1946)
demonstrated success with a topical regional blended World Geography course in Detroit
Public Schools. The curriculum involved topical unit studies on physical geography,
climatology, political geography, population, maps and globes, natural resources, and
economic geography units of every world region.
1950s and Geography
Steady momentum for high school geography during the war and immediate years
after faltered in the 1950s. Dillon (1950) asserted after World War II, world
consciousness lagged as well as widespread interest in geography as a school subject.
Throughout the 1950s, high school geography’s status remained subsumed within social
studies curriculum (High, 1960; Stoltman, 1997). Geography often played a subordinate
role within social studies curriculums, usually in the context of history (High, 1960;
Smith, 1948). A 1951 New York Times article titled Geography Almost Ignored in
Colleges, Survey Shows surveyed 4,752 students at 42 colleges and universities. The
survey demonstrated dismal results of geography knowledge among college students
(Fine, 1951). Despite initial public outcry, the survey did not stimulate notable change in
geography education.
Due to geography’s status within social studies, human geography approaches
dominated regional and world geography (Dahlem, 1960; Dillon, 1950). High school
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geography’s position within the social studies had mixed reception in the literature.
Douglas (1954) highlighted the importance of geography as an integrating discipline
within the social studies through capturing the human-to-environmental and human-tohuman perspective. Tuthill (1948), as well as Smith (1948), indicated that weaving
geography into the social studies could only be successful if teachers had a clear
understanding of geography and its importance. Dillon (1950) decried geography’s
treatment in the high school as “…an illegitimate offspring of the other social sciences,
an almost useless and haphazard tallying of exports-imports, and a juvenile subject
largely consisting of the past-time of outline map coloring” (p. 29). With a more
tempered response, Sorenson (1959) at the end of the era postulated the minority opinion
that geography was strong with growing importance in the high school.
Cold War Impact
Though stand-alone high school geography courses were rare during the era,
courses still held on with elective status. Jones (1954) pointed out in a study of 107
school systems with a population over 100,000, only eight school systems required a high
school geography course. Porochniak (1953) and Sorensen (1959) indicated stand-alone
offerings, as well as geography within social studies classes, often covered world
geography from a regional approach. The cold war dominated the political climate of
American life. Nationalistic impulses were evident in the high school geography
textbooks of the era. Standish (2008) revealed geography textbooks in the 1950s
presented U.S. centered geography. Books covered the U.S. in detail while other regions
received treatment in relationship to the United States. Geopolitical events were an
incentive for reform in high school geography at the beginning of this era with the onset
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of World War II. High school geography found its next geopolitical stimulus through
Cold War competition with the U.S.S.R. The launching of the Soviet satellite Sputnik I
in 1957 signaled a triumph for the Soviet Union in the science-driven space race. Sputnik
I caused many to question the strength of American education (Mayo, 1964; James,
1969). As a result, Congress passed the first National Defense Education Act in 1958
(James, 1969; Schmieder, 1969). Consequently, increased federal funds directed at
education came available. The effects of the legislation on high school geography came
to fruition in the next era.
William Pattison and the New Social Studies: Late 1950s to Early 1970s
Challenges with Social Studies and Geography
The late 1950s and early 1960s demonstrated discontent among social scientists
regarding a lack of theory and methodology in secondary social studies. Pendleton
Herring indicated that social studies lacked “a single ordered body of fact and theory,
operating through an internally consistent generally accepted methodology.” (as cited in
James, 1969, p. 480). Similarly, Warman (1958) argued, reform within social studies
would pave the way for geography school reform. He suggested, if all of the components
of social studies were reevaluated and refined to the critical areas of study, geography
would reemerge naturally. Todd (1957) criticized social studies education as a juggling
act where teachers tried to juggle numerous subjects, life skills, and counseling at once.
Additionally, social studies of the era lacked a unified vision. Districts incorporated
either the subject-specific or multidisciplinary social studies approach as their dominant
method of instruction. Todd (1957) again decried social studies education by stating,
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But the confusion over the meaning of the term ‘social studies’ is not confined to
the matter of definition. Thru the years we have added ingredient after ingredient
to the ‘social studies’ brew until it now includes everything from driver education
to personal grooming, and we’re still tossing ingredients into the boiling kettle at
an alarming rate. (p. 245)
Numerous authors demonstrated concern regarding geography’s status within the
high school studies curriculum. High (1960), Monier and Campbell (1963), Pattison
(1962a), and Scarfe, (1959) stated geography most often appeared in citizenship or
history within high school social studies enforcing the stereotype that geography lacked
recognition as a core subject in high schools. Langhans (1961) demonstrated an absence
of physical geography and limited social geography generalizations within history
textbooks of the late 1950s and early 1960s. O’Connell (1962) lamented geography’s
status subsumed within social studies in stating, “Geography has disappeared from the
curriculum of so many schools to be replaced by a variety of social studies courses with
no identifiable body of knowledge” (p.60). In a survey of secondary schools in New
Hampshire, Monier and Cambell (1963) revealed overwhelming support for geography’s
place in the curriculum, yet, less than 50% of high schools surveyed offered geography.
The study also suggested a lack of teacher preparation in geography content. Similar
findings from a study in New Jersey by Del Duca and Jacobson (1962) revealed serious
concerns with geography’s elective status and minimal college preparation among
geography teachers in the state. In California, Gandy (1960) reported geography taught
in approximately one-third of the state's high schools. Alarmingly, 47.3% of teachers
surveyed lacked course work in geography, and 76.5% had six semester hours or less.
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Gandy (1960) attributed poor teacher preparation to the California teaching credential
system, which allowed social studies teachers without any background to teach the
subject. In 1963, the National Council of Geographic Education reported only ten states
required a separate certification for geography (NCGE, 1964). Anderson (1962) reported
dismal results for high school offerings of geography in a 12 state North Central region
among cities of 10,000 or more. The study cited two reasons for the findings. First, an
apparent lack of defined subject boundaries, and secondly, professional geographers as a
collective failed to work at strengthening geography’s secondary school position. Pattison
(1962a) affirmed the opinion of professional geographers disconnected from secondary
geography. Undoubtedly, geography had failed to distinguish itself during the social
studies era.
Developments in Geography Education
As a result of the National Defense Education Act of 1958, high school geography
received unprecedented public and private financial support. Additionally, geography
education received increased attention from professional geographers. Concurrently, in
higher education, James (1969), Kohn (1982), and Warntz (1964) indicated geographers
moved away from regional studies and towards systematic social science approaches.
The launching of Sputnik I by the Soviet Union prompted more attention to the science
curriculum. Prevailing attitudes towards American education reflected serious concern
the United Stated had fallen behind its Cold War opponent, especially in sciences.
Consequently, innovative social science approaches gained greater notoriety among
social studies curriculum specialists (Schmieder, 1969). High school geography
specialists began advocating social science oriented geography over prevailing regional
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geography. Spatial geography dealing with theories and laws related to the spatial
organization of human patterns received the most attention. As topical and spatially
oriented geography gained popularity within emerging high school curriculums, Augelli
(1968), James (1969), and Scarfe (1959) cautioned against complete abandonment of
regional geography in schools. Despite such calls, social science specialists turned
attention to spatial geography and innovative pedagogy, which would come to dominate
the era’s crowning curricular achievement, High School Geography Project.
Several developments offered further encouragement for high school geography
in the early 1960s. Pattison (1962a) noted that a national education leader of notoriety,
Arthur W. Foshayn, advocated for geography’s advancement within the social studies in
1961. In 1961, in a decision that promoted National Science Foundation funding, the
annual National Council for Social Studies Convention advocated for social sciences as
the prevailing social studies (Gandy, 1963). A social science shift offered hope for high
school geography’s vague social studies status. Numerous authors of the era advocated
for a more scientific approach to geography in secondary schools. Scientific approaches
evidenced by shifts in geographic education towards investigation, experimental inquiry,
independent thinking, and constructive research. Furthermore, experts highlighted
benefits of geography studied scientifically as a coordinating subject among multiple
fields of social and physical knowledge. Researchers maintained high school geography
needed to be taught with more depth to regain scholarly relevance (Gandy, 1963; High,
1960; Scarfe, 1959).
In various locations, high school geography began reemerging, offering
encouragement for the status of geography. In 1958, the Chicago school board made the
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decision to reform high school geography (Stoltman, 2010). In a study of
implementation of Chicago’s requirements, Hladik (1959) discovered a lack of prepared
and qualified teachers of geography as the most significant hurdle towards full
implementation. Chicago’s reforms required all high school students to take at least one
year of World Geography. To ensure content, Chicago Board of Education required 32
hours of college geography credit for teaching World Geography (Hladik, 1959). While
Chicago failed to sustain success transforming high school geography, the effort
stimulated interest among geographers in high school geography (Stolman, 2010).
During the same time-period, Michigan City, IN, and Philadelphia, PA added World
Geography to the high school curriculum. Additionally, ninth grade junior high World
Geography programs were added in New York City public schools and the state of
Georgia (Frick, 1965). Anderson (1965) noted a “measurable increase in independent
geography course in grades nine through twelve” (p. 107) based on a 10 state survey of
the North Central States. While applauding geography’s increased prominence in high
schools, Anderson (1965) cautioned against geography education focusing solely on
independent geography status. Instead, he encouraged geographer’s to work towards
longer-term goals of strengthening geography’s position within the social studies
framework.
Perhaps the most substantial hope for high school geography came through the
efforts of a joint committee of professional geographers. Capitalizing on forward
momentum from Chicago’s efforts, Clyde Kohn and Gilbert White formed a joint
committee of National Council for Geographic Education and Association of American
Geographers in 1961 (Stoltman, 2010). Under the direction of William Pattison, the
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committee worked towards addressing the need for improvement in geography teaching
in the high school. Specifically, the committee attempted to address deficiencies in
classroom materials for teachers, and improvement of geography curriculum within high
schools (Kohn, 1964). The committee recommended the creation of a high school
geography course with materials for implementation in high schools, later known as High
School Geography Project (White, 1961).
The Emergence of High School Geography Project
In 1958, ideas for High School Geography Project (HSGP) emerged amongst
professional geographers at an executive board meeting for National Council for
Geographic Educators. Early debates focused HSGP on systematic geography rooted in
the scientific method as opposed to regional geography (Kohn, 1982). Systematic
geography studies closer aligned HSGP with emerging social science trends and
positioned the project well for future National Science Foundation funding. By 1961,
through the work of the Joint Committee on Education, HSGP formed under the direction
of William Pattison with private funding from The Ford Foundation (Helburn, 1966;
Kohn, 1964; Stoltman, 2010). HSGP received a substantial boost in 1964 when Congress
revised the 1958 National Defense Education Act. The revisions added geography,
civics, and history to funded fields of study in critical need of improvement; consequently
National Science Foundation funding came available (James, 1969; Schmieder, 1969).
High School Geography Project found pedagogical inspiration in the work of
noted education psychologist Jerome Bruner. In 1960, Bruner wrote an influential book,
The Process of Education. Similar to the progressive educators of the early-twentieth
century, Jerome Bruner emphasized inquiry within the classroom (Conroy, 1967).
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Bruner argued for a form of pedagogy called syntax learning. Syntax learning involved
student study of content theories and principles in the same manner as behavioral and
social science professionals. Moreover, syntax learning involved deep levels of study
within the discipline of a subject in an age appropriate fashion. Numerous emerging
social studies projects known as the New Social Studies projects found inspiration in The
Process of Education. Within geography, syntax learning involved spatial analysis of
maps, theoretic models such as central place theory, aerial photograph study, and analysis
of social data (Helburn,1965; Stoltman, 2010).
Increased professional geographer support, Jerome Bruner’s influence, National
Defense Education Act funding, and private funding converged in the development of
High School Geography Project (HSGP). In the years from 1961-1963, William Pattison
served as director of the project in its formative stages. Pattison made an impact on the
project through his paper titled Advisory Paper for Teachers Associated with the High
School Geography Project, written in 1961 and published in 1962 (Stoltman, 2010).
Stoltman (2010) indicated that Pattison’s Advisory Paper became the blueprint for HSGP.
The paper drew upon Jerome Bruner’s pedagogical advances in advocating for spatially
oriented geography. In writing the paper, Pattison intended to present a content bridge
for teachers to understand the latest advances in professional geography (Pattison,
1962b). Additionally, Pattison provided a content and pedagogical blueprint for teachers
involved in the development of HSGP. Within the paper, Pattison identifies six
objectives of geography instruction in secondary schools related to student attitudes and
appreciations of geography: (1) The winning of knowledge; (2) Seeing things for oneself;
(3) Location and distance; (4) The uniqueness of places; (5) The natural environment;
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and (6) World societies. Secondly, the paper laid out four student objectives related to
secondary geography content knowledge: (1) Map representation; (2) The concept of the
region; (3) Man-land relations; and (4) Spatial relations. The student attitude and content
objectives served as guides for teachers evaluating materials in the trial stages of the
project. Lastly, Pattison’s Advisory Paper explained four geography skills students
should demonstrate in high school geography: (1) Map reading; (2) Map interpretation;
(3) Comprehension of geographic literature; and (4) Production of creative geography
(Pattison, 1962b). The skills in the Advisory Paper became the pedagogical blueprint for
HSGP.
During the 1962/1963 academic year, 10 experimenting teachers were relieved
from most school responsibilities and each given a different course outline for a 1 year
high school geography class. Based on the outline, the teachers created units during the
school year, 100 total units among the ten teachers. Teachers received regular
professional content support from local professional geographers. Also, 20 cooperating
teachers utilized the syllabus and corresponding units in their respective classrooms.
Each experimenting teacher then evaluated their particular syllabus and teacher created
units based on the attitudes and appreciations, geographic knowledge, and geographic
skill objectives in Pattison’s Advisory Paper. The Joint Committee published findings,
challenges, and changes in a report. Findings from the teachers guided curricular
development in proceeding stages of the project (Helburn, 1965; Kohn, 1964).
Pattison’s Four Traditions of Geography
Coinciding with the development of High School Geography Project came
updated geography content clarification in 1963, through William Pattison’s National
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Council for Geographic Educators (NCGE) convention speech. Pattison titled his speech
The Four Traditions of Geography, later published in the 1964 Journal of Geography.
Pattison’s Four Traditions of spatial, area studies, man-land, and earth science directly
addressed criticisms of geography as an academic discipline lacking unity. Additionally,
the paper clarified geography’s parameters amidst perceived subject vagueness (Helburn,
1965). The speech indicated previous eras attempts to define geography failed to capture
the content through differing definitions and opinions of what constituted geography.
Instead, Pattison argued that geography has maintained consistency throughout history.
Rather than offering a set definition, Pattison stated the discipline of geography as
historically communicated through four distinct traditions: (1) a spatial tradition; (2) an
area studies tradition; (3) a man-land tradition; and (4) an earth science tradition.
William Pattison’s (1964) speech found relevancy with the National Council for
Geographic Education audience, arguing the four traditions promised, “to greatly
expedite the task of maintaining an alliance between professional geography and
pedagogical geography…” (p. 211). Referring to school geography, Pattison believed the
Four Traditions could serve to unify school geography and academic geography. The
Four Traditions of Geography served the purpose of closer unification of school
geography and college geography.
High School Geography Project Curriculum
William Pattison and the joint committee’s work on HSGP further developed
under the leadership of Nicholas Helburn from 1964 to 1970. From 1964-1969, the
American Association of Geographers steering committee oversaw the project. During
this time, classroom research became formulated into the curriculum. The year 1966
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witnessed the approval of settlement as an underlying theme to guide all of the units
written. Over the next 3 years, academic scholars and teachers developed published
classroom materials incorporating student inquiry and spatial geography approaches for
grades 9-12. After 8 years of research and development, extensive field-testing, the
involvement of nearly 100 teachers and thousands of students, Macmillan published
Geography in an Urban Age (HSGP, 1968).
Pedagogically innovative materials became an enduring legacy. Each unit
included a detailed teacher’s guide, student resources, student manual, and opaque
transparencies. Additional hands-on and data rich materials were numerous including
maps, simulation games, role-playing scenarios, aerial photographs, and case study
vignettes (Stoltman, 2010). Each unit provided reinforcement exercises for student
understanding (Kasperson, 1967). Additionally, HSGP changed traditional roles of
students and teachers. Unlike previous and traditional attempts to dictate instruction,
lessons were student-centered with teachers commonly acting as coordinators and
sequencers of the curriculum (Helburn, 1998). An example of student-led inquiry
involved students consistently developing the ability to formulate a series of questions to
guide understanding of the world (Helburn, 1968). To facilitate characteristics of
Bruner’s Process of Education, students engaged in inductive methods, through the study
of data, testing hypothesis, and drawing conclusions based on self-discovery (Conroy,
1967; Helburn, 1968; Kasperson, 1967; Kohn, 1970).
Georgia Geography Curriculum Project
In addition to HSGP, the Georgia Geography Curriculum Project found
inspiration from Jerome Buner’s principles and educational perspectives articulated in
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Pattison’s Advisory Paper (Stoltman, 2010). Georgia Geography Project aligned well
with new social studies inquiry approaches such as HSGP. Georgia Geography Project
distinguished itself from HSGP in several ways. First, the curriculum was geared
towards elementary and junior high students. Secondly, Georgia Curriculum Project
came under the direction of an individual, Marion J. Rice, rather than a steering
committee (Stoltman, 2010).
New social studies concepts and pedagogical approaches were prevalent within
the Georgia Project. For example, the content of the project followed prevailing
conceptual ideas within the academic geography of the 1960s. Consequently, the content
held firmly to the new social studies philosophy that any child any age could learn the
structure of the academic discipline studied. Alignment between the structure of the
academic discipline and learning in the classroom became a hallmark of all new social
studies projects. Georgia Geography Project went beyond prevailing student inquiry in
facilitating learning. Rice also found inspiration in the verbal learning methods of noted
educational psychologist David Ausubel, most notably in the use of advanced organizers.
Content would first be introduced deductively with a referent tool such as a model or map
as a means of establishing a learning framework. Student’s then learned the material
through inquiry-based activities (Stoltman, 2010).
Legacy of High School Geography Project
Despite High School Geography Project’s (HSGP) short publication cycle and
limited usage nationwide, the impact on high school geography outweighed limited
distribution. Pattison (1962c), as well as Kohn (1970), indicated HSGP awakened many
professional geographers to the importance of high school geography. For once,
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professional geographers had widespread agreement on school geography. A regional
unit on Japan helped to reconcile an early divide between regional and systematic
geographers over the project (Stoltman, 2010). Consequently, HSGP narrowed the gap
between professional geography and high school geography (Ball, Steinbrink, &
Stoltman, 1971; Helburn, 1965; Natoli, 1986). Helburn (1965) indicated that prior to
HSGP, high school geography was behind college geography 20-50 years. Natoli (1986)
suggested that HSGP enabled students to “do geography”; a concept deeply embedded in
later geography education reforms of the 1980s and 1990s. Womack (1969) found
inquiry-rich HSGP materials to be as effective as traditional materials among high school
students. Also, the study found high ability males and low ability females benefitted the
most from inquiry approaches of HSGP. Stoltman (2010) suggested that Jerome
Bruner’s syntax learning approaches inherent in HSGP were transferable for students
outside of the classroom. As a result, issues in the curriculum were relevant, especially to
urban students.
The influence of the High School Geography Project (HSGP) pervades much of
the literature of the era. Due to the influence of HSGP and prevailing active learning
methodology, Phillip Bacon, the President of the National Council for Geographic
Educators described school geography as entering a “Golden Age”. Bacon argued, the
subject could now distinguish itself from history and other social studies through concept
learning and unprecedented support for professional development (Bacon, 1966). Kohn
(1966) demonstrated evidence of this “Golden Age” of geography education in stating,
Gone are the days when classroom teachers are content with having Johnny recite
the boundaries of states, their capitals, and their principal products. Today,
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Johnny is called upon to investigate boundaries of states to see why they are so
defined; the site and situations of capitals in order to understand why they are
located where they are and with what results… (p. 606)
Inquiry approaches within geography became common due to the influence of HSGP.
Conroy (1967), as well as Morris (1965), advocated the use of inductive learning
techniques aimed at student inquiry or discovery learning. Johnson (1968) encouraged
the use of theoretical models for enhancing high school geography teaching.
HSGP project materials gained popularity primarily at a grassroots level. Geib
(1972) found dissemination of the project occurred principally through teachers involved
in experimental and developmental stages of HSGP. Geib’s study spoke to the strength
of HSGP, as teachers with greater knowledge of HSGP spread word of the curriculum.
Similarly, Stoltman (1980) reported that HSGP professional workshop participants were
critical in diffusing the curriculum among teachers and leadership in schools. In a survey
of 600 National Council of Geographic Educators and Association of American
Geographers members, Richburg (1970) demonstrated awareness for HSGP as well as
plans for implementation among many. Likewise, Hill (1970) reported adaptation of
HSGP material in college geography courses.
High School Geography Project (HSGP) demonstrated long-term impact in the
United States. The project connected hundreds of college professors with teachers
through professional development opportunities. Consequently, professional geographers
took a greater interest in school education as reflected in the development of geography
education specialties at numerous universities after HSGP (Helburn, 1998). Helburn
(1998) also indicated that later national standards and the national assessment (NAEP)
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test in the 1994 demonstrated HSGP inspiration. Russell and Byford (2008)
demonstrated effective adaptation of HSGP materials 40 years later. High School
Geography Project garnered widespread adaptation internationally. Great Britain
developed three curriculum initiatives drawing inspiration from HSGP (Helburn, 1998).
Gunn (1975) noted the influence of HSGP in the curriculums of Australia, New Zealand,
Canada, England, Scotland, Brazil, Singapore, Hong Kong, West Germany, and Israel.
Niemz (1978) reported on a Geography Curriculum Research Project in Germany
modeled after the High School Geography Project. Renner and Slater (1974) reported
HSGP project to be highly adaptable to Australian high school geography. The
international impact of HSGP has been substantial enough to warrant a book edited by
Gunn (1972) titled: Legacy for the Seventies. An Analysis of the High School Geography
Project in Relation to New Developments in Geographic Education Worldwide.
Similar to other New Social Studies era projects, High School Geography
Project’s (HSGP) did not experience widespread adoption in the high school geography
classroom (Helburn, 1998). Stoltman (2010) cited that HSGP’s use reached only a small
segment of social studies teachers. Prior to HSGP’s publication, notable geographer
Preston James (1969) cautioned against moving forward with professor led scientifically
oriented geography. James, mindful of previous reform efforts, communicated concern
with reform lacking necessary teacher training. Stoltman (2010) confirmed poor teacher
preparation in the use of the materials as a valid negative aspect of HSGP. Similarly,
Kohn (1982) blamed HSGP’s lack of sustained success on teachers unprepared for such a
drastic shift and the ever-changing foci within geography. Several additional factors
were to blame for HSGP’s limited distribution. The size of the curriculum package
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proved to be overwhelming for many teachers (Stoltman, 2010). Overall, the newness of
the inductive pedagogy and systematic topical study of geography represented too
significant of a shift from traditional regional geography for teachers (Bednarz, 2003;
Natoli, 1986; Stoltman, 2010; Winston, 1986). Hertzberg (1980) summed up the
struggles of New Social Studies projects such as HSGP in stating,
The "new social studies" were unprepared organizationally as well as
ideologically for the radically charged climate in the schools and in the country in
the late 1960s and early 1970s. There quickly followed a period of financial
retrenchment and reduced school budgets which further discouraged the purchase
of expensive materials. (p.138)
Geography in High Schools of the Late 1960s
Despite numerous authors (Bacon, 1966; Kohn, 1966) highlighting geography’s
growing prominence in high schools in the late 1960s, struggles persisted in American
high schools. McCauley (1969) reported in a study of 70 teachers in the southeastern
United States that core geographic concepts were seriously lacking in high school
geography classes. Additionally, the study revealed the majority of teachers had less than
six semester hours of college geography. Similarly, Gault (1965) highlighted serious
shortcomings in geography teacher preparation programs.
Schmieder (1969) identified subject ill preparation of teachers and limited
curricular coordination between elementary and high school geography as the most
serious impediments of high school geography. Schmieder (1969) also indicated inquirybased curriculum such as High School Geography Project as less prevalent than
traditional regional geography approaches in secondary schools. By the early 1970s,
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geography’s place in high schools is viewed as mixed. The widespread influence of High
School Geography Project impacted curriculum for decades and inspired the next
generation of leaders in geography education. Additionally, the conventional chasm
between professional geography content and high school geography curriculum
narrowed. Despite such curricular strides, high school geography remained subservient
to history in most social studies curriculums. Furthermore, teachers still lacked a strong
content background in geography, and New Social Studies inquiry-based geography
failed to usurp prevailing regional geography approaches.
Low Points in High School Geography: 1970s
The 1970s were a period of decline for high school geography in the United
States. After reaching an apex during the 1960s New Social Studies era, geography in
United States schools declined. An unsuccessful attempt was made to revive High
School Geography Project after MacMillan published an updated version 1979. In the
1970s, the project declined in the United States while still maintaining popularity
internationally. Similarly, by the 1980s, Georgia Geography Project's usage was limited
to students involved in development (Stoltman, 2010). Stoltman (1997) declared the late
1970s a low point for United States geography curriculums. Numerous authors reported
on high school geography’s dismal status (Ehemann, 1974; Glowacki, 1970; Manson,
1981; McTeer, 1979; Pike & Barrows, 1979). In a sample of 1728 students, Pike and
Barrows (1979) investigated student attitudes, perception and knowledge towards other
countries. The study revealed a significant lack of geographic knowledge and
misconceptions regarding other nations among American 4th, 8th, and 12th graders.
Ehemann (1974) demonstrated student familiarity only with countries closely connected
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to media coverage among high school seniors in Georgia. McTeer (1979) reported
geography as the least-liked social studies subject among high school seniors in Georgia.
Students, teachers, and administrators associated with the survey identified geography
often taught as rote memorization of place names. The study also revealed least
experienced teachers often taught geography with the least academic preparation in
geography among social studies. Based on a survey of junior high and high schools in
Connecticut, Glowacki (1970) demonstrated decreasing course offerings in geography
and a lack of plans for geography among most schools. Utilizing 1978 National Science
Foundation (NSF) surveys of social studies, Gary Manson (1981) reported on high school
geography’s declining enrollment at the end of the 1970s. Further, Manson (1981)
suggested NSF surveys revealed disconnections between parents and school curriculum
with 83% of parents regarding geography as an essential subject compared to a low 5 to
6% enrollment rate among high schools. Alarming national surveys in the late 1970s
revealed disturbing deficiencies in map skills, tables, and graphs (Winston, 1986). It
would take greater publicity of geography’s problems in the early 1980s for such alarms
to be addressed.
Within secondary curricular developments, geography had moved away from
prevailing social science approaches of the 1960s New Social (NSS) era. Several
directions emerged within high school geography and social studies. As a reaction to
progressive elements inherent in NSS era curriculum, Hertzberg (1980) identified a backto-basics movement present in the 1970s in which social studies incorporated reading
instruction and career education. Vuicich and Stoltman (1974) described post-High
School Geography Project era secondary geography as multidisciplinary and conceptual.
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The influence of High School Geography Project had moved curriculum writers towards
conceptual curriculum writing. Cultural diversity and environmental issues were
examples of concepts explored through individual decision-making rather than spatial
data analysis prevalent in the previous era. Kohn (1982) suggested opposition to the
post-positivist spatial viewpoint lost support among geographers while behavioral
geography gained support in the 1970s. The secondary curriculum reflected such trends
with individual decision-making lessons where values such as equality and justice were
more important than developing theory.
Despite prevailing trends, geography did not participate in values education to the
same extent as other social studies disciplines in the 1970s. Joseph Stoltman (1997) in
his review indicated an absence of values education in geography. Further, Cirrincione
(1970) demonstrated a lack of clarity in the incorporation of values education within
geography education. The study concluded that geography failed to distinguish between
value-based and scientific judgments. Reconciling social science and value-based
decision-making, Vuicich and Stoltman (1974) advocated a data-driven decision-making
matrix for use in addressing issue-based learning in secondary geography. The model
involved six main steps: (1) problem or issue identified; (2) data regarding the problem
are collected; (3) formulate a decision matrix such as rank-ordering of decisions; (4) “ifthen” model is applied to test consequences among alternatives; (5) tentative decision
reached; and (6) final analysis is conducted. Congruently, Kracht and Boehm (1975)
advocated reconciling “facts” and values, offering ten strategies for high school
geography teachers. Cole (1975) provided techniques for values clarification and
decision-making within environmental education. By the 1980s geography education
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faced another identity crisis. Should high school geography classrooms teach spatial
geography with the scientific method, focus on behavioral geography and individual
decision-making, or locational knowledge advocated for among back-to-basics
proponents?
Geography Reforms: 1980s and 1990s
The early 1980s were a continuation from the 1970s as high school geography
pedagogy struggled in the U.S. schools. Numerous authors highlighted the early 1980s as
a troubled time for geography in America’s schools (Gritzner, 1981; Kohn, 1982;
Manson, 1980; Stoltman, 1997). Widely publicized tests indicated deficiencies in U.S.
students’ place knowledge compared to students in other industrialized nations (Boehm et
al., 1994; Hill & LaPrairie, 1989). Gritzner (1981) lamented, “It stands as a rather sad
and inexplicable indictment of the American educational system and public priority that
among the world’s “educated” industrial nations, we rank among the least literate in a
geographical sense” (p. 264). Forty years after Commissioner of Education John W.
Studebaker coined the phrase “illiterate geographically” to decry geography education,
the term reemerged in a new era and context (Packard, 1943). Winston (1986)
summarized school geography’s problems in stating, “Geography has been widely
viewed as a fact-centered, overloaded collection of trivia to be memorized. It has
frequently consisted of content that has reinforced ethnocentric and stereotypic thinking
in students” (p. 46).
Growing awareness of school geography’s problems forced many professional
geographers to look for solutions. Kohn (1982) identified the early 1980s as a timeperiod of limited higher education support and research for geography education in the
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schools. Further, Kohn (1982) rightly asked of the time-period, “…do we have a core to
our discipline that merits being taught to all students? And just what are the essentials of
geography that should be taught in our schools and colleges?” (p. 45). In a prophetic
voice, Gritzner (1982) saw hope for geography’s status stating, “Geography rides a
current crest of deep national concern over the global and geographic illiteracy of our
population and a wave of favorable publicity in the media” (p. 238). Furthermore,
Gritzner (1982) noted significant increases in college geography departments, “back to
basics” movement in schooling that prioritized place knowledge, and growing support
and cooperation among professional geography organizations. Ironically, “place
knowledge” geography long a criticism among geographers, yet highly publicized place
knowledge deficiencies among students promoted unprecedented support for serious
reform. The National Commission on Excellence in Education also prompted reforms
due to the Commission’s 1983 publication of A Nation at Risk. The 36-page report
criticized education in America as having diluted course material. Consequently,
education in America gained greater prominence among national issues (Graham, 2013).
Guidelines for Geographic Education – Elementary and Secondary Schools
To address problems of geographic illiteracy, the National Council for
Geographic Educators (NCGE) and Association of American Geographers (AAG)
formed a joint committee. The committee published Guidelines for Geographic
Education – Elementary and Secondary Schools (Natoli, 1986). The Guidelines provided
a foundational plan for proceeding curriculum developments. A clear content and skill
framework known as the five fundamental themes of geography emerged: (1) location;
(2) place; (3) relationships within places or human-environment relations; (4) movement;
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and (5) regions. Further, the Guidelines outlined particular development skills necessary
for studying geography: (1) asking geographic questions; (2) acquiring geographic
information; (3) organizing geographic information; (4) analyzing geographic
information; and (5) answering geographic questions (Boehm et al., 1994; Boehm &
Peterson, 1994; Libbee & Stoltman, 1988). The Guidelines aimed at simplifying and
clarifying varying subject perceptions. The themes led student cognition on a path from
simple to complex. Consequently, the first two themes of location and place are the
simplest. Structurally, the themes were intended to be broad enough to encompass most
geographic concepts. Lastly, the themes were not a “new geography”, rather structure
and content organization for rigorous geographic inquiry, even among inexperienced
teachers (Boehm & Peterson, 1994; Boehm et al., 1994). As original authors of the
Guidelines, Boehm and Peterson (1994) revealed concern with teachers utilizing the
themes in an overly simple way, often teaching exclusively rather than holistically.
The five themes, articulated within the Guidelines for Geographic Education –
Elementary and Secondary Schools had enduring impacts in geographic education. Later
National Assessment of Educational Progress tests were drafted aligned to the themes.
Additionally, the 1994 national geography standards were aligned with the themes
(Boehm & Peterson, 1994). The five themes had limited influence among textbook and
atlas publishers thereafter, as numerous companies aligned texts to the five themes and
skills (Bednarz, 2002; Boehm et al., 1994). R. S. Bednarz (2002) and Hill and LaPrairie
(1989) identified the Guidelines and the associated five themes as a rejuvenating force in
geography within United States schools. Building upon increased professional support
for geographic education, the American Geographic Society, and National Geographic
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Society joined American Association of Geographers and National Council for
Geographic Educators to form the Geographic Education National Implementation
Project (GENIP) (Natoli, 1986). In GENIP, geography education had the unprecedented
unified support of America’s four major professional geography professional
organizations. Through GENIP, the strength of four organizations spoke with one voice
in influencing school geography (Bednarz, 2002; Boehm et al., 1994). The publication of
the Guidelines provided the curricular framework for geography reform to occur. GENIP
assured success through financial and professional backing necessary to implement
reform. Finally, the emerging state geography alliance network would provide the
grassroots dissemination of the Guidelines to the nations educators.
National Dissemination of Geography Education
In 1986, The National Geographic Society (NGS) committed to providing strong
financial backing for the formation of state geography alliances. State alliances were
grassroots cooperatives between schoolteachers and professional geographers
(Grosvenor, 1995; Hardwick & Holtgrieve, 1996; Salter, 1986; Stoltman, 1990).
Alliances provided in-service teacher preparation for teachers incorporating the five
themes and five skills highlighted in the Guidelines. Initially based on the model
developed in California by Kit Salter in 1983. Of the period, Salter (1987) recalled,
In trying to find a voice to speak for geography in the state, it became apparent
that we did not have an organization ready to do the presentations, the lobbying,
and the advocacy essential for state educational decision-makers to give some
attention to geography as a pre-collegiate course. In an effort to rectify that, a
decision was made at the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) to
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convene a population of educators linked not by a common teaching level as is
traditional but rather by a common affection for geography. (pp. 211-212)
Northern California, Southern California, Colorado, New Jersey, Oregon, Tennessee,
Texas, and Washington D.C. received initial NGS funding in 1986; however the alliance
network quickly spread to all 50 states (Salter, 1987). State geography alliances proved
effective in disseminating the Guidelines throughout the United States (Bednarz, 2002;
Bednarz, Downs, & Vender, 2003; Hardwick & Holtgrieve, 1996; Hill & LaPrairie,
1989; Boehm et al., 1994). By 1994, 70,000 teachers had been trained in NGS funded
five themes oriented workshops (Boehm & Peterson, 1994). In a study of nine 2-week
summer institutes in seven states in the Rocky Mountain Region, Cole and Ormrod
(1995) indicated summer institutes were highly effective. The study reported enhanced
geography content knowledge and pedagogical approaches among participants. The
authors substantiated findings through follow-up interviews and surveys in the
proceeding school year among participants. Boehm, Brierley, and Sharma (1994)
cautioned against overreliance on the alliance network for teacher preparation in
geography stating,
Geographic education faces serious shortcomings based on its failure to create
and maintain strategies for effective pre-service teacher education. It is axiomatic
that if all we did is provide in-service training in geography for teachers then we
institutionalize the continual need for further in-service teacher training in
geography. (pp. 89-90)
Relatedly, Stoltman (1990) acknowledged the need for better pre-service geography
training contingent upon changes in teacher accreditation requirements. Cirrincione and
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Farrell (1988) demonstrated limited geography training in a nationwide survey. Among
351 high school social studies teachers, the study revealed 26% had zero credits of
undergraduate geography, 55% had 1 to 3 credits, and only 19% had more than three
credits.
National Assessment of Educational Progress
Geography education garnered unprecedented national attention in 1989 at The
Charlottesville Summit. The summit brought together all 50 state governors and
President George H. Bush to discuss education reform. Geography emerged from the
summit as one of five core subjects (Bednarz, 2002; Grosvenor, 1995). Public concern
with geographic illiteracy, steady progress in reform, and increasing globalization
brought geography to the forefront of school subjects once again. Wilbanks (1994)
noted,
Articulating this unmet need was not easy, but it seemed to have something to do
with interconnections in the contemporary world, for example, the global
economy, international political impacts of regional political reform, and
relationships between people and their environment . . . the summit turned to
geography not the social sciences or civics to meet the vaguely perceived,
essentially undefined, and unbounded additional national need. (as cited in
Bednarz, 2002, pp. 161-162)
Geography’s reemergence into national education priorities stimulated streams of
National Science Foundation funding in the 1990s. Corresponding with school
geography’s increasing notoriety, in 1994 geography became one of the assessed subjects
through National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). NAEP tests were given
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to national samples of students in grades 4, 8, and 12. The assessment enabled the
country to test geographic knowledge as well as guide curriculum development. The test
would be given again in 2001 yielding small yet statistically significant improvement
from 1994 (Bednarz et al., 2003). Development of NAEP in geography stimulated
national standards in geography (Bednarz, 2002).
Geography for Life. Geography for Life published in 1994 was geography’s
contribution to the emerging national standards movement in education. The standards
advanced the progress begun by the previous Guidelines and added content (Bednarz,
2002). Within Geography for Life, 18 standards are organized around six essential
elements: 1) the world in spatial terms; 2) places and regions; 3) physical systems; 4)
human systems; 5) environment and society; and 6) the uses of geography. Reflecting
the NAEP, the standards also identified what students should be able to do in grades 4, 8,
and 12. The publication included a chapter devoted to geography skills as well as
substantive content background and examples for each of the 18 standards. The 272
pages were a respected contribution to standards education for geography as a subject
area (Geography Education Standards Project, 1994).
Implementation of the national geography standards presented varying results.
Overall, the standards were well received by teachers and professional geographers.
Geography for Life brought school geography into closer alignment with academic
geography again (Bednarz, 2003; Bednarz et al., 2003). States immediately began
incorporating the standards into the curriculum at varying levels. For example, New
York’s standards closely mirrored Geography for Life; however, North Carolina based its
standards on the five themes from the Guidelines of 1984 (Bednarz, 1997, 1998).
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Additionally, Bednarz (1997) found uneven emphasis of the six elements in the
standards, a histo-centric approach in states such as California and Virginia, and key
components missing among many states. By 1994, the five themes of geography from
the 1984 publication of Guidelines for Geographic Education – Elementary and
Secondary were firmly institutionalized. Consequently, many educators had difficulty
embracing the six essential elements utilized by Geography for Life (Bednarz, 2003).
Poor supplemental instructional materials and limited textbook implementation were
initial impediments for the standards (Bednarz, 1998; Bednarz et al., 2003). David
Cohen (1995) assessed standards-based national education reform pointing to teacher
content deficiencies,
Teachers are the problem that policy must solve, in the sense that their modest
knowledge and skills are one important reason why most instruction has been
relatively didactic and unambitious. But teachers also are the agents on whom
policy must rely to solve that problem, for unless they learn much more about the
subjects they teach, and devise new approaches to instruction, most students'
learning will not change. (p. 11)
Bednarz (2003) also suggested teachers needed greater content knowledge and content
specific professional development. Bednarz et al. (2003) compared the hands-on inquiryoriented Geography for Life to High School Geography Project, noting concern that
modern reforms might witness the same fate.
Curricular Developments
Two notable high school geography curricular projects materialized after
publication of Geography for Life in 1994 (Bednarz, 2002). Geographic Inquiry into
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Global Issues and Activities (CIGI) and Activities and Readings in the Geography of the
US (ARGUS) were both funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and aimed at
high school geography. GIGI was created from 1990 to 1995 at the University of
Colorado and published by Encyclopedia Britannica as Britannica Global Geography
System (1994). The curriculum focused on two global issues case studies for 10 regions
of the world. The 20 modules were independent of one another and could be used to
supplement existing high school geography curriculums or as a stand-alone curriculum.
GIGI relied heavily on a combination of convergent and divergent questioning to
facilitate students and teachers working together in formulating individual conclusions
(Hill, 1994; Salter & Salter, 1995). Project director, David Hill stated,
To reach GIGI’s goals, students examine specific global issues by pursuing
answers to geographic questions. They answer these questions by analyzing and
evaluating data, using geographic methods and skills. This “doing geography”
approach leads to significant outcomes in knowledge, skills, and perspectives.
(p.17)
The curriculum depended on teachers guiding students through difficult global issues as
well as making local connections with the global material (Hill, 1994; Klein, 1993). In a
study of 480 students in 18 schools, Klein (1993) demonstrated GIGI’s effectiveness in
facilitating deeper conceptual understanding through the inquiry modules. The study also
noted, curriculum needed local content connections to engage student’s appreciations for
the global curriculum. An updated curriculum still endures today as online modules
through the Association of American Geographers Center for Global Geography
Education (Center for Global Geography Education, 2010; Klein, 2013).
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Another significant secondary geography curriculum of the era was Activities and
Readings on the Geography of the US (ARGUS) completed through the Association of
American Geographers under the direction of Phil Gersmehl. ARGUS came complete
with a book of readings, student activity manual, and a teacher’s guide. Similar to the
earlier High School Geography Project, ARGUS depended heavily on spatial inquiry case
studies. Each activity involved four student tasks: (1) introduction of a data analysis
skill; (2) providing information on a specific place; (3) use of specific thematic map; and
(4) demonstrating a theory within geography (Hill, 1994). Salter and Salter (1995) noted
three aspects ingrained in ARGUS: deep student observation, map analysis skills, and
viewing the world spatially. ARGUS utilized issue-oriented regional and topical
approaches conceptually. Hill (1994) noted that similar to GIGI, ARGUS depended on
well-trained geography teachers.
In the literature, the 1990s are viewed retrospectively as a decade of progress, a
renaissance, and a golden age (Bednarz, 1997; Bednarz et al., 2003; Grosvenor, 1995).
School enrollment data for high school geography supports such an opinion. R. S.
Bednarz (2002) reported the number of students enrolled in high school geography nearly
doubled during the 1990s. In Tennessee, high school enrollment increased from 11,000
in 1986 to 29,000 in 1993. Nationally, enrollment in college geography classes and
geography majors increased during the 1990s (Bednarz et al., 2003; Boehm et al., 1994).
Boehm et al. (1994) acknowledged the era’s great successes, yet noted poor pre-service
teacher preparation in geography at colleges and universities. Bednarz (1998) revealed
serious concerns with the quality of implementation of national standards statewide. By
the end of the decade, concerns mounted regarding geography’s marginalization among a
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growing standardized testing environment in the United States (Bednarz, 2002).
Concerns came to fruition in the next era with the passage of No Child Left Behind in
2001.
High Stakes Testing Era: 2000 to Current
AP Human Geography
Building on geography’s curricular momentum during the 1990s, in 1995 a 16member task force formed through the Association of American Geographers formally
recommended a College Board high school course in geography. Resultantly, College
Board approved Advanced Placement

®

(AP) Human Geography as a secondary course

in 1996 (Murphy, 1998). AP Human Geography built upon previous high school
curricular reforms. The development committee constructed the course based on the
same “college-level” goals as the Joint Committee’s 1984 Five Themes, the 1994 NAEP
Geography Assessment, and the 1994 National Geography Standards (Bednarz et al.,
2003; Murphy, 1998). By 2000, after substantial course development and teacher
training institutes, the course was underway in U.S. high schools (Murphy, 2000). At the
end of the 2000/2001 academic year, the first AP Human Geography exam was
administered to 3,272 students (Gray, Hildebrant, & Strauss, 2006).
Inquiry process advanced by Jerome Bruner and articulated in a geography
curricular framework in Pattison’s Advisory Paper are prevalent in AP Human
Geography. AP Human Geography followed a similar curricular trajectory as preceding
High School Geography Project, The Five Themes, Geography for Life: National
Geography Standards, Activities and Readings on the Geography of the US, and
Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues. From the course description, several themes
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demonstrate continuity with previous curricular innovation such as: (1) human geography
as a subject studied through rigorous “inquiry”; (2) understanding the world through a
“spatial perspective”; (3) student utilization of the same “methods and tools” of
professional geographers; and (4) approaching geography through “systematic study”
(College Board, 2001). Alexander Murphy (2000) explained the systematic as well as
inquiring nature of the course stating,
There is no one right way to teach AP human geography, but no amount of
substantive geographic information can ever make up for a course that does not
seem conceptually challenging and empirically revealing. The concepts of insight
and adventure are essential in this regard, for they suggest the critical importance
of a twin emphasis on exploration and explanation. (p. 95)
Further, Bednarz (2002) suggested AP Human Geography had the potential to raise the
status of high school geography by attracting the best students and exceptional teachers.
Traditionally, geography faced difficulties warranting academic respect among teachers
and administrators. Consequently, the course demonstrated geography’s growing
acceptance as a rigorous academic discipline (Bednarz, 2002; Bednarz & Bednarz 2004;
Bednarz, Heffron, & Solem, 2014; Murphy, 2000).
Gray et al. (2006) indicated the number of high schools offering the course more
than doubled in the first five years. The authors also cited a 2005 College Board
comparability study indicating nearly identical test performance between AP Human
Geography high school test takers nationally and college test takers. By 2014, 136,448
students took the exam, a 19% increase from the previous year, second among advanced
placement courses (College Board, 2015b). The results above indicate AP Human
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Geography has been successful in numeric growth as well as the quality of content within
U.S. high schools.
No Child Left Behind
Occurring concurrently with the initiation of AP Human Geography was
legislation that hindered geography’s place in high schools. In 2002, President George
W. Bush signed the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) into U.S. law. The law required
states to develop standardized tests in certain subjects to encourage higher achievement
for all students. NCLB placed an emphasis on closing achievement gaps within poor and
minority student populations. Additionally, the law raised the qualifications for teaching
by requiring teachers to obtain “highly qualified” status (Daley, 2003). NCLB is the
most comprehensive federal education reform since Sputnik prompted the National
Defense Education Act of 1958 (O’Mahoney, 2005). Numerous authors suggested
NCLB impacted social studies negatively due to more emphasis on high-stakes tested
subjects such as language arts, mathematics, and science (Davis, 2006; Lee & Swan,
2013). Within high school social studies, only U.S. History gained a high stakes test. In
a survey of 107 high school teachers, Vogler (2005) demonstrated U.S. History teachers
focusing on test preparation were more likely to use traditional teacher-centered
instruction such as lecture, textbook assignments, and multiple-choice tests.
Among the social studies, geography faced further challenges within the
legislation itself. NCLB included geography as a “core academic subject” with initial
requirements that all teachers attain highly qualified status by 2006 (Daley, 2003).
Consequently, the law required high school geography teachers to fulfill such measures
as completing college coursework, passing certification tests, or both depending on the
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state. Therefore, high school geography endorsements became uncommon due to typical
pre-service emphasis on history coursework. To meet NCLB’s “highly qualified”
requirements, many schools opted for courses such as World History over high school
geography. Additionally, alternative endorsement programs providing coursework and
geography professional development increased due to the law (Bednarz, Broakenhauer, &
Walk, 2005; Boehm, Brysch, Mohan, & Backler, 2012). Despite designation as a “core
subject” within NCLB, geography remained the only such subject left out of federal
appropriated funding (Bednarz, 2003; Daley, 2003; Zam & Howard, 2005).
Consequently, under NCLB, geography faced a peculiar situation with “highly qualified”
demands placed upon it without funding to encourage the subject’s posterity in schools.
Furthermore, geography merits less attention in schools due to NCLB’s emphasis on
reading, writing, and math (Bednarz & Bednarz, 2004; Bednarz et al., 2014; Hardwick &
Davis, 2009; Marran, 2004; Sekeres & Gregg, 2008). Highlighting concerns, the 2010
NAEP geography report indicated a slight decline from 2001 in 12th grade geography
performance (Downs, 2012).
Common Core State Standards
In 2009, with initial support from 48 state governors and educational leaders, the
federal government launched Common Core State Standards (CCSS). Common Core is a
college and career readiness initiative with the stated purpose of assuring students
graduate from high school with necessary skills in an increasingly demanding academic
world and workforce (CCSS, 2015). CCSS is partly a response to inconsistency among
national standards. In stating the rationale behind CCSS, the official website states,
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For years, the academic progress of our nation’s students has been stagnant, and
we have lost ground to our international peers. Particularly in subjects such as
math, college remediation rates have been high. One root cause has been an
uneven patchwork of academic standards that vary from state to state and do not
agree on what students should know and be able to do at each grade level.
(retrieved from corestandards.org, 2015)
Between 2009 and 2015 the 43 remaining adopting states are charged with moving
towards full implementation of CCSS (CCSS, 2015). Common Core is not a replacement
for No Child Left Behind; rather it is a framework that functions within the legislation.
Social studies received significant attention within English Language
Arts/Literacy academic standards; particularly history and government, which are
addressed in-depth. Geography’s status within CCSS is still an area in need of
evaluation. Jo and Milson (2013) suggested that geography received limited attention
among college and career readiness standards such as Common Core. As a response to
the prevailing college and career focus, National Council for Social Studies developed
the (C3) Framework. The (C3) Framework is a structure for social studies curricular
development by facilitating rigorous student attainment of the three C’s of college,
career, and civic life. Hauf (2014) stated,
The document is intended to function, as its name suggests, not as a new set of
standards, but as a flexible framework or structure to aid state and local level
bodies in developing and implementing upgraded social studies standards and
curricula. (p. 76)
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Within (C3), geography was identified as one of the four core social studies subjects on
equal footing (Hauf, 2014; Herczog, 2013; Lee & Swan, 2013). The Framework includes
three specific geography disciplinary literacies: (1) reasoning spatially; (2) constructing
maps; and (3) using geographic data (Lee & Swan, 2013). Stolman (2013) advocated
geography’s potential within (C3) based on teacher accreditation. He proposed if teacher
accreditation standards become aligned with (C3), college geography requirements could
increase among pre-service teacher programs.
Despite setbacks within No Child Left Behind and potential marginalization
within Common Core, geography education positioned itself to continue curricular
successes of previous eras. In 2012, geographers and educators updated Geography for
Life national geography standards with the goal of bringing school geography even closer
to academic geography (Bednarz et al., 2014). Secondly, geography education experts
directed attention towards predominant career readiness trends in completing Road Map
for 21st Century Geography Education. For the second time, America’s four professional
geography societies partnered to address the concern for geography’s education. With
funding from the United States National Science Foundation, the partnership completed
the Road Map in 2013. The goal of the Road Map is to ensure geography’s long-term
success in United States schools. The project brought together geographers, cognitive
scientists, assessment experts, and teachers to develop comprehensive reports with
recommendations. The Road Map Project is geography education’s latest effort to
strengthen its place and future in U.S. schools (Bednarz et al., 2014; Edelson & Pitts,
2013). Edelson and Pitts (2013) summarized the two purposes of the Road Map in
stating,
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First, to make future efforts to improve geography education more strategic,
focused, and coherent, so they can have greater and more enduring impact; and
second, to provide a rationale for establishing requirements for geography
education and allocating resources to improve geography education that
accurately reflect its importance for our society. (cited in Bednarz et al., 2014, p.
87)
The recently completed Road Map has the potential to inform future research and
curricular development.
High school geography in the 21st century is a time of progress amidst
uncertainty. Steady curricular progress in the late 1980s and 1990s led to successes such
as AP Human Geography. Top-down federal government educational reform efforts such
as No Child Left Behind and Common Core have minimized geography’s place in the
high school. Whether curricular efforts such as the NCSS (C3) initiative, revised
National Geography Standards, or Road Map for 21st Century Geography Education will
strengthen geography in the high school amidst marginalization remains a mystery.
Despite such challenges, Advanced Placement Human Geography remains a stalwart
within United States high schools due to increasing enrollments and curricular strength.
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Chapter 3
Research and Design Methodology
The purpose of this investigation was to explore Advanced Placement

®

(AP)

Human Geography teacher implementations of William Pattison’s pedagogical and
content developments. In 2014, the department of education in the southeastern state of
this investigation removed World Geography as a required course for high school
graduation. In pursuit of a more harmonious alignment with Common Core State
Standards, the state currently requires a World History and Geography course. World
History and Geography addresses several geography standards in place of the previous
stand-alone high school geography course in the state. AP Human Geography currently
remains among the last stand-alone geography courses for high school students in the
state of the current investigation.
William Pattison became one of the most respected voices in high school
geography education in the 1960s. He was a leading architect of high school geography’s
most influential curricular development, the High School Geography Project.
Additionally, Pattison’s content articulations clarified geography content among
theoreticians and at the practitioner level for educators. Pattison’s ideas have been
explored in the literature among professional geographers (Murphy, 2014; Robinson,
1976); however, there is an absence in the literature regarding teacher perceptions or
applications of Pattison’s ideas. Additionally, there is an absence of studies capturing the
voice of AP Human Geography teachers. The study will attempt to explore the
perceptions of AP Human Geography teachers regarding Pattison’s work.
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Research Methods
A qualitative case study methodology was used to conduct the study. Creswell
(2007) stated, “Case study research is a qualitative approach in which the investigator
explores a bounded system (a case) or multiple bounded systems (cases) over time,
through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information” (p.
73). This particular investigation utilized a case study approach due to the bounds
intrinsically set upon the research within the confines of AP Human Geography teacher
perceptions. Further, Stake (1995) submitted, “Case study is the study of the particularity
and complexity of a single case, coming to understand its activity within important
circumstances” (p. xi). Lastly, Merriam (1998) indicated that a case study methodology
is an excellent approach for thorough and holistic evaluation of a single phenomenon.
Such an approach enabled the researcher to capture the “holistic” nature of teacher
perceptions. Additionally, researching the complexity of perceptions of AP Human
Geography teachers’ makes a case study an appropriate methodology. Among the
various types of case study approaches, this study employed a collective case study. The
study involved interviews with seven teachers, each at different high schools. Multiple
case studies addressed the same issue (Creswell, 2007; Stake, 1995). A case study
enabled the researcher to distinguish between Pattison’s curricular and content ideas and
College Board Human Geography content and curriculum among teacher interview
responses. This case study employed three methods: (1) semi-structured interviews; (2)
field notes; and (3) document analysis of College Board AP Human Geography
curriculum, William Pattison’s Four Traditions of Geography, and Advisory Paper. The
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purpose of the study was to explore AP Human Geography teachers’ perceptions of noted
geographer and curriculum specialist William Pattison’s approaches (Table 2).
Research Questions
The following research questions will guide the current study:
1. What are high school geography teachers’ perceptions of Pattison’s pedagogical
approaches?
2. What are high school geography teachers’ perceptions of Pattison’s geography
content approaches?
3. To what extent are AP Human Geography teachers guided by content and
pedagogical approaches aligned with Pattison’s Four Traditions of Geography
and Advisory Paper?
4. What are AP Human Geography teacher experiences in geography content
training?
From the four research questions, eight semi-structured interview questions were
developed to capture participants’ perceptions. Each research question has two subquestions aligned to the research question while providing opportunities for participants’
opinions. All four of Strauss, Schatzman, Butcher, and Sabshin’s (1981) questioning
categories were utilized to promote detailed responses from participants. Table 1
displays eight interview questions aligned with the research questions. Additionally,
Table 2 displays William Pattison’s geography content and curricular ideas.
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Table 1
Research Questions
What are
high school
geography
teachers’
perceptions
of Pattison’s
pedagogical
approaches?
What do you think map study and spatial analysis should look like
in an AP Human Geography classroom? (Posing the Ideal)
Suppose you are asked to present student examples of “creative
geography” from your class. What are some examples of this type
of student learning in your classroom? (Hypothetical)

Interview Questions

How do you think teachers should address regional geography in a
particular course such as AP Human Geography class? (Posing
the Ideal)
Some would say that Pattison’s 4 Traditions (spatial, regional
studies, man-land, earth science) from 1963 are outdated for 21 stcentury learning. What would be your response to them? (Devil’s
Advocate)
Suppose your district required you to integrate spatial analysis,
creative geography, and content vocabulary in your AP Human
Geography class. What shifts would you have to make in your
instructional practice? (Hypothetical)
William Pattison articulated 4 traditions of geography (spatial,
regional studies, man-land, earth science). How would you rank
them in order from 1-4 for importance in your classroom?
(Offering Interpretations)
Suppose you had your previous pre-service training to do over
again. What would you change to better prepare yourself to teach
the content of Human Geography? (Hypothetical)
What would you say effective training for teaching AP Human
Geography should look? (Posing the Ideal)

What are
high school
geography
teachers’
perceptions
of Pattison’s
geography
content
approaches?

To what extent are AP
Human Geography
teachers guided by
content and
pedagogical approaches
aligned with Pattison’s
Four Traditions of
Geography and
Advisory Paper?

What are high
school
geography
teacher
experiences in
geography
content
training?

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
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Table 2
Content from Pattison’s 4 Traditions of Geography (1964), and Pattison’s Pedagogy and
Skills within the Advisory Paper for Teachers Associated with the High School
Geography Project (1962b).
Geography Content
Geography Pedagogical Skills and
Approaches
1. A Spatial Tradition
1. Map Reading
Analysis of relationships between and
Understanding maps and relating them to
among places and movement as explored
earth in terms of symbols, scale, direction,
spatially with maps
coordinates, and projection
2. Area Studies Tradition
2. Map Interpretation
Regional organization as a way to order
Deriving relationships, patterns, and
and understand the world.
analysis of spatial phenomena
3. Man-Land Tradition
3. Comprehension of Geographic
Focuses on human and environmental
Literature Interpretation and use of
relationships. Includes how culture is
technical vocabulary associated with
impacted by the physical world as well as geography
man’s imprint on the natural environment.
4. Earth Science Tradition
4. Production of Creative Geography
Embodies study of the earth, the waters,
 Observation of differences and
and the atmosphere. Involves the study of
relationships
natural processes of earth.
 Preparing accurate maps of
observations and examining
relationships
 Ability to describe an area from
which information has been gathered
 Forming and testing geographic
hypotheses
5. Seeing things for Oneself
Personal observation whenever possible and
first-hand sources should guide the students
acquisition of knowledge
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Sites of Research
Research for the study took place at seven different high schools in the western
region of a southeastern state of the United States. Among the seven schools selected
through two-stage random sampling, variance existed between private and public, rural,
urban, and suburban schools (see Table 3). Likewise, considerable variation in
enrollment and AP course offerings existed between the schools. Six of the seven school
locations are in a metropolitan statistical area with a population of over 1 million. The
rural school location is approximately 60 miles from the metropolitan statistical area of
the other six schools. Below, each of the sites selected is described in more detail.
Table 3
School Enrollment Characteristics
Schools
Location Type
Enrollment
2014/2015

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Rural/Suburban
Urban
Urban
Private Girls
Suburban
Urban
Rural

1878
1635
1277
886
1641
2330
783

2015
Composite
ACT
Score
19
18
17
28
16
23
22

# of AP
Courses
2015/2016

Date of 1st
AP Human
Course

10
16
11
20
2
26
6

2014/2015
2010/2011
2008/2009
2010/2011
2008/2009
2011/2012
2001/2002

High School A
High school A is a public high school located within a large urban county school
system. In 2015, 1,878 students were enrolled in the school; of which 66.5 are African
American, 25.3% Caucasian, and 8% classified as other. Of the school’s students, 32%
are considered economically disadvantaged. The school currently receives Federal Title I
funding. In 2015, the school produced an 83% graduation rate and an average composite
ACT score of 19. The school receives per-pupil annual expenditure of $11,222 (TDOE,
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2015b). School A offers 10 Advanced Placement classes ranging from language arts,
social studies, mathematics, and fine arts. AP Human Geography has been offered at
school A since the 2014/2015 academic year (College Board, 2015a). In addition to
Advanced Placement courses, the school is one of four schools in the region to offer the
prestigious International Baccalaureate Program (IB). Students enrolled in the IB
program often take IB classes for higher-level coursework rather than AP classes.
Students taking AP Human Geography are 9th graders preparing for the two-year IB
program.
High school A has a lengthy history serving rural pupils in the region since the
early twentieth century. Recently the school’s student population has transitioned to
reflect the areas suburban growth. The school’s culture is mixed with suburban and rural
students. Despite such change in the student population, the school maintains strong
historical ties in the region as well as the rural surrounding communities. The school and
sporting events have been a unifying force since 1925.
High School B
High school B is a public high school located within a large urban county school
system. In 2015, 1,635 students were enrolled in the school; of which 86% are African
American, 7% Caucasian, and 6% classified as other. Of the school’s students, 76% are
considered economically disadvantaged. The school currently receives Federal Title I
funding. In 2015, the school produced an 87% graduation rate and an average composite
ACT score of 18. School B receives per-pupil annual expenditure of $11,222 (TDOE,
2015b). The school offers 16 Advanced Placement classes ranging from language arts,
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social studies, mathematics, and fine arts. AP Human Geography has been offered at
school B since the 2010/2011 academic year (College Board, 2015a).
The school's location is in a historic neighborhood within the urban core of a
major metropolitan area. With origins in the early twentieth century, the school is the
first public high school in the city. The school has reflected significant demographic
shifts within surrounding neighborhoods since the 1960s. Despite such change, the
school has persistently maintained a proud tradition amongst alumni and community
members. The school is a source of pride throughout the metropolitan area due to its
strong history and continued tradition of producing leaders in the city.
High School C
High school C is a public high school located within a large urban county school
system. In 2015, 1,277 students were enrolled in the school; of which 81% are African
American, 5% Caucasian, 13% Hispanic or Latino, and 1% classified as other. Of the
school’s students, 80% are considered economically disadvantaged. The school currently
receives Federal Title I funding. In 2015, the school produced an 80% graduation rate
and an average composite ACT score of 17. The school receives per-pupil annual
expenditure of $11,222 (TDOE, 2015b). School C offers 11 Advanced Placement classes
ranging from language arts, social studies, mathematics, and fine arts. AP Human
Geography has been offered at school C since the 2008/2009 academic year (College
Board, 2015a).
The schools location is within the urban core of a major metropolitan area.
School C is a magnet school for the arts, attracting students from all over the city for its
art studies program. The school has a lengthy tradition of launching aspiring musicians,
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dancers, and actors. School C also serves a sizeable low-income student population in
surrounding neighborhoods. A notable challenge for the school has been balancing the
unique needs of optional students as well as the large lower income student population.
High School D
High school D is a prestigious private school in a large urban area. The school
has an enrollment of 886 in PK-12. School D has a lengthy history in the city as an all
girls school dating to 1902. The school places emphasis on developing leadership at all
levels of the curriculum. The school carries a tradition of academic success as evidenced
by 89% of girls scoring scores of 3,4, or 5 on Advanced Placement College Board tests.
Students of the school consistently produce some of the highest college placement scores
in the region with an average of 28 on the ACT and 1900 on the SAT. Of the 37 AP
courses offered through College Board, 20 are currently offered at the school. AP
Human Geography has been offered at the school since the 2010/2011 academic year
(College Board, 2015a).
High School E
High school E is a public high school located within a large urban county school
system. In 2015, 1,641 students are enrolled in the school; of which 89% are African
American, 9% Hispanic or Latino, and 2% classified as other. Of the school’s students,
53% are considered economically disadvantaged. The school currently receives Federal
Title I funding. In 2015, the school produced a 75% graduation rate and an average
composite ACT score of 16. As of 2015, the school receives per-pupil annual
expenditure of $11,222 (TDOE, 2015b). High school E offers two Advanced Placement
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classes (College Board, 2015a). The school initially offered AP Human Geography for
the first time during the 2008/2009 academic year.
High school E opened in 2007 to relieve overcrowding in nearby schools due to
suburban growth. School E reflects significant neighborhood changes in its short history.
The 2007 housing crisis severely impacted many neighborhoods the school served.
Additionally, in 2013/2014 a consolidation of school systems shifted many Advanced
Placement students to other schools. The two nearest high schools have IB programs,
which have attracted potential AP students. In the 2010/2011 academic year the school
offered 12 AP classes. By 2014/2015 the number AP courses had declined to 2. The
school reestablished AP Human Geography for the 2015/2016 academic year.
High School F
High school F is a public high school located within a large urban county school
system. In 2015, 2,330 students were enrolled in the school; of which 50% are African
American, 33% Caucasian, 9.5% Asian, 7.5% Hispanic or Latino. Of the school’s
students, 55% are considered economically disadvantaged. The school currently receives
Federal Title I funding. In 2015, the school had a graduation rate of 86% and average
composite ACT score of 23. The school receives per-pupil annual expenditure of
$11,222 (TDOE, 2015b). As of 2015, the school offered more Advanced Placement
courses than any school in the region with 26 Advanced Placement classes. AP Human
Geography has been offered at school F since the 2011/2012 academic year (College
Board, 2015a). Ninth graders are the main student population for the course due to the
advanced academic environment of the school.
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High school F has long been a magnet school within the metropolitan area due to
a history of higher-level coursework as suggested by 27 Advanced Placement classes.
The school boasts a tradition of high scores among ACT takers. Many students attend the
school on transfer from throughout the city. High school F is diverse ethnically, but also
in student performance levels. In addition to large numbers of students in the advanced
quadrants on state performance tests, the school has equally high numbers in the basic
and below basic quadrants (TDOE, 2015b). Due to the school’s diverse school
environment and tradition of excellence, the school is a source of pride for the school
community as well as the district.
High School G
High school G is a public high school located in the county seat of a rural county.
In 2015, 783 students were enrolled in the school; of which 42% are African American,
52% Caucasian, and 6% classified as other. Of the school’s students, 62% are considered
economically disadvantaged. The school currently receives Federal Title I funding. In
2015, the school produced an 87% graduation rate and an average composite ACT score
of 22. The school receives per-pupil annual expenditure of $9,968 (TDOE, 2015b). As
of 2015, high school G offered 6 Advanced Placement classes. AP Human Geography
has been offered most school years at school I since the 2001/2002 academic year thus
making it the first high school to offer AP Human Geography in the state of the current
investigation (College Board, 2015a).
High school G is ethnically diverse and serves rural students as well as
students living in the town. The town is small enough with a population of 17,145 based
on the 2010 census to maintain a small town appeal while offering many urban amenities
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and environments. The town serves as a service center for the surrounding agricultural
communities. High school G has been a source of community pride in this community
for 90 years.
Description of Teacher Participants
The current qualitative case study involved seven AP Human Geography teachers
from six public schools and one private school. The seven participants are discussed
below.
School A Participant
Samuel (pseudonym) was in his second year teaching Advanced Placement
Human Geography during the current investigation. In college, Samuel did not take any
college geography courses while majoring in history. In Samuel’s first year as a teacher,
he was assigned to teach AP Human Geography. In addition to teaching, Samuel also is
an assistant coach for the school basketball team. Samuel holds a professional license
with a high school history endorsement in the state of the current investigation (TDOE,
2015a).
School B Participant
Chris (pseudonym) was in his second year teaching AP Human Geography during
the current study. In addition to AP Human Geography Chris has taught history classes
at both middle school and high school for eight years. In college he majored in history
while minoring in anthropology and entered the teaching profession after obtaining a
bachelor’s degree. Chris has spent considerable time in Ghana and credits his
experiences there for shaping his educational outlook. Chris holds a professional license
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with high school history and geography endorsements in the state of the current
investigation (TDOE, 2015a).
School C Participant
Nick (pseudonym) was a first year teacher at the time of the current investigation.
In college, Nick majored in history and took two geography classes. Nick was assigned
AP Human Geography as a first year teacher. Nick holds an apprentice teacher license
with high school history and geography endorsements in the state of the current
investigation (TDOE, 2015a).
School D Participant
Kate (pseudonym) was in her seventh year teaching at the time of the current
investigation. She has taught AP Human Geography for a total of four years. While in
college, Kate earned a bachelor’s degree in history and a minor in geography. Currently,
Kate teaches one section a day while serving in a leadership role the rest of the day at a
private girls school.
School E Participant
Jenn (pseudonym) is currently in her 1st year teaching AP Human Geography.
She has taught history and geography courses for five years. She earned a history
bachelor’s degree and geography minor while in college. In addition to teaching
demands, Jenn also sponsors Science Olympiad after school. Jenn holds a professional
license with high school history and geography endorsements in the state of the current
investigation (TDOE, 2015a).
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School F Participant
Brad (pseudonym) has taught AP Human Geography four of his six years as an
educator. He came into the teaching profession nontraditionally after earning a masters
of science degree in geography. In addition to teaching, Brad currently serves as the golf
coach at his school. Brad holds an apprentice teacher license with high school geography
endorsements in the state of the current investigation (TDOE, 2015a).
School G Participant
Norman (pseudonym) has taught AP Human Geography intermittently since
2001, the initial year of the course. He has been an educator for 33 years. Currently,
Norman serves as a superintendent of a rural school district of approximately 2,800
students. He has served as an AP Human Geography exam reader as well as a College
Board consultant for the course.
Participant Selection
High school AP Human Geography teachers are an extremely specific population
to conduct interviews for this study. The topic required high school geography teachers.
The research was carried out in a southeastern state where high school World Geography
is currently offered as a combined World History and Geography. The existing state
curriculum units are based on world history themes and periodization rather than a
geography curricular framework (TDOE, 2015c). Therefore, AP Human Geography
currently remains the primary stand-alone high school geography taught. An additional
rationale for selecting AP Human Geography teachers was an absence in the literature of
studies focusing on the population.
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According to College Board (2015a), the southeastern state chosen for this study
had a total of 78 authorized AP Human Geography teachers. The first stage of sampling
involved dividing participants into three main regions: West, Middle, and East. Each
region is separated geographically, culturally, and politically. Eighteen qualified
participants represented the West region. Thirty-three participants represented the
Middle region while 27 comprised the Eastern region. Based on geographical location,
and convenience, the researcher focused on qualified participants in the Western region
of the southeastern state. The second stage of sampling involved randomly selecting
seven participants utilizing Excel’s random function to generate participants.
The seven teacher samples selected through two-stage random sampling
represented considerable variability in school types (see Table 3). Six of the seven
schools are within a metropolitan statistical area with a population of over 1 million.
Selected teachers represent schools with numerous economic and ethnic backgrounds.
Additionally, location types were balanced among rural, suburban, and urban. The
schools ranged from high performing to lower performing schools in the region of the
state.
Methods of Data Collection and Analysis
A multiple case study approach was utilized to evaluate seven AP Human
Geography teachers. Each of the teacher’s experiences and perceptions were separate
bounded units of study (Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 1998; Patton, 2002). Merriam (1998)
indicated that multiple cases have the potential to strengthen validity and richness of a
case study. Within this study, high school AP Human Geography teachers were
interviewed regarding their perceptions of various curricular approaches and ideas. Each
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of the seven interviews was conducted at participants’ respective schools in private rooms
within the building. Interviews were recorded using a digital audio recorder. Interview
data and field notes were coded to insure anonymity as well as organize for later
evaluation (Merriam, 1998). A professional service was utilized for transcribing the
interviews.
The researcher conducted a small pilot study of three participants before
beginning the research interviews. The pilot study helped ensure the credibility and
validity of the interview questions and research questions. The pilot study also enabled
the researcher to identify themes as a trial run to participant interviews. Permission to
conduct all interviews was granted through the University of Memphis International
Review Board (Appendix A). Before the interviews, participants signed a release form
(Appendix B).
Methodological triangulation is an analytical approach relying upon multiple
methods for providing cross-data validity checks. The credibility of conclusions is
strengthened through triangulation (Patton, 2002; Stake, 1995). Similarly, Merriam
(1998) indicated triangulation involves using multiple data sources and methods to
support findings that surface while enabling a holistic analysis. Patton (2002) suggested
in addition to validating consistencies across data sources, triangulation reveals potential
inconsistencies thereby exposing the need for additional research. Within the case study
methodology, Stake (1995) proposed triangulation confirms and explains findings and
minimizes misperceptions of researcher-derived conclusions. The current study relied on
interviews, field notes, and a document analysis to validate findings.
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Interviews
Seven interviews and three pilot interviews were conducted between January
2016 and March 2016. To encourage candid responses, interviews were carried out
during times deemed most convenient by participants, often immediately after school or
during planning periods. Each teacher interview took approximately forty-five minutes
to an hour. Participants were asked semi-structured questions while the researcher
recorded the interviews. An interview question guide (Table 2) was given to participants
to clarify William Pattison’s pedagogical and content approaches. In addition to the
interview questions, follow-up questions were asked when necessary to capture rich
perceptions. The researcher attempted to create a relaxed environment and a relationship
of trust with the teacher during the interview process. Subjects were asked for further
clarification when necessary to ensure understanding. All seven interviews were digitally
recorded and transcribed over a 3-week time-period. Each participant was provided with
a copy of the transcript to ensure accuracy. The researcher utilized field notes during the
interview as well as while listening to recordings to further data collection.
The interview questions are based on the four question types first reported by
Strauss et al. (1981) in their influential research in Chicago psychiatric hospitals. The
first question type is a devil’s advocate question, which force the subject to address an
opposing viewpoint. Second, the hypothetical question is geared at completing the
subject’s thought structure. Third, posing the ideal requires the subject to explain an
ideal situation or condition. The final question type is offering interpretations or testing
propositions on subjects. Such a question is asked as an advancement of a previous
question or response to elicit a deeper reaction to an emergent thought.
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All of the participants were asked the following interview questions: (1) What do
you think map study and spatial analysis should look like in an AP Human Geography
classroom? (2) Suppose you are asked to present student examples of “creative
geography” from your class. What are some examples of this type of student learning in
your classroom? (3) How do you think teachers should address regional geography in a
particular course such as AP Human Geography class? (4) Some would say that
Pattison’s Four Traditions (spatial, regional studies, man-land, earth science) from 1963
are outdated for-21st-century learning. What would be your response to them? (5)
Suppose your district required you to integrate spatial analysis, creative geography, and
content vocabulary in your AP Human Geography class. What shifts would you have to
make in your instructional practice? (6) William Pattison articulated four traditions of
geography (spatial, regional studies, man-land, earth science). How would you rank them
in order from 1-4 for importance in your classroom? (7) Suppose you had your previous
pre-service training to do over again. What would you change to better prepare yourself
to teach the content of Human Geography? (8) What would you say effective training for
teaching AP Human Geography should look?
Field Notes
Field notes were relied upon to encourage the interview process as well as
enhance data analysis. After interviews, detailed field notes enhanced insights aiding
proceeding interviews. During interviews, field notes stimulated relevant and significant
follow-up questions. Patton (2002) stated detailed field notes are a nonverbal
encouragement for the interviewee to continue providing thorough responses by
signifying the importance of what they say. Field notes also enabled behavioral
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observations and expressions to be recorded. Notable direct quotes were recorded
yielding a stronger first-hand account than transcripts. Researchers insights and
interpretations were notated with brackets to distinguish participant observation from
researcher analysis and insights (Patton, 2002). Field notes were coded and reviewed
after each interview and memos generated on identified themes from field notes. Field
notes served as a source in data triangulation.
Document Analysis
In addition to interviews and field notes, document analysis was used in the study
with the College Board Course Overview for AP Human Geography. The College Board
Course Overview is a guiding and authoritative curricular data source for all AP Human
Geography teachers. Merriam (1998) suggested document data have the ability to ground
the data within the context of the investigation. In this particular study, document
analysis aided in the triangulation of data from the interviews as the identified themes
were compared with the documents to distinguish between curricular ideas within the
Course Overview and those articulated by William Pattison. Themes from interviews
and field notes were compared to determine if teacher practices and perceptions were
consistent with William Pattison’s, the College Board AP Human Geography curriculum,
or both.
Analysis of Findings
After data collection from interviews, field notes, and documents, recurring
themes were identified. Creswell (2007) indicated within-case analysis as well as crosscase thematic analysis as appropriate for multiple case studies such as this study. Data
focused on teacher perceptions of Pattison’s content and pedagogical approaches.
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Individual interviews and accompanying field notes were coded to facilitate within-case
thematic analysis. Thematic patterns were deduced from the bounded case. To further
evaluate data, Merriam’s (1998) category construction approaches and cross-case
analysis suggestions were utilized as a systematic framework for all data sources. The
synthesis approach allowed the researcher to generalize about similarities and differences
among the seven different cases.
Thematic patterns were identified from individual cases as well as through
synthesized comparison. The document analysis allowed the researcher to delineate
themes that are consistent with Advanced Placement curriculum and Pattison’s work and
those which are not. As a result, the researcher was able to interpret whether teacher’s
guiding curriculum may have also influenced responses rather than perceptions of
William Pattison alone.
Ethical and Political Considerations
The researcher exercised extensive care in this study towards ensuring consent
and confidentiality as well as following International Research Bureau (IRB) guidelines
(Appendix A). The study did not include any individuals under 18 or other vulnerable
populations. Interviews involved permission from participants before research.
Participants signed a consent form (Appendix B) before conducting interviews.
Participants were given the option of opting out at any point during the study. Identities
and ideas of participants were protected in data collection and reporting through the use
of pseudonyms for participants. Participants were provided with transcripts to correct or
clarify any thoughts. All transcripts and data were stored in a locked location during the
study and destroyed at the conclusion of the study.
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Chapter 4
Results
The purpose of the investigation was to understand AP Human Geography teacher
perceptions and experiences with William Pattison’s geography content and curricular
guidelines. Secondarily, the study seeks understanding of the how well prepared AP
Human Geography teachers feel they are to teach the course. Seven AP Human
Geography teachers from seven different high schools were selected to participate in the
study. The seven schools were diverse ranging from public, private, urban, suburban, and
rural locations located in a Western region of a southeastern state. One of the seven
schools was a private all girls school. Performance among the schools varied from low
performing to high performing based on the state report card. The study utilized a
qualitative case study research design with data sources consisting of semi-structured
interviews.
Previous literature informed the research questions of this study. Marshall and
Rossman (2016) outlined research questions into four categories: (a) exploratory; (b)
explanatory; (c) descriptive; and (d) emancipatory. Within this study, exploratory
research questions were developed due to a lack of existing literature on AP Human
Geography teachers. Exploratory research questions position an investigation to
illuminate a topic yet to be thoroughly investigated. Several aims underpinned the
research questions. First, to explore teacher perceptions and practices of William
Pattison’s pedagogical and geography content ideas (Nespor, 1987; Pattison, 1962b;
Pattison, 1964). Additionally, the study was geared at teacher’s geography subject
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knowledge and preparation for teaching the subject (Murphy, 2000; Sharma, 2005;
Shulman, 1987).
The qualitative case study involved triangulation with three sources of data: (a)
semi-structured interviews; (b) field notes; and (c) a document analysis of College Board
AP Human Geography Curriculum, William Pattison’s Four Traditions of Geography,
and Advisory Paper. Patton (2002) and Stake (1995) suggested triangulation strengthens
the credibility of conclusions. Stake (1995) indicated triangulation minimizes researcherderived misperception. Multiple data sources strengthened the reliability of data.
Formal interviews were recorded digitally and transcribed during February and
March of 2016. Each of the four research questions supported two interview questions.
Interview questions were structured based on Strauss et al. (1981) four categories of
interview questions including: (a) hypothetical questions; (b) devil’s advocate questions;
(c) posing the ideal questions; and (d) interpretive questions. Follow up questions and
clarifying questions were asked to encourage elaborate responses. Each of the seven
participants was asked eight interview questions in the same order to maintain response
consistency among participants.
Digital recordings and transcripts reproduced the interview verbatim while field
notes captured the substance of interviews (Merriam, 1998). Field notes were kept in a
logbook, which involved notes on tones, expressions, and body language communicated
during the interview. Observer comments, as well as mapping of ideas and themes
identified during and after the interview were also recorded. Field notes served as a
stronger first-hand account than interview transcripts. Since field notes were the closest
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link between data sources and the researcher they served as the first data source examined
when identifying themes.
College Board Course Overview for AP Human Geography, William Pattison’s
Four Traditions of Geography, and Advisory Paper for Teachers Associated with the
High School Geography Project were analyzed as a way to ground teacher responses
(Merriam, 1998). The documents will enable identified themes to be compared with
Pattison’s work as well as the curriculum guides teachers follow. Themes were enhanced
when understood in light of their consistency with or distinction from the documents. In
particular, the curriculum guide illuminated possible motivation behind interview data.
Similarly, Stake (1995) suggested that often document studies within case study research
serve as substitutes for data the researcher could not observe.
Research Questions and Responses
Question 1
The first research question was, “What are high school geography teachers’
perceptions of Pattison’s pedagogical approaches?” The first corresponding interview
question was, “What do you think map study and spatial analysis should look like in an
AP Human Geography classroom?”
Five of the seven teachers interviewed suggested spatial analysis helps students
make meaning of content they are learning. Overall, teachers demonstrated strong
support of spatial analysis within their AP Human Geography classrooms. Teachers
indicated spatial analysis encourages drawing inferences and making connections through
map study. Nick, a 1st-year teacher from an urban school confidently, asserted:
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That’s been something that I’ve been learning this year. I think that with AP
comes rigor, so obviously, it’s got to be more than just your standard geography
class, but specifically I think map study and spatial analysis. So I think that a lot
of data is very important, not just like straight up maps and graphs, but actually
breaking down okay what does this mean, what will be inferring beyond and may
be inferring the causes.
Kate has been teaching for seven years while teaching AP Human Geography for four.
Most recently, she teaches at a prestigious all girls school. She reported:
The exciting thing about geography is that a map can tell a lot of different things.
So, you know, we have the classic map of hog production, and we look at
countries around the world, and there's their hog production, and you see the lack
of production in southwest Asia, which as geographers obviously means a lot.
That's because the cultural taboo, and having the girls make those connections and
being able to analyze that.
Jenn, a teacher for four years in her 1st year teaching AP Human Geography echoed the
importance of making content connections through map study.
So, maps are great because they begin to see connections between what we’ve
learned previously and what we are going to learn. When you are talking about
an event, and we keep looking at the world map, we begin to keep seeing
connections.
Jenn, Kate, and Nick’s perceptions parallel Gersmehl (1970), who articulated the nature
and approaches to spatial interaction within geography. The most recent national
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geography standards (Heffron & Downs, 2012) and College Board’s AP Curriculum
(2015c) also emphasize the importance of a spatial approach in making such connections.
Five of the seven teachers commented on the importance of spatial analysis
facilitating spatial interactions between places in the world as highlighted by Kate:
And, you know, even when you're talking about spatial interaction, I mean, for an
industrial example, looking at the interaction of different industries across the
world and how they trade together and the importance. We were talking about
manufacturing in China versus manufacturing in Mexico and the relationship
between Mexico and the United States versus relationship to manufacturing in
China versus the United States.
Kate’s belief in the importance of spatial interaction among different places is also
reflected in Pattison’s (1962b) Advisory Paper for teachers of high school geography
when he emphasized the importance of comparative spatial associations and relationships
on earth. Chris an urban educator in his 8th-year teaching and his 2nd year teaching AP
Human Geography expressed difficulty in incorporating spatial analysis as well as the
interpretive aspects of spatial analysis in the classroom.
So that's one of the hardest things for me to get the kids to be able to do is to look
at a map and not do what they traditionally do with maps, to be able to interpret
actual information as opposed to like I said just taking what the map says as
factual. I try to explain to them with the map you have to look at who’s doing the
study, who would benefit from this map? Who wouldn’t benefit? Why is it the
way that it is? And then you know to try to interpret and analyze that information
that’s within that map I would say
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Similarly, Bart a 6th year teacher in his 4th-year teaching AP Human Geography in an
urban magnet school advocated for spatial analysis for extracting deeper understandings
from maps as well as challenging misperceptions created by the map.
Maps should be able to analyze and interpret and to extract the information from
it beyond just what is being shown within the actual image itself. Just because it
shows red, you have to understand that there are errors within that, that maps are
going to lie, and they have to understand the processes that are involved with that.
Both Bart and Chris’ use of critical map analysis aligns with Muehrcke’s (1974)
suggestions for proper map analysis for dissuading map abuse and misinterpretations.
Despite the support for spatial analysis through connections, two of the teachers
made no mention of connections in responses. Norman, who has taught AP Human
Geography since its inception in 2001, chose to highlight the importance of scale and
distance in addressing spatial analysis.
But you also have to know where things are in perspective to where you are. So,
looking at that from that modern stance, getting the spatial perspective through
scale, getting distance, getting things in alignment as far as the arteries on a map
when we’re talking about transportation, whether it’s rivers, roads, air, or
anything else. Getting the relative versus the actual distance is terribly important
to the world today.
Norman’s understanding of spatial perspective corroborated with Pattison’s (1962b)
objectives of geography education relating to attitudes and appreciations, geographic
knowledge, and geography skills. Samuel, in his second year teaching AP Human
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Geography, highlighted the importance of maps as a visual tool. “I just think they are
vital in the overall learning process for whatever topic you are covering.”
Teacher perceptions of the importance of spatial learning and map study among
participants reoccur in the literature. Pattison (1962b; 1964) highlighted the importance
of geography's spatial perspective in education. Jo and Bednarz (2014) suggested teacher
beliefs in spatial learning in the classroom are a critical step for infusing spatial learning.
The importance of teacher beliefs in shaping geography teaching are validated by the
Geography Education Research Committee for the Road Map for 21st Century Geography
Project (Bednarz, Heffron, & Huynh, 2013). According to Jo, Bednarz, & Metoyer
(2010), “Spatial thinking is a novel yet foundational geographic skill that can and should
be fostered in schools. Students can learn how to think spatially through questions
attuned to the key components of spatial thinking” (p. 54).
Question 2
The research question was, “What are high school geography teachers’
perceptions of Pattison’s pedagogical approaches?” The second corresponding interview
question was, “Suppose you are asked to present student examples of “creative
geography” from your class. What are some examples of this type of student learning in
your classroom?”
While all seven of the teachers emphasized projects to support creative geography
in the classroom, more substantively, five of the seven teachers advocated the importance
of creativity as an integrated approach to teaching geography. After describing student
misconceptions of the complex nature of political boundaries, Chris spoke passionately
about creativity as an approach in classroom discussion in saying, “I would say it is
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purposely throwing at them a monkey wrench in the way they think so they reevaluate
the way they look at things.”

Brad, who thought for a moment, advocated an integrated

approach by utilizing his diverse student population to reinforce the concept of ethnic
clustering in AP Human Geography.
One of the things that I have them do is to map the classroom itself and see if they
can identify patterns that exist within the classroom… To try to identify that
spatial phenomenon about how we interact with people is shown just by looking
at a classroom, especially if they can sit wherever they want to. You know,
African Americans will sit next to each other. Hispanics will set next to each
other; Asians will sit next to each other, and then within that group you will find
that boys will sit next to each other and girls will sit next to each other too. And
so we look at that by trying to observe what's going on and explaining the
relationship. So why do these people do this?
Norman, a rural educator with 34 years of teaching experience highlighted the
importance of music in the classroom as a creative approach to AP Human Geography.
If I was using student examples of what they’ve done, some of the things that we
do that are pretty creative and the kids really enjoy is to have them do a song
analysis and have them tell you how the songs are geographic. I mean, unless it’s
just like a very unusual song, there’s going to be geography in there. Okay. And
so they can pick whichever kind of music they want to, and they could analyze
some of the things that are in the song. And I give them examples. I teach off the
old TAM’s model which is like antique, but still you show them what you want
done, tell them the process, let them do it, and then let them create and come up
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with the examples of it. I’m a musician, so I may play and sing. As a class, we
may sing. I will give them the lyrics and sing Waltzing Matilda or Rocky Top or
anything… I remember the first time I did this, a kid came up with Miami, the
Will Smith song. Will Smith goes through this thing and it’s all geography. It
talks about the multicultural, bilingual, the climate, it talks about the tourism. It
talked about everything. Boom, the whole song is about geography. And then I
tell them, my goal in life is to ruin your life. My goal in this class is to ruin your
life because now every song you listen to, you’re going to think geography. And
they’re like, “No, uh-uh.”
The creative approaches to geography offered by Chris, Brad, and Norman are a broader
application of creativity than Pattison’s (1962b) more technical approach to creative
geography. Pattison suggested creative geography is exemplified through students doing
the work of geographers in order to make personal connections. “Within set limits, the
student should be able to demonstrate that he can do the things that geographers do” (p.
30). Three of the teachers shared a similar vision of creativity aligned closer with
Pattison’s. Nick stated:
Students will in my class when we talk about agriculture, we talk about the advent
of fast food and processed foods and all that kind of stuff. The students are given
two different websites that they go to. One that tracks the sort of availability of
fast food, one that shows them food deserts in America where there’s not a
reliable amount of food. Then there is one that shows them poverty levels,
because we deal with that a lot. From that students have to decide what’s the
overlap here, why does it exist, and they basically have to teach each other the
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relationship between poverty and food deserts and all those other things. Then
they are tasked with looking around the city of Memphis as they travel around and
seeing for themselves where these same rules apply, you know in our own city.
On a similar note, Kate suggested that creativity in geography involves using numerous
data sources to enable students to draw their own conclusions. Kate indicated:
I think one of the really exciting things about Human Geography is how many
resources you can pull with a single topic. For example, let's take religion. With
something like religion, in studying that, you have the information from the
textbook, absolutely. But you could pull in articles, you can pull in videos, you
can pull in maps, political cartoons. And what that does is it creates a really
dynamic lesson to where you'd take what was a very flat concept in the textbook,
and you add in all these layers.
Brad shared a lesson involving student use of cultural and geographic data to create more
harmonious political boundaries within Africa.
One of the things that I do for this is during political geography we did the
scramble for Africa. I give the kids all the information for all the countries that
were involved, the states that were involved. So I say, “this is what Germany
wanted, this is what Belgium wanted, and this is what France wanted.” And then
I give them an ethnic map. And then I give them a resources map. And then I
give them language maps, so basically cultural based maps. And I say, “Okay, if
you were tasked to map Africa again, based upon the information that you know,
and why people did it back then, how would you create the borders for Africa?”
That way they are forced to think about it logically. So I guess this is the idea of,
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I’m creating the hypothesis of with all the information that we have today, would
Africa result in the same product that it resulted in say fifty, sixty years ago, will
we have that the same? If we consider ethnicity if we remove political hubris out
of this, would we get the same map? How would you do it? Because the map is
nothing but a product of agreements and recognition and struggle for space and
power, and it's constantly changing. And so it's like how would you treat this
information and interpret it based upon everything that we've learned in this class
Brad, Kate, and Nick’s examples of using data sources to interpret and understand
reality as well as doing the work of geographers aligns with1960s inductive pedagogical
approaches found in New Social Studies era work of William Pattison (Clegg, 1969).
Pattison’s (1962b) understanding of “creative geography” is not articulated as such in the
current literature. A twenty-first-century framework, the National Geography Standards
essential element six, The Uses of Geography, communicates using geography to
interpret the past as well for making geographically informed decisions (Heffron &
Downs, 2012). Such an approach to geography corroborates with Pattison’s
understanding of creative geography.
Question 3
The research question was, “What are high school geography teachers’
perceptions of Pattison’s geography content approaches?” The first corresponding
interview question was, “How do you think teachers should address regional geography
in a particular course such as AP Human Geography class?”
All seven of the teachers agreed on the importance of integrating regional
geography within AP Human Geography’s thematic curricular framework. College
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Board Course Overview for AP Human Geography (2015c) supports such an approach.
Opinions varied on how regional geography should be integrated. Norman, a former
College Board consultant for AP Human Geography suggested teachers have to integrate
regional geography in the thematic class.
But if you’re not talking about regional geography, especially when you’re using
your examples for the themes, they braid together so well. So, you’ve got to braid
them together. Obviously, if you’re talking about religion and you’re talking
about diversity in religion, then you’ve got to go to some place like India to talk
about what’s it like? Why is it like this? And I try to balance the world as I do
that.
Similarly, Kate suggested regional geography strengthens a thematic approach.
The other thing I think that ends up happening naturally is you start to see in the
thematic approach of geography, themes within the regions come forward because
these thematic geographical chords are all interplaying with each other. So you
talk about population, and then you come back to population with migration and
you come back to development and then with industry. So, it's almost like pieces
of a puzzle that are coming together at the end.
Correspondingly, Hall and Johnston-Anumonwo (2016) advocated weaving regional
geography into AP Human Geography’s thematic curriculum with regional examples for
thematic topics and subtopics.
Both Chris and Samuel highlighted the importance of local geography as a
method for integrating regional geography within AP Human Geography’s thematic
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curriculum. Samuel is in his 2nd-year teaching AP Human Geography in a suburban
school with a diverse student population. He stated:
I think that every chapter, you have the themes. I think you could bring in our
region to each one of those themes, the Mid-South Region, a really rich diversity
in culture; you could almost do dialects and languages. You can look at the
different building structures, how our city, our suburbs are sprawled out. This is
only my second year, and I’m still kind of new to the material, but I’d like to one
day be able to relate them in the South and say, “Hey, as far as if we’re talking
about agriculture, why is the delta such a hot and heavy, rich region?
The significance of local regional connections in an AP Human Geography class is
reinforced within the literature. Benton-Short and Monk’s (2016) lesson suggestion for a
photographic scavenger hunt underscores local geography as an important learning
source for the course. Hermann (1996) demonstrated the importance of using local
landscapes in a geography class. Mosely and Watson (2016) suggested use of local
farmers markets for understanding the agricultural land use unit. Similarly Hardwick
(1990) advocated for the use of city directories in teaching geography.
In addressing the importance of regional geography, Brad and Nick highlighted
shortcomings in state social studies curricula leading to poor regional geography
knowledge among their incoming AP Human Geography students. After underscoring
the importance of regional and thematic geography integration, Brad expressed stress
regarding geography’s dismal status at the state level in stating:
But I think that they're both needed. It's not fair Jayson that with history we have
World History, U.S. History, European History. Right, and those are three classes
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that kids can take. But we no longer have World Geography. We only have
Human Geography, so we get one. But if it wasn't for geography, history would
never exist. So it’s one of those things like why eliminate the foundation for
everything?
Nick and Kate addressed similar challenges of limited student foundational knowledge by
addressing more regional geography early in the year. Nick confidently asserted:
I think that it is really important to cover as much as that as possible early on
because that is so fundamental to so much of what we talk about. So because a lot
of these kids, you know they’re geographically illiterate when they take these
courses, they may have had, you know with our kids we have one class in 7th
grade for geography here in Tennessee, they just mash it up with world history
and of course, most teachers focus on the world history side.
Two of the seven teachers expressed possible shortcomings of integrating regional
geography within AP Human Geography’s thematic curriculum. As an experienced
College Board reader and consultant Norman has witnessed criticisms of AP Human
Geography as too American-centric in the courses regional integration.
One of the biggest, I won’t say, strikes against our AP Human Geography format
is that it’s so American-centric. I’m sure you’ve heard that before. I mean, people
say, “It’s supposed to be AP Human Geography. It should be more global than
what it is.” In the FRQs, the CRQs that we get, more of them deal with the United
States than deal with anything else.
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In her first year teaching AP Human Geography, Jenn enjoys the interesting topics in the
class but finds the thematic approach less organized and harder to cover than her previous
regional World Geography classes. With concern she stated:
Yeah, because you can go anywhere and then the problem is you get trapped in,
it’s like a maze. You went one way, because this is great, there is a lot of material
on this, a lot of AP teachers have done it, you’ve looked at all the different
materials, you think okay, then you look at the stupid syllabus and you say okay,
I’m answering this question, I’m answering this question, but you then feel like
you didn’t actually hit everything within the unit.
Jenn’s uneasiness with the thematic curriculum compared to previous world regional
geography underscores a recurring tension in geography teaching. Walter and Bernard
(1973) noted such a tension between regional and thematic geography teaching.
Based on interview data, all seven teachers agree with the importance of regional
geography within AP Human Geography. Teacher’s offered varying perspectives on
integration of regional geography including local connections, increased coverage at the
beginning of the year, and braided integration throughout all of the units. James (1967)
called for balance between teaching regional knowledge of earth and professional
methods of study such as spatial analysis. Pattison (1962b) similarly advocated for both
content knowledge and skills of the profession in the high school geography class. The
conflict between geographic knowledge offered through regional geography, and
organizing knowledge the way a geographer does is still ongoing as indicated by
interview data.
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Question 4
The research question was, “What are high school geography teachers’
perceptions of Pattison’s geography content approaches?” The second corresponding
interview question was, “Some would say that Pattison’s Four Traditions (spatial,
regional studies, man-land, earth science) from 1963 are outdated for 21st-century
learning. What would be your response to them?”
Teachers expressed varying opinions whether the four traditions are up to date for
21st-century learning. Nick denoted the traditions were outdated in submitting human
geography encompasses more than the four traditions.
And I think that the realm of geography as it pertains to humanity is kind of a
whole new thing. I feel like it’s just this merger of sociology and geography.
We’re looking at how society works in the context of where people are, and I
think that it’s outdated only in the fact that it doesn’t really touch that a lot, I think
that you could bend a lot of this stuff to where it applies, but if it’s going to be
four traditions of geography then it should be four traditions that cover the whole
thing you know. So, I think it’s a bit physical focused, which is what I think
when people think about geography.
Samuel agreed with Nick, stating, “I think it could probably use updating. Really, there
are theories that remain safe throughout time, but I think geography is constantly
changing; boundaries are constantly changing. So, I think that they probably are
outdated.”
Two of the seven teachers indicated Pattison’s four traditions were up to date, but
could be further expanded. Brad recounted an experience with a comprehensive exam
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question geared at Pattison’s four traditions during graduate studies in geography. He
stated:
No, I don't think that it's out of date. That's a simple answer if that's what you
want to hear. Could it be refined? Sure, but wasn't Patterson, and correct me if
I’m wrong, but wasn't this to try to convince other people that geography isn't just
the study of where this place is at?
Chris’ initial response was 1963 would seem outdated, but upon further review suggested
they were up to date yet could be further enhanced. After a long pause to the follow up
question of how the traditions could but be enhanced, Chris suggested a blending of the
earth science and man-land traditions.
The man-land and the sciences, they are connected. I think that’s what we realize,
especially in today's age. So I would probably combine those to where it’s not
four anymore, it would be three, and it's how man-land tradition effects the earth
science tradition.
Within the literature, Pattison’s four traditions of geography still resonate in geography
education. Murphy (2014) indicated, “Moreover, with modest modifications they still
have relevance today” (p. 181). Donaldson (2001) illustrated the use of Pattison’s four
traditions for poetry analysis. The most recent College Board AP Human Geography
practice test has one question devoted to the spatial analysis tradition (College Board,
2008).
Three of the teachers suggested William Pattison’s four traditions of geography
were not outdated for 21st-century learning. Jenn thoughtfully stated, “I don’t think this
is outdated. I think that it all is relative; all these concepts need to be learned. They
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break down very complex ideas into little boxes.” Kate suggested that Pattison’s four
traditions have a timeless quality to them.
But if you're really looking at Pattison's work and doing the legwork, it actually is
how it should be. I mean, talking about how culture is affected by the physical
world, that's the core of Human Geography. And, you know, talking about the
relationships and the patterns and everything. So I think, old school geography
kind of got a bad rap, maybe because it wasn’t truly understood and so it wasn’t
being done the right way. But when you take something like this, which could be
seen as old school, and you do it right, you end up with what we want.
Norman recommended Pattison’s work is current and has a foundational quality that
should be built upon with learning during the school year. Norman sated, “It’s kind of
like the historical portion, but it’s still relevant... And so Pattison I think has validity to a
certain extent, but you’ve got to build off of it, more into the modern terms that we use
now.”
Norman, Kate, and Jenn’s affirmation of Pattison’s ideas are supported within the
literature. Murphy (2014) argued for the legitimacy of the traditions while suggesting
understanding of thematic categories underscoring the traditions. Murphy states, “Given
the inertia of Pattison’s geographic traditions, the golden anniversary of their appearance
in print might reasonably be seen as an occasion for some consideration of the tweaks
needed to make his original categories speak to contemporary geographic practice” (p.
181). Additionally, four of the five content focused essential elements embedded in the
national geography standards exhibit striking resemblance to William Pattison’s four
traditions (Heffron & Downs, 2012).
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Question 5
The research question was, “To what extent are AP Human Geography teachers
guided by content and pedagogical approaches aligned with Pattison’s Four Traditions of
Geography and Advisory Paper?” The first corresponding interview question was,
“Suppose your district required you to integrate spatial analysis, creative geography, and
content vocabulary in your AP Human Geography class. What shifts would you have to
make in your instructional practice?”
Among the seven teachers, three teachers communicated the importance of the
approaches indicating limited to no shifts were necessary to align with William Pattison’s
pedagogical approaches. Nick was quick to state, “I mean I don’t know that I would have
to. I’m new. I am not super overconfident, but those are kind of the three things that we
talk about.” As a veteran teacher of AP Human Geography, Norman confidently
asserted, “I do every bit of that. I don’t see how you could do an AP Human Geography
class without that.”
Among the three approaches stated in the interview question (spatial analysis,
creative geography, and content vocabulary), teacher opinions of creative geography
closest aligned with Pattison’s creative geography. Six of the seven teachers emphasized
the importance of creative geography in their class. While stressing the difficulty of
teaching AP Human Geography for the first time, Jenn chose to focus her discussion on
content vocabulary and spatial analysis rather than creativity. Kate, who currently works
in a leadership role within her private school and teaches one section of AP Human
Geography, discussed creativity in the realm of geography skill building.
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I think in order to really get the skill-building of geography, you do have to have
creativity, and that means that you are stepping outside of your lectures, and
you're doing activities, you're doing discussions, you're doing analysis. That takes
time, and it takes a skilled teacher.
Brad promoted a different interpretation of creative geography involving creative
teaching to promote student interest. He confidently asserted, “It's the art of teaching,
and I think that's what creative geography is. The hardest part about teaching, in my
opinion, is mastering that art of keeping them interested.” Klein (2003) reported on the
effectiveness of student active engagement within geography courses. Of the two
perspectives on creativity, Kate’s closely align with William Pattison’s (1962b)
pedagogical approaches because such an approach involves students doing the work of a
geographer.
Three of the seven teachers specified aligning with Pattison’s pedagogical ideas
would involve additional content vocabulary in class. The importance of content
vocabulary finds a voice within educational research (Baumann & Kame’enui, 1991;
Nagy & Elfrieda, 2011). Further, Gregg and Sekeres (2006) and Phillips (1956)
underscored the importance of content vocabulary within geography classrooms. Samuel
stressed the difficulty of mastering content vocabulary as a new teacher teaching the
course.
I think being a new teacher of this course; I’d focus on vocabulary. I use the
Rubenstein book. I think what I need to do is use other texts as well because I
know there’s other vocabulary words so I can incorporate vocabulary from other
sources.
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Nick, who took one geography course in college, underscored his need for enhancing
rudimentary vocabulary knowledge before extending learning beyond terminology.
Maybe more of a focus on vocabulary would be the biggest thing for me because I
think that’s something that personally I’m not that great with… If we’re looking
for a change; maybe I’m too quick to move to the why of terms instead of just
making sure the students understand the term itself. Because that’s been a
problem that I’ve had in the past is just maybe going a little bit too fast with those
topics.
Chris, who has long placed emphasis on content literacy, noted content vocabulary as an
area he would have to shift more to align with Pattison’s pedagogy; however he offered a
dissenting opinion by questioning the overall importance of focusing on content
vocabulary.
I think that they are important; I should probably do more with content
vocabulary than I do. You know but at the same time, so is the ability to
regurgitate these certain words and know what the word means on a purely
flashcard kind of basis? Or to be able to read the article and come back and
actually have a discussion about that, and then maybe tell them, okay well you
just did whatever this content vocabulary word is.
Chris advanced a distinct subjectivist opinion among the seven teachers regarding
increased content vocabulary in the classroom.
My question is so by doing that, are we then potentially stopping kids from
creating a whole new interpretation that isn't in the content vocabulary? And
because it's not in the content vocabulary will the kids see value in it or not?
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Though Chris’ outlook deviates from the other six teachers as well as Pattison’s view of
content vocabulary, such an approach does find acceptance among geographers with
postmodern theoretical frameworks. Thrift (1992) advocated a subjectivist perspective in
his approach to regional geography. Newman and Paasi’s (1998) discourse on
boundaries demonstrated a human geography context for subjectivist approaches.
Rawding (2013) indicated such postmodern approaches to geography have only recently
found their way into classroom geography. Similarly, Lanegran and Zieglar (2016) stated
critical theory within AP Human Geography represents a frontier for the course.
Of the seven teachers, Samuel and Brad stated they needed to increase spatial
analysis in their instructional practices to closer align with Pattison’s pedagogical
approaches. Samuel, a second year teacher also in his second year teaching AP Human
Geography, stated:
I guess as far as spatial analysis, I can probably probe in a little bit more. Why
these things are related. What is one event here? Why does it trigger something
across the world? I guess I could question them more on that aspect.
Brad mentally processed the questions before explaining his difficulty incorporating
spatial analysis due to the work and repetition needed.
Yeah, I can look at a map all day long and talk to them about it. But I find myself
saying something a little bit different or more the longer I am exposed to that
map. Like I'll see something and because you know you are trying to explain
things and think about it at the same time, and I get better, better, and better at it.
And I think that Spatial Analysis would be something that I’ll have to increase, to
be honest with you.
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Jo et al. (2010) addressed Brad’s concern about incorporating spatial analysis by
advocating for carefully crafted questions to encourage spatial thinking and analysis.
Fitzpatrick (2011) promoted Geographic Information Systems technology for
incorporating spatial analysis. He stated, “Kids are natural explorers and integrators, and
we can help them engage more today and prepare better for the future by experiencing
their world richly, through geographic analysis, engaging geospatial technology” (p. 15).
Question 6
The research question was, “To what extent are AP Human Geography teachers
guided by content and pedagogical approaches aligned with Pattison’s Four Traditions of
Geography and Advisory Paper?” The second corresponding interview question was,
“William Pattison articulated four traditions of geography (spatial, regional studies, manland, earth science). How would you rank them in order from 1-4 for importance in your
classroom?” Among the four traditions, spatial, area studies, and man-land were the most
highly ranked in teachers’ classes.
Four of the seven teachers reported William Pattison’s man-land tradition as the
most important in their classroom. Samuel, who openly praised the use of man-land in
the classroom, commented on the practical nature of the man-land tradition stating, “I
think it’s the most tangible tradition of geography that students can get their hands on and
kind of dive into it.” Chris concurred and eagerly remarked on the foundational nature of
man-land within AP Human Geography.
I’d start with the man-land. I’d start with culture, and I’d say that that's the most
important. From there you can go to spatial then area studies, as opposed to
teaching what spatial and area studies is in and of itself. You can actually get into
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the “content” of it and then start to do the spatial interpretations once the kids start
to learn the interactions of humanity and land.
Similarly, Kate highlighted the foundational nature of man-land while providing a
springboard for other course topics.
Because I think it kind of, actually encompasses some of the other ones. Because
what you're able to do with man-land tradition is talk about the people, that is
really important, but you're also able to talk about the places, about the physical
world, which actually can lead to other things.
Such backing among teachers for the man-land tradition is consistent with William
Pattison’s original articulations. In his paper, Pattison (1964) identified man-land as a
tradition with strong appeal among educators in stating, “This apparent preference on the
part of the NCGE members for defining geography in terms of the man-land tradition is
strong evidence of the appeal that man-land ideas, separately stated, have for persons
whose main job is teaching” (p. 215).
The spatial tradition was second in importance among AP Human Geography
teachers. Both Nick and Brad chose the spatial tradition as most important among the
four traditions. With weight, Nick asserted the spatial tradition promoted analysis while
connecting content for the entire course.
Spatial tradition runs through everything that we do. Relationships among places,
movement, I think that with human geography the biggest thing that you see is
that nothing exists in a vacuum and that anything that happens anywhere tends to
affect everywhere. And so, we are constantly looking at and constantly analyzing
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how one thing is affected by another or even another side of the world, and I think
that’s the string that runs through everything we teach.
Brad, who has taught for six years, had a thoughtful pause before responding:
That’s a tough one. Well obviously I think the spatial tradition is a little heavier,
so I’ll give it the first one...So that's what we do. I mean we look at what's going,
on, what's the process, so what's the relationship among places.
Though Kate placed spatial tradition second, her hesitancy in deciding between first and
second denoted her strong support for the spatial tradition in stating, “because I feel like
if you talk about relationships between and among places, you could actually incorporate
some regional organization in that. And the spatial tradition allows for that analysis; it's
that deeper level.” Findings support Gersmehl’s (2005) argument that analysis and
spatial connections are critical skills for the geography classroom. Moreover, such a skill
set is foundational within the most recent national geography standards (Heffron &
Downs, 2012).
Only one of seven teachers saw the area studies tradition as the highest ranked
while one of the seven saw it as the lowest ranked among the four. Jenn, a 5th-year
teacher and formerly a world regional geography teacher spoke highly of area studies
importance within AP Human Geography. She was a lone voice for area studies stating:
Regional organization is a way to order and understand the world. Well, when I
take that, I was thinking like a map. When you talk about all these other things
like places and movement you have to have basic map skills before you talk about
migration patterns.
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She further elaborated on the importance of area studies in addressing spatial analysis and
man-land traditions affirming, “If you are going to teach a lesson and you just talked
about regional organization you would also have to talk about place, movement and the
relationship of resources, the patterns of settlements, ecumene.”
Overall, three of William Pattison’s four traditions resonated in AP Human
Geography classrooms. Four of the six teachers chose man-land as the most important
among the four traditions. Participants consistently stressed the significance of spatial
and area studies traditions within the AP Human Geography classroom. Among the four
traditions, only the earth science tradition received limited support. Support of the three
traditions (man-land, spatial, area studies) corroborates with the AP Human Geography
course description which teachers are guided by (College Board AP, 2015c). In
describing the nature of geography within AP Human Geography, Murphy and Hare
(2016) stated, “Our effort builds on such foundational initiatives as William Pattison’s
(1964) classic articulation of The Four Traditions of Geography, the Geography
Education Standards Project (1994), and the skills that are essential to geographic
thinking (Bednarz, n.d.)” (p. 95). Such a comment is noteworthy considering Alexander
B. Murphy’s prominent role in the development of Advanced Placement Human
Geography.
Question 7
The research question was, “What are high school geography teacher experiences
in geography content training? The first corresponding interview question was, “Suppose
you had your previous pre-service training to do over again. What would you change to
better prepare yourself to teach the content of Human Geography?”
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Four of seven teachers with varying experience levels indicated they would have
benefitted from more college geography classes. Norman, a teacher of AP Human
Geography since 2001 lamented that he did not take many geography courses in college:
I would certainly take some form if it was available. I went to Southeast
Missouri, and I don’t even know if they had a Human Geography course on
campus. They had regional geography courses, and that was basically all they
had, to the best of my knowledge at that time because that was back in the ‘70s,
that was a long time ago, but to have to take an actual Human Geography course.
Brad in his fourth year teaching AP Human Geography earned a Master of Science
degree in geography, yet still articulated a need for more college geography.
University of Memphis is not on the human side; they throw that under
anthropology and sociology. I think that geography was labeled more of an earth
science than it was a social science. And so I think that I would take a few more
classes that were truly what is more of a human geography approach versus the
physical geography approach.
Both Chris and Samuel are currently in their second year teaching AP Human
Geography. Chris concurred with Brad, more college geography would have been useful
in stating, “I think I'm three hours away from a minor in political science, and I probably
would have made my emphasis geography as opposed to political science.” Samuel
responded to the question by reflecting on the unexpected nature of teaching high school
social studies in stating:
Well when I went through the University of Memphis, I had no intent of taking
any type of geography course. I had no intent of teaching an AP Human
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Geography course itself. I was asked to do so… I don’t know the material like I
would if I had taken geography in college, but I’m getting better every day and
that’s what I’m striving to do.
Such responses highlight a persistent concern of limited college geography among AP
Human Geography teachers within the literature (Lanegran & Zieglar, 2016; Murphy,
2000; Sharma, 2005; Trites & Lange, 2000).
Unexpectedly, three of the teachers highlighted the importance of social science
college courses rather than college geography for preparing them to teach AP Human
Geography. Kate, who teaches AP Human Geography in a private all girls school,
asserted:
To be honest, I mean, some of the things that actually prepared me the most in
college weren’t necessarily geography courses. It was like a political science
course or sociology course. I mean, I think that ultimately, and like I've been
trying to explain, Human Geography might just be, a survey in the social sciences,
which I love, and I love that a lot of schools use it for freshmen because of that.
As a first year teacher, Nick emphasized the importance of sociology college coursework
in teaching the course.
I think like, if I knew that I was going to prepare for this, I’d take more sociology
classes. I feel like when we’re talking about human relationships and how
cultures interact with each other, how cities interact with each other, and how
different backgrounds interact with each other, these are all sociology contexts.
When I found out what this class was really about at that in-service, the biggest
thing that I realized this really is a marriage of geography and sociology.
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Chris stressed the significance of college history and anthropology for preparing him to
teach AP Human Geography. “Maybe put more emphasis on geography in college but
you know with a history degree, and then anthropology minor, I mean it’s like I’m
dancing all around Human and have been, and I guess I didn't realize.” The holistic
nature of geography is noted within the literature. Capelle Jr. (1979) noted geography’s
connections to history, anthropology, and sociology yet argues for geography’s distinct
spatial and man-environment approaches. Floyd (1963) illustrated geography’s regional
and systematic approach to social sciences such as anthropology, sociology, political
science, economics, and history.
All seven of the teachers participated in College Board summer training institutes
in AP Human Geography. Three of the teachers pointed to the usefulness of such
summer training in preparation for the course. Kate enthusiastically discussed the
effectiveness of her training while comparing it to an ineffective training in AP World
History stating:
My College Board training was excellent. My instructor was one of the original, I
don’t know if you had Stephen, his name is Stephen, awesome! But he's one of
the one’s that designed the course, and he was an amazing teacher, so I was very
lucky in that my College Board training was really good. My training for AP
World History, not so much. So I've seen what it can do because I was lost with
AP World History for quite some time when I taught it, where as I felt very well
prepared for AP Human.
As a first year teacher, Nick highlighted the importance of the materials he received at his
training. “And again, I’ve been very lucky in the materials that we were given by Mr.
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Smith because a lot of them have explained a lot of concepts that just straight up textbook
learning can’t do.” Norman addressed the research question from the perspective of a
teacher consultant having conducted summer training for AP Human Geography in the
past. He spoke emphatically regarding the importance of College Board training
institutes.
To think that some of our teachers who are doing this do it without doing a
weeklong workshop is ludicrous. I mean, to think that you could do that,
especially since the majority of them haven’t even had a Human Geography
course, now that is just an impossible task. And they're not going to be
successful.
Klopfenstein (2003) noted the importance of summer institutes; however he also
cautioned against teacher reliance upon summer institutes for meeting all of Advanced
Placement professional development needs.
Chris and Samuel offered dissenting opinions on the effectiveness of their College
Board summer training. After a lengthy thoughtful pause Chris stated:
You know, I don’t know, I know I'm guilty of this too, but at the same time, it's to
be taught how to create this stuff as opposed to me giving you a bunch of my stuff
and telling you how I do it. You know because that's kind of what the guy did
and I think the guy that did my training is one of the people that helped get AP
Human Geography going, this dude named Charles. But he seemed to teach it like
his style, which I guess we're all guilty of to a certain extent.
After criticizing the quality of his summer training, Chris advocated for strong
collaboration among fellow AP Human Geography teachers, stating, “But I would like to
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see more collaboration and intensive collaboration throughout the year within the district
with just AP Human teachers, I know I would benefit from that.” Samuel similarly
minimized the importance of his College Board summer institute while highlighting the
importance of collaboration.
As far as preparing myself for it, it didn’t do that great of a job. I did have some.
I did meet a lot of people that we kind of keep in contact with and help each other
out. But as far as getting some good hands-on training, I didn’t receive that.
The importance of AP teacher collaboration finds voice within the literature Dede and
Frumin (2014) highlighted the importance of the College Board online AP teacher
community for teacher success. Klopfenstein (2003) endorsed teacher collaboration in
AP settings.
Two participants brought a unique perspective to course preparation. Kate and
Jenn underscored the importance of advanced planning in preparation for teaching AP
Human Geography. Kate explained:
But if my school had paid for me to go in, like, January, during school so that I
could know what was coming, work on the curriculum and also keep my radar up
for, you know, all of the different resources that I love to pull, it would have made
that first year better.
Jenn also elevated advanced planning:
I would have spent way more time during summer, and I will spend more time
during this summer just making one unit at a time. Just going through each unit
and saying what do they need to know, like what map should we focus on and
that’s another confusing thing, I’m just going to tell you what I’m confused about
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is what countries do we focus on for each unit.
Question 8
The research question was, “What are high school geography teacher experiences
in geography content training? The second corresponding interview question was, “What
would you say effective training for teaching AP Human Geography should look?
Brad spoke with heightened concern regarding district lesson plan mandates
disconnected from College Board curricular demands. “So demonstrate it to me, so that I
get the information to the kids that the College Board wants me to, and I can do the
information and the skills that the school wants because I'm going two different
directions.” Brad was alone in suggesting harmonization between school board demands
and College Board curriculum was vital for greater teacher training.
Two of the seven teachers emphasized content growth opportunities as effective
training in the course. Due to the constantly changing nature of the course, Nick stated,
“I think that having anytime either speakers or sort of leading geographers of the day or
material published by them to be current would be important because again this class
changes so much in time.” Chris stressed the importance of hands-on experience with
geography material.
It would be like a hands-on type thing. It would be not just sitting in a room for 8
hours a day learning this information, but maybe working at a university and
utilizing some of the scientific aspect parts of it, like I told you I don’t feel that
strong in. So for me to really elaborate on GIS, I know the importance it, I know
the significance of it, but at the same time, I never played around with GIS
software.
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Research supports Chris and Nick’s responses. Shulman (1987) stressed the importance
of teacher content knowledge in teacher effectiveness. Cole and Ormrod (1995)
demonstrated the effectiveness of geography content training for teachers.
Five of the seven teachers pointed to the significance of collaboration for training
in AP Human Geography. As a private school teacher, Kate misses the collegiality she
enjoyed in AP Human Geography communities offered through her former urban public
district.
I think one of the biggest things for me was collaboration with other AP Human
teachers and the workshops that we had through, both through Memphis City
Schools AP division or whatever, you know, that Samantha did, but also the
Tennessee Geographic Alliance. I mean these workshops were excellent. And I
think that creating that network is so important because you build off each other.
So I think that’s really essential.
As a first year teacher, Nick added a fresh perspective in sharing his experiences with a
recent district AP teacher collaboration in stating:
That was awesome for me, even just the little bit of time that we had to talk about,
as a new AP teacher, I’m sure this is the same for all of them, they’re just, “Where
are you? How’s your pace? What do we need to spend more time on or spend less
time on?”… It’s good to be able to have that sort of interaction with you guys
that have been teaching it longer than I have, and I’m sure for you guys that have
been teaching it longer, it’s good to sort of get fresh ideas, because I haven’t
gotten there yet, but I’m sure there comes a time where you just kind of get stuck
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in your ways, and you’re like, “maybe that’s a good idea, okay I think I’ll do
that.”
As a veteran AP Human Geography teacher and trainer, Norman substantiated Nick and
Kate’s comments while adding consistent collaborative efforts as an important element.
Norman passionately stated:
I think that it needs to be ongoing. Okay, we need to establish PLCs that are
ongoing, working bodies… When somebody who's been teaching this for 15
years tells you, "This is easy, and this is how you do it," that's one thing. But
when you're with your peers, who have five years to zero years, and they're
saying, "I'm going to have a problem with this," or when you're with and urban
peer who say, "How do you do this agricultural farm? Man, I don't have this I
can't do this"…So from that standpoint, I think professional development needs to
be ongoing. Somebody somehow has got to establish the bones that will allow
conscientious teachers in every realm to have that room to work with.
Chris’ suggestions mirror Norman, Kate, and Nick’s responses.
Maybe like an ongoing type thing where we meet and share ideas and
information, where it’s not like we’re all standing alone, and you know, like I
have amassed this much, and this is what I do…Because we all have inner
strengths and weaknesses obviously, but you know you might be better at, or you
might see something differently than I do.
Jenn also emphasized the importance of collaboration through observation and discussion
with AP Human Geography teachers.
If I was told in the spring of 2016 that I was going to be a new AP Human
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Geography teacher, I would hope my principal would say we are going to send
you to five different schools in one day or like three different schools in one day,
and you are going to view and talk with each AP Human Geography teacher.
Speaking with passion about the need for collaboration, Jenn further advocated for AP
Human Geography learning coaches. She stated, “I would love that if we had an AP
Learning Coach. Someone who has taught AP first off, not someone who got the job,
because I hate that.” Dufour (2004) indicated professional learning communities promote
a culture of learning and dialog among teachers. Klopfenstein (2003) addressed AP
settings in stating, “Within the high school or district, AP teachers can talk to each other
about course development and teaching strategies. Whenever possible, they should also
be encouraged to observe each other's classes and provide constructive feedback” (p. 42).
Within AP Human Geography, Lanegran and Zieglar (2016) underscored positive
impacts of AP Human Geography teacher communities for teachers.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
The purpose of this investigation was to explore high school geography teacher
perceptions of William Pattison’s pedagogical and content developments of the 1960’s.
The researcher explored AP Human Geography teachers’ perceptions of Pattison’s work
as well as teacher experiences with geography content training. The researcher examined
existing literature, and data from AP Human Geography teachers at seven different
schools. Seven teachers were selected utilizing two-stage random sampling from all of
the College Board approved AP Human Geography teachers within the state of the study.
Data sources included semi-structured interviews, field notes, and document analysis.
The researcher identified four themes among the seven teachers interviewed. This
chapter discusses the identified themes from interview findings and the implications of
the results for high school geography education. Recommendations for future research
are also addressed.
Findings
Findings from this study enabled the researcher to identify four common themes
shared among AP Human Geography teachers. Common themes were: 1) inquiry
approaches pedagogically aligned with William Pattison’s pedagogy are embraced
among AP Human teachers; 2) William Pattison’s area studies tradition should be woven
into a thematic AP Human Geography framework; 3) collaborative professional learning
communities with fellow AP Human Geography teachers enhance teaching and practice;
and 4) limitations in college geography course work was a persistent challenge for
teaching AP Human Geography. Themes 1 and 2 relate directly to the work of noted
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geographer William Pattison. To address the underlying research questions, themes 1
and 2 will be connected to Pattison’s articulations found in his Advisory Paper (1962b)
and his Four Traditions (1964) paper. The College Board (2015c) AP Human Geography
curriculum, which guides teachers, was used as an additional data source to help
determine the possible rationale for teacher responses.
Theme 1: Inquiry Learning Approaches
The first theme identified through data analysis was, “inquiry approaches
pedagogically aligned with William Pattison’s pedagogy are embraced among AP Human
teachers.” All seven of the teachers interviewed demonstrated support for inquiry-based
education. Modern ideas of inquiry are rooted in John Dewey’s ideas of “learning by
doing” (Kaplan, 2002). Edwin Fenton spearheaded inquiry ideas within the social studies
curriculum revolution during the 1960s New Social Studies era (Stoltman, 2010). Such
inquiry-based geography finds voice within William Pattison’s (1962b) Advisory Paper
for Teachers Associated with the High School Geography Project, Geography in an
Urban Age (HSGP, 1968), Geography for Life: National Geography Standards
(Geography Education Standards Project, 1994; Hefron & Downs, 2012), and College
Board’s AP Human Geography Course Description (College Board, 2015c). All seven
of the teachers interviewed offered evidence of inquiry-based learning within their
classes. Teachers offered three categories of inquiry approaches: 1) spatial analysis and
meaning making through content connections; 2) data-based inductive methods; and 3)
games, simulations; and folk and popular song analysis.
Teacher participants offered spatial analysis of geographic content for enabling
topical connections as the most popular inquiry-based approach. Five of the seven
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teachers reported on the importance of spatial analysis and map connections. Brad, an
experienced AP Human Geography teacher, summarized teacher perspectives well in
stating, “Maps should be able to analyze and interpret and to extract the information from
it beyond just what is being shown within the actual image itself.” Teachers continually
discussed the importance of spatial analysis in their classrooms for helping students make
meaningful connections with geography content. Teacher’s repeatedly pointed to spatial
analysis for addressing geographic questions of the where and why. Student utilization of
maps to facilitate analysis and connections between places is consistent with William
Pattison’s Advisory Paper as well as his Four Traditions of Geography (1964). Pattison
(1962b) stated, “In addition to reading maps, the student of geography should be able to
derive a reasonable conclusion from an analysis of the relationship between maps of two
or more distributions” (p. 29). In Pattison’s Four Traditions, he states, “Entrenched in
Western thought is a belief in the importance of spatial analysis, of the act of separating
from the happenings of experience such as distance, form, direction, and position” (p.
203).
Teacher’s strong support for spatial analysis in their AP Human Geography
classrooms support current geography education literature. Spatial thinking and analysis
are critical to the academic field of geography (Golledge, 2002). Jo et al. (2010)
suggested spatial thinking is a foundational thinking skill cultivated within geography
classrooms. Jo and Bednarz (2009) developed a three-dimensional taxonomy of spatial
thinking. Teacher responses existed within all three levels; however, AP Human
Geography teachers placed greater emphasis on level three complex spatial reasoning
with their class. Nick spoke favorably of such spatial reasoning inherent in AP Human
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Geography stating, “So I think that a lot of data is very important, not just like straight up
maps and graphs, but actually breaking down, okay what does this mean? What will be
inferring beyond and may be inferring the causes?”
It is believed, by the researcher, that support among AP Human Geography
teachers for spatial analysis is most likely a derivative of the College Board Course
Description’s (2015c) influence on teacher practice. College Board requires Advanced
Placement teachers to receive training in the curriculum and approval of a syllabus
aligned with the curriculum. Within the AP Human Geography curriculum, geospatial
skills and geospatial data are foundational learning outcomes woven throughout all seven
of the course units. Overall teachers had positive perceptions of Pattison’s articulations
of spatial studies and aligned practices. The researcher believes William Pattison’s
influence on AP Human Geography teachers can be traced indirectly through the course
curriculum rather than teacher study of his ideas. A clear relationship exists between
William Pattison’s pedagogical and content articulations and the AP Human Geography
course curriculum (Murphy & Hare 2016).
The second approach among AP Human Geography teachers addressing the
prominence of inquiry pedagogy was inductive learning through analysis of data. Brad, a
teacher in a high performing high school gave the following example:
One of the things that I do for this is during political geography we did the
scramble for Africa. I give the kids all the information for all the countries that
were involved, the states that were involved. So I say, “this is what Germany
wanted, this is what Belgium wanted, and this is what France wanted.” And then
I give them an ethnic map. And then I give them a resources map. And then I
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give them language maps, so basically cultural based maps. And I say, “Okay, if
you were tasked to map Africa again, based upon the information that you know,
and why people did it back then, how would you create the borders for Africa?”
That way they are forced to think about it logically.
Kate and Nick also indicated the significance of utilizing real world data to construct
reality and enhance content understanding. The popularity of such inquiry-based
geography supports Pattison’s vision of “doing geography”. Within the Advisory Paper
(1962b), strong emphasis is placed on students observing and analyzing geographic data
for themselves. Despite such similarities, Pattison’s Advisory Paper advocates for a more
scientific approach to handling geographic data. The guidelines of the Advisory Paper
encouraged students to observe, describe, formulate hypothesis, test hypothesis, and
accepting or rejecting the hypothesis. Pattison (1962b) stated:
Instruction should encourage practice in careful observation—whether on the spot
or through the media of books, films, and other visual aids—and should lead
toward understanding of and respect for the careful formulation, testing, and
acceptance or rejection of hypotheses. (p.12)
Among teacher responses, no mention occurred related to hypothesis testing. The
researcher believes such approaches, which were a pillar within the 1960s New Social
Studies era, have not been embraced by high school geography teachers of the twentyfirst century.
Current literature on inquiry in geography has been centered on Geographic
Information System (GIS) technology in the classroom (Baker, 2005; Fitzpatrick, 2011;
Kerski, 2003; Patterson, 2007; Murphy & Hare, 2016; Wiegland, 2003). Milson and
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Earle (2008) demonstrated successful use of inductive Internet-Based GIS activities to
explore Africa among 9th grade World Geography students. Within College Board’s AP
Human Geography Course Description, emphasis is placed upon GIS as an essential
learning objective within the course (College Board, 2015c). Despite GIS’ prominence
within existing literature and the College Board curriculum, none of the teachers
identified GIS as a method of inquiry within their classroom. Limited adoption of GIS in
high school geography classrooms is substantiated within the literature (Baker, Palmer, &
Kerski, 2009). Lanegran and Zeiglar (2016) as well as Hildebrant (2016) have recently
voiced the need for greater adaptation of GIS inquiry into AP Human Geography
classrooms. Based on the lack of support for GIS among teachers within this study as
well as existing literature, GIS remains a frontier area for development for AP Human
Geography teachers.
The third inquiry-based approach among AP Human Geography teachers was the
use of games, simulations; and folk and popular song analysis in the classroom. Brad and
Norman incorporated geography games and simulations to promote student interest as
well as apply difficult concepts. As a self-proclaimed geography enthusiast, Norman
shared a fictitious map simulation.
I had them create a map that had to be a totally fictitious map that would have to
have territorial morphology in it. It had to have different topography in it and had
to have the different climates, but they had to explain why. So, they weren’t doing
the memorization thing… Like I said, anything from population centers to “why
is that there?” It’s “the why of where?” … Why is the capital of this country here?
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Why is it not centrally located? What’s the reason behind your transportation
roads?
Strong support for games and simulations exists within geography education literature of
the 1970s and 1980s (Miller & Conolly, 1982). Traditional games and simulations within
the geography classroom are limited in recent literature. Current geographical trends
have emphasized computerized games and gaming as effective approaches in the
classroom (Brysch, Huynh, & Scholz, 2012). Both William Pattison’s work (1962b) and
AP Human Geography College Board (2015c) curriculum are silent regarding such
approaches. Despite omissions of games and simulations among Pattison’s Advisory
Paper, they are foundational in High School Geography Project (HSGP) of which
Pattison was an early architect. HSGP’s Geography in an Urban Age included games
and simulations throughout the materials (Stoltman, 2010). It is believed, by the
researcher, that simulations and games inherent in HSGP and New Social Studies
curriculum were embraced through the 1970s and 1980s still find a place in current high
school geography classrooms.
Norman and Chris both utilized song analysis within AP Human Geography to
enable students to make connections between popular culture and course content as well
as creatively engage learners with the material. Norman believes that music has an
enduring effect on people and attempts to couple geography content within music. He
playfully tells his students, “My goal in this class is to ruin your life because now every
song you listen to, you’re going to think geography.” Within the literature, strong
support exists for music in the high school geography classroom. Byklum (1994)
explored content connections between geography and American popular music. Carney
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(2001) suggested utilizing music to teach national geography standards. Kruse II (2004)
demonstrated human geography connections utilizing Beatle’s music. Within William
Pattison’s Advisory Paper, he emphasized “Production of Creative Geography” as an
expected skill within high school geography (1962b). However, Pattison’s creative
geography involves students learning geography by doing the scientific approaches of a
geographer through observing, describing, and testing of hypothesis. Music as in the
classroom as described by Norman and Chris is a broader application of creative
geography than Pattison’s.
Theme 2: Regional Geography Blended within Thematic Geography
The second theme identified through data analysis was William Pattison’s area
studies tradition should be woven within a thematic AP Human Geography framework.
The second theme directly addressed the research question, “What are high school
geography teachers’ perceptions of Pattison’s geography content approaches?” William
Pattison articulated area studies or regional geography as one of his four traditions. In the
late twentieth century, professional geographers vigorously discussed the merits of
regional as well as thematic approaches to geography (Korsen & Kusek, 2016). Amongst
the fiery academic debates, numerous geographers advocated the merits of both regional
and thematic geography leading to hybridization in geography courses (James, 1967;
Walter & Bernard, 1973). Currently, AP Human Geography curriculum is organized
thematically rather than regionally (College Board, 2015c). Within such a framework,
teachers overwhelmingly support regional integration into the thematic course. All seven
teachers agreed upon the importance of weaving regional geography into the existing
thematic structure. Kate, who earned a minor in geography stated, “The other thing I
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think that ends up happening naturally is you start to see in the thematic approach of
geography, themes within the regions come forward because these thematic geographical
chords are all interplaying with each other.”
Despite such support for regional geography, numerous challenges were
communicated among teachers. Ninth and 10th-grade students most often take AP
Human Geography. Teachers suggested that incoming students often lack the
foundational regional geography knowledge necessary for course mastery. Teachers
often directed blame for such student shortcomings at new state social studies
requirements, which have removed stand-alone geography classes in middle and high
school curriculum. Additionally, several teachers noted the College Board curriculum
places greater emphasis on thematic content depth at the expense of regional breadth. As
a first year AP Human Geography teacher struggling through the curriculum, Jenn
suggested regional guidance for the course could help with organization. She described
her intentions to integrate regional concepts over the summer. “What I’m going to do, is
because I taught World Geography, I’m going to go look at the World Geography book,
because I still have the teacher edition at my house. I’m going to say, “where did this
fit?” It is believed, by the researcher, that such uneasiness of teachers integrating
necessary regional components combined with students’ limited prerequisite knowledge
highlights a need for enhancing regional geography support materials within the AP
Human Geography course. Such supports find greater voice within geography literature
directed at geography in higher education.
Infusing regional concepts into a thematic course has received attention within
higher education (Bacon, 1979; Klein, 2003; Korson & Kusek, 2016). Literature within
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AP Human Geography is limited. Hall and Johnston-Anumonwo (2016) suggested
regional topics and subtopics for AP Human Geography’s thematic curriculum. William
Pattison’s Advisory Paper (1962b) cautioned against high school geography that is
dominated by regional schemas. Rather, he argued for the importance of both regional
and topical geography.
The recognition of the distinction between regional and topical geography, and
their interdependence, can be quite important to the teacher of geography as he
attempts to organize the complexity of his material into a form which will be most
meaningful to his students. (p. 9)
All seven of the teachers interviewed, as well as the College Board AP Human
Geography Course Description, and William Pattison’s Advisory Paper spoke to the
importance of regional geography (College Board, 2015c; Pattison, 1962b). The AP
Human Geography Course Description emphasizes regional integration in the
curriculum; however, in most cases the curriculum allows teachers freedom to determine
how regional integration is applied. The openness of the curriculum as it relates to
regional geography might explain why the three AP Human Geography teachers with
four or more years AP Human Geography experience demonstrated greater harmony
integrating regional geography into thematic curriculum citing concrete global examples.
Theme 3: Professional Learning Communities for AP Human Geography
The third theme identified through data analysis was, collaborative professional
learning communities with fellow AP Human Geography teachers enhance teaching and
practice. The theme directly addressed the research question, “What are high school
geography teacher experiences in geography content training?” Six out of seven teachers
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underscored the impact of collaboration with other AP Human Geography teachers. Five
of the six communicated such collaboration as the most critical approach to enhancing
growth as an AP Human Geography teacher. Within the literature, such cultures of
learning and dialog are referred to as professional learning communities or PLCs
(Dufour, 2004). The importance of collaboration within AP Human Geography remains
a work in progress within current research. Dede and Frumin (2014) noted the benefits of
the College Board online AP community in an AP STEM setting. Lanegran and Zieglar
(2016) noted the growing online teacher community with AP Human Geography.
Teachers pointed favorably to formal school district communities offered as well
as informal communication between fellow AP Human Geography teachers.
Interestingly, amongst the seven interviews, responses dealing with local school districts
were focused on accountability measures and often communicated negatively. The lone
exception to negative perceptions towards school districts came in district Advanced
Placement collaborative communities. Kate, a private school teacher with four years
experience teaching the class emphasized collaboration stating, “And I think that creating
that network is so important because you build off each other. So I think that’s really
essential.” In his second year teaching AP Human Geography, Chris advocated for
greater frequency of district AP Human Geography meetings rather than two or three
times a year. He stated, “But I would like to see more collaboration and intensive
collaboration throughout the year within the district with just AP Human teachers, I know
I would benefit from that.” Participants embraced collaboration whether in the first year
teaching AP Human Geography or fifteenth.
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Norman’s professional background offers a unique insight into the importance of
collaboration for AP Human Geography. Norman was the first teacher in his state to
teach the course in 2000. In addition to nearly 10 years spent as a test reader, he has
served as a College Board consultant for AP Human Geography. Norman spoke highly
about his own professional development through intense content collaboration at College
Board test readings. Regarding professional learning communities in AP Human
Geography, he stated, “I think that it needs to be on-going. Okay, we need to establish
PLCs that are on-going, working bodies.” Norman also addressed the challenge of AP
Human Geography PLCs in small districts in stating:
“First of all, I live 60 miles from the nearest Starbucks. And second of all, there
aren’t three AP Human Geography teachers within 60 miles of that Starbucks. So
what do you do? You know, we've got to come up with that outline.”
Norman spoke with heightened passion on the topic of PLCs in AP Human Geography.
Based on his interactions with hundreds of AP Human Geography teachers nationwide
through trainings and readings, he is convinced collaboration remains an important front
line for the course’s furtherance.
Echoing Norman’s call for more collaboration, Sarah Bednarz (2016) circulated a
call for research specific to AP Human Geography. She identified the effectiveness of
professional development, the online AP Teacher Community, and greater understanding
of teacher course mastery for further study. The strength of six out of seven teachers
advocating for more collaborative efforts in AP Human Geography also indicate
importance. The researcher believes that consistent collaboration through professional
learning communities is vital for reinforcement and refinement of evolving content,
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course pacing, and sharing of best practices. It came as no surprise that newer AP
Human Geography teachers commented on the importance of PLCs. Surprisingly, there
was not only consistent support across all levels of experience and content background,
but the strongest endorsement for PLCs came from one the most experienced.
Theme Four: Limitations in College Geography
The fourth theme identified through data analysis was, limitations in college
geography course work was a persistent challenge for teaching AP Human Geography.
Advanced Placement Human Geography is a rigorous course with a standardized
culminating national test. Steele, Hamilton, and Stecher (2010) reported that teachers are
the most important school-based cause of student success on standardized tests.
Consequently, teacher training is a significant variable in better understanding AP Human
Geography teachers. Additional studies indicate a positive relationship between higher
levels of teacher education and student performance on advanced placement exams
(Paek, Braun, Trapani, Ponte, & Powers, 2008). In AP Human Geography’s early stages,
limited teacher content training in geography was a significant concern (Murphy, 2000;
Sharma, 2005). Based on findings from the current investigation, the concern still exists.
Four of the seven teachers identified limitations in geography college coursework as an
impediment to teaching Advanced Placement Human Geography.
AP Human Geography utilizes content such as spatial models and critical
theories, which can be challenging for teachers with limited geography college
coursework. Lanegran and Zieglar (2016) stated:
In some states it is possible to get a secondary social studies teaching license
without ever taking a full collegiate course in geography. When they teach AP
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Human Geography for the first time, it may be hard for them to prepare students
for the sorts of questions on the exam, particularly those that deal with models. (p.
94)
Corroborating Lanegran and Zieglar’s comments, Jenn and Kate both communicated
their geography minor was very helpful towards understanding and teaching the content
of the course. Jenn and Kate’s experience with college geography were the exceptions
among participants. Overall, teachers communicated deficiencies in college geography
preparation for teaching the course. Due to the broad-based content of geography, not all
college preparation is equal for teaching AP Human Geography. Brad held a Master of
Science degree in geography, yet still communicated content insufficiencies due to the
physical science concentration of his degree. He stated, “And so I think that I would take
a few more classes that were truly what is more of a human geographic approach versus
the physical geography approach.” Similarly, Samuel stated, “I don’t know the material
like I would if I had taken geography in college, but I’m getting better every day and
that’s what I’m striving to do. I enjoy the course content.” Four of the seven teacher
participants are teaching AP Human Geography outside of their concentration area, a
higher rate than Klopfenstein (2003) reported for AP classes.
Despite an absence in the literature specific to AP Human Geography teacher
characteristics, Milewski and Gillie (2002) found that AP teachers in the social sciences
had the highest rates of advanced degrees as well as a content background in their
subjects. It is believed, by the researcher, AP US History determined the high level as
the course represented the largest number of social science AP teachers in 2000, the year
of the survey. Results of the current investigation suggest otherwise for AP Human
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Geography. Of the seven participants, only one received an advanced degree in
geography. Which, according to Lannegran and Zieglar (2016) are not surprising.
It is believed, by the researcher, there are additional factors limiting college
geography preparation for AP Human Geography. As of 2015, AP Human Geography
was the second fastest growing Advanced Placement course (College Board, 2015b).
Along with such growth come growing pains. Schools often add the class and assign
teachers indiscriminately. Two of the seven teacher participants were assigned the course
as first-year teachers. Samuel, who did not take a college geography course, but was
asked to teach AP Human Geography as a first year teacher stated, “Well when I went
through the University of Memphis, I had no intent of taking any type of geography
course. I had no intent of teaching an AP Human Geography course itself. I was asked
to do so.” Additionally, high school geography occupies a weak position within many
state curriculums (GCGE, 2013); as a result, many schools do not have teachers with
strong fluency in the unique skill sets required for teaching geography. Throughout AP
Human Geography’s 16-year history the literature demonstrates a persistent concern over
teacher training in the course (Lannegran & Zieglar, 2016; Murphy, 2000; Sharma,
2005). Such concerns are reinforced through the current investigation.
Conclusions and Implications
During the study, seven different AP Human Geography teachers from seven
different schools described perceptions and experiences with William Pattison’s content
and pedagogy approaches. Also, teachers offered descriptions of experiences with
geography content training. Among Pattison’s pedagogical approaches, teachers
embraced numerous inductive and inquiry learning methods. Teachers supported
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blending regional geography within the thematic AP Human Geography curriculum, yet
first and second year teachers struggled with a harmonious integration. All seven
teachers emphasized the importance of collaborative communities among AP Human
Geography teachers. Lastly, teachers suggested limitations in college geography
hindered their teaching of the course.
Overall, teachers utilized Pattison’s content and pedagogical articulations within
their classroom. It is believed, by the researcher, teacher practice aligned with William
Pattison’s (1964) Four Traditions of Geography due to their overarching influence on
curricular developments of the 1990’s, namely the Geography Education Standards
Project (1994) and development of the AP Human Geography Course rather than teacher
study of Pattison’s work (Helburn, 1998; Murphy & O’Hare, 2016). The current
investigation suggests the lineage of Pattison’s work is still alive in high school
geography classes over 50 years later. Despite support for the four traditions, newer
teachers communicated difficulty integrating regional geography within their thematic
curriculum. The researcher believes that newer teachers of AP Human Geography, in
particular, would benefit from supplemental support materials directed at integrating
regional geography. Among William Pattison’s pedagogical approaches, inquiry-based
learning resonated with teacher participants. Inquiry approaches such as spatial analysis
of maps, “doing geography”, simulations, and song analysis were among inquiry
approaches endorsed by teacher participants. Spatial analysis and “doing the work of a
geographer” were core practices within William Pattison’s (1962) Advisory Paper for
Teachers Associated with the High School Geography Project. It is believed, by the
researcher, that such practices have followed a lineage from High School Geography
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Project to National Geography Standards Project to the AP Human Geography Course
Description. The prominence of hypothesis testing among Pattison’s work was notably
absent among teacher responses.
Findings from this study suggest teachers find substantive value in collaboration
with other AP Human Geography teachers. While literature suggests such (Lannegran &
Zieglar, 2016), the current study underscores teacher perspectives on collaboration.
Moreover, the study indicated AP Human Geography teachers viewed limitations in
college geography as an encumbrance to teaching the class. Teaching geography employs
unique skill sets such as regionalization, spatial analysis, connecting content to earth
science, history, and other social sciences. Such skill sets are not fully developed in
undergraduate education programs that do not expose pre-service teachers to geography
coursework or specific geography methods courses. The researcher believes that theme
three and four are related. Teachers have the ability to account for content training
limitations through independent study and collaboration with other AP Human
Geography teachers. Therefore, teachers’ strong endorsement for collaborative AP
Human Geography communities may be related to meeting content needs from limited
college geography.
The current study suggests that William Pattison’s content and pedagogical ideas
are still alive amongst AP Human Geography teachers. The research revealed that efforts
should be made to strengthen regional geography within AP Human Geography. While
inquiry ideas are still prominent within AP Human Geography classes, Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) technology is not. Current literature and the AP Human
Geography Course Description suggest the importance of GIS within high school
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geography (Baker, 2005; College Board, 2015c; Fitzpatrick, 2011; Kerski, 2003; Murphy
& Hare, 2016; Patterson, 2007; Wiegland, 2003). The current study suggests GIS, as an
inquiry tool remains a frontier in the AP Human Geography classroom. Lastly, the
current investigation sheds light on the importance of collaboration among AP Human
Geography teachers. Work should be done to understand better and develop
collaboration networks for AP Human Geography teachers. Perhaps such work could
minimize the persistent challenge of limited geography training existent since America’s
beginnings.
Directions for Future Research
Findings from this current study only illuminate AP Human Geography teacher
perceptions at a micro level. The findings from this study highlighted AP Human
Geography teacher perceptions of William Pattison’s geography articulations, and teacher
experiences with geography training. The current study was exploratory in nature. As a
result, numerous prospects for future research arose. The study revealed a lack of GIS
technology among AP Human Geography teachers despite being identified as a
component of the course description. A future study examining the use of GIS in the AP
Human Geography classroom could potentially reveal teacher rationale for limited levels
of adoption within the classroom. Such a study would help further desires of the course
development committee for implementation of GIS in AP Human Geography
(Hildebrant, 2016).
The current study revealed a need for stronger integration of regional geography
within AP Human Geography. The Curriculum places a premium on thematic content
depth, which was articulated by numerous teachers as a strength of the curriculum.
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While aspiring towards content depth, teachers struggle to weave in regional geography
concepts. Literature regarding Regional/Thematic integration has advanced in college
geography settings (Klein, 2003; Korsen & Kusek, 2016), yet research is limited for the
AP Human Geography classroom. Additionally, the growth of the course among 9th
graders coupled with geography’s declining status in many state middle school curricula
suggests a need for prerequisite knowledge integrated into the course. The findings of
this study suggest the need for supplemental materials and guides emphasizing the course
themes yet balancing the coverage through regional case studies.
Knowledge about AP Human Geography teachers within existing literature is
limited (Bednarz, 2016). Conducting a quantitative study has the potential to add to the
findings of this study regarding teacher training. Quantitative studies of AP Human
Geography teacher characteristics similar to previous studies completed with AP Biology
and AP US History (Paek et al., 2008; Paek, Ponte, Sigel, Braun, & Powers, 2005) would
illuminate characteristics of AP Human Geography teachers.
The existing study revealed the importance of collaboration among AP Human
Geography teachers. A study examining exam results over a three-year period using a
value-added component could be correlated with teacher training variables such as time
spent in collaboration with other AP Human Geography teachers, College Board training,
the level of participation in the online AP Community, and participation as an exam
reader. Such a study would address themes identified within the current study related to
teacher training and collaboration.
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